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GRAND CONCERT
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PUBLISHING

THE
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Exchange St., Portland.

Tc
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
lil subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it paid in advance.

Wednesday Evening, Nov. 8tb,

THE MAINE STATE TRESS
Thursday Morning at
io advay.ee at $2.00 a year.

yeir, if paid
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by the following well

a

Tenor,

YOUNG’S

LAST
TO

Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association
a

Wednesday,

Nov.

These Lectures will be delivered on Monday Evenines of each week in the large hall (Mechanics*
Building), corner of Congress and Casco streets, and
being FREE the public are cordially invited to attend.

Lectures and subjects will be announced weekly.

WALTZ!

HOLMES' DANCING ACADEMY,
G. A. K. If all, Mechanics’Building.
Mr. H. J. Holme* gives private lessons in
Dancing, every Saturday, from 9 to 12 A. M., and
from 1 to 3 and 5 to 6 P. M.
The Waltz learned in three lemons
nov2
eodtdecl
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Lecture and Concert

Committeej

II. ¥OUJVG,

TENTH ANNUAL COURSE

c. A.

R.

II.

Wednesday Evening,

HOLMES,
begin his

WITH

—

A

BY

at 8 o'clock.

Li. A,
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—

OF

Company

THIRD

ENTERTAINMENT.

Dec.

THE

BY

—

PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

Every Honest Claim lias been Promptly

RICHARD S.

Thursday, Evening,
THE

Jan.

give the great

Moral

Dec.

13th,

ana

New in Europe.’’

FIFTH ENTERTAINMENT

Boston

BY THE

Chandler’s Full Milan Band & Orchestra.
El. CHAN

DLKIt, Conductor.

Assisted by the best Vocal and Instrumental Talent

city.

the

m

AGENT

day evening, Feb. 14th,
Select Readings by

brand Concert of the
and will be announced in

a

New Lecture.

COMMITTEE:
A. K. PAUL,
W. E. DENNISON,
F. J. LII'TLE,
W. E. THOMES,
U. K. GATLEY,
W. E. SIMMONS.
GEO. E. BROWN.

In addition to the above the Committee
nounce that they have
arranged for

BOSTON,
CASH CAPITAL $200,000.
Alfred BICKNELL, President.

FOR

AGENT

OF

Entertainments

BY

CASH

WM.

Solo

Special inducements in prices and styles.

will he

SHADES

kind, at very Low
Prices.

GEO. HI. BOS WORTH,
AND

COTTON STS.

ml>21___

dtf

By Miss
Trust,”

occasion the renowned Humorist, H. C.
and others will
appear.
wi

*A—

Cornish, Me.

SPEL'lAIi

TO

SHIPPERS

NOTICE.

OF

FREIGHT.

freight destined to points reached by the folFast Freight Lines, viz:
ALLlowing
Red, White,

Blue, Canada, Southern, International,

Hoosac Tun-

and Merchant’s Despatch, must be shipped by
Boston & Maine Railroad. For through rates amt
11s lading apply to
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
Agt. Fast Frgt. Lines at B. &M. R.R., Portland,

nel

dtf

aug24_

Pure White Eead.
have been appointed Agents
THEthesubscribers
A superior
Albiou land
Works.
for

brand of *irictly Pure White Lead ground in
Oil; for sale in the usual variety of packages and
at the lowest market
prices; guaranteed to be as

The sale of Reserved Seats will

ju3

91

BARNES,

Square.

MISSGKACE STANLEY,
150 federal Street,
CELEBRATED CLAIBVOVANT

lor Health, Business ana Friends, Writing and
Magnetic Medium.
Test Circle Thursday evening. Admission, 50 cts.
uovl
dlw*

and

Durability,

BUY

and Newsdealers.

J. C. Bennett & Bernard’s
superior grade

NEW TOW BOAT IN HAUBOB.

Ladies’ Fine

Staunch and Powerful Tow Boat AID Las
come to this port for business; liberal arrangements for towing, especially long trips, can be
made by calling on

The

French Last

PRKBLEDA

a

Shoes, Ten Widths. THE

specialty, gold by

V1S,T ’} LEAVITT & DAVIS,
NO. 1

CUIM

CHAS. SAWVEK, Agent,

ELM STREET

Portland, Oct. 31,

~

PREMIUM

Las

WOOD PIP !

KENDALL &
augl4

128

WHITNEY,

Agents, Portland, Me.

dtf

ministered.
This valuable preparation has
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in
jluvu^uuus

It not

I

JOHN
sep6

been used with

vasvsi

only relieves the child from pain, but in

vigorates the

and
will

stomach and

bowels,

corrects

acidity

gives tone and energy to the whole system.
almost instantly relieve

It

Griping of flic Bowels, and Wiud
We believe it is the best and surest remedy in
the WORLD, in all Cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARKHCEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other cause.
We would
say to every mother who has a child suffering lrom
any of the
foregoing complaints—DO not let
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR
THE
PREJUDICES OF
others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SUKE—ves, ABSOLUTELY
SUKE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
Be sure and call lor

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
Having the fac-simile oi “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
d6m

CHARTERED

186*.

Statement January 1, 1876,
THE

—

Buffalo German
INSURANCE

CO.,

OF BUFFALO, N. ¥'.
CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.00
Reserve for Re-Insurance,
116,822.37
Reserve for Unpaid Losses,
8,859.35
Net Surplus over all Liabilper

cent)

323,278.61

$648,960^33

_

ASSETS.

..$2(6.120
City Bonds and
Interest. 28,603
Citizens’ Gas Co. First Mortgage Bonds.. 10,000
New
York and Philadelphia R. R.
Buffalo,
Bonds. 21 *’°50
Lake Shore and Michigau Southern K. R.
Bonds.
23 500
Bonds and Mortgages, and
Real Estate.
juouioutc

143 Commercial street
dtf
1876._

OLULK.

German Insurance Co. Stock...
Cash on hand and in various Banks.
Due from Agents.
Rochester

Call

Loans.

Personal Property.

00
50
00

**

00

46W

00
0J
55

161,114

2 000 00
96,428 57
16,502 71
2J,050 00
1,500 00

$648,960

33

HAUPT. Assistant Secre’y.
GEORGE A. REINHARDT, General Agent

B.

BARNES, Jr..
AGENT,

No. 28

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

ME.
eod3w

BUSINESS_MEDIUM.
Mrs. E. A. Cole,

riLAIRVA¥ANTnod MEDIC ?I, maybe

consulted at 103 Federal 81., Portland,
M*iue.
Hours from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.,
Sundays excepted.

Special engagements made for evenings.
oet30

d2w*

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and H addles,
very nice article ior family use, picnic parlies, and
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

KINSMAN.
d3m

Wm. Sliarp,

30* Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
ju22
att

ocracy declared wbat was already done, “unconstitutional, revolutionary and void” deny
ing the validity of even the thirteenth and
fourteenth amendments. But they asserted,
nevertheless, that they alone could reunite the
country, part of which was still oppressed as
they said by a “military despotism.”
The Republicans, on the other
band,

contended that in case of a Democratic victory the fruits
of the war
would be lost and that the blood and treasEvery regular attache of the Press is furnished
ure expended in a four years
with a Card certificate
struggle would
countersigned by Stauley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel be worse than wasted. Who now disputes or
managers will confer a favor upon us by
demanding can dispute these propositions? Had Seycredentials of every person claiming to represent our
mour been elected over Grant with the auJournal.
thor of the Broadhead letter as Vice President, the fifteenth amendment would never
have been proposed, the fourteenth would
certainly have been annulled or practically disregarded and the South would not now have
even the present necessity of
frightening or
shooting the freedman to prevent his voting.
It is now clear to all,
Republicans and Democrats alike, that more instead ot less
unhappy
results than were anticipated would have followed from Seymour’s election. There is a
virtual confession of this fact in the
express
ratification of the whole body of reconstruction legislation in the next Democratic national platform. There is another confession of it in the Democratic
FOB PRESIDENT,
platform
the
present
which
no
year
says
more about the
taxation ot government
B. HA
bonds and their payment in greenbacks
OH1 OHIO.
which were such conspicuous features of the
platform of eight years ago. There are now
FOB VICE
PRESIDENT,
few loyal men left in the country so mad as
to desire such financial
WJLL14M A. WHEELER,
legislation as would
have followed as matter a of course from the
OS' NEW ;york,
elevation of Seymour.

FES,

Fov Presidential Elector*.

Any thoughtful observer

At Large.—WILLIAM W. THOMAS.
NATHAN A. FARWKLL.
First -Cts/nct-SYLVESTKR LITTLEFIELD
Second
I. WARREN MERRILL.
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
SETH L. M1LLIKEN.
Fifth

defeated in ihe coming
might as well have
been defeated in the war ot the
rebellion, for all that the nation
won on the field wil! he surreal,
dered at the ballot-box.
we are

election,

we

There ought to be

necessity of impressing upon every Republican in the Slate the
vital importance of voting to-day. In indicating her choice between candidates and polino

tain sound.

Our opponents

are

no uncer-

laboring with

all the zeal which desperation lends to reduce
the Republican majority, to make it appear
that Maine is wavering in her preferences,
aud that another year will give her into the
They do not them"

hands of the Philistines.

selves believe that Maine

can

change, but

they will seek to convey that impression to
the voters of the Union, and Republicans can
only foil them by going

in full numbers to

the polls; for Maine will be judged by the
vote she easts. A greatly diminished Repub-

the Solid South

the other.

Every Repubhigh privilege, not to
be neglected, to record his protest against the
allied forces of barbarism and corruption
which are struggling for the possession ot the
national Government.
It bis sacred duty in
this hour of peril to deposit his ballot for
freedom and honesty and good government.
The Republicans of Maine have never yet
been found wanting in a national contest.
To-day they meet an enemy flushed with anticipation. They have but to rally to put
on

lican should esteem it

a

him to utter rout.

Let them discharge that
iu
the
duty
strong hope that their brothers
iu other states will do as well and so save the
the nation from the dangers of Southern

su-

premacy.
We call upon all Republicans to give this
Let each
day to the safety of the nation.
one

cast bis

ballot,

and not content with

that,

hasten bis laggaid or doubting neighbor to
the polls. The Republican majority in Maine
is to be kept to its high mark.
Don’t vote with John Morrissey.
with William M. Evarts.

Vote

Wliat Might Have Been.
In the memorable year 1860 when the traitor Breckinridge was the leading Democratic
candidate in opposition to Abraham Lincoln,
there were not wanting thousands ot politicians who declared that the safety and prosperity of the country depended upon the
All men knew full
Kentuckian’s election.
well before a year had passed how irreparable
a disaster was avoided by the choice of Lincoln in his stead. The most extravagant Republicans had only claimed that a Democratic
successor to Buchanan would, by the aid of a
Democratic Congress, nationalize slavery,
carrying it into all the territories of the United States and making an etxension of the
area of freedom impossible.
They did not
then know that the plot for the disruption of
the Union was already formed and that, with
the man at the head of affairs who took his
place among the Confederate leaders a few
months after officially declaring Lincoln the
legally chosen President of the United States,
the plot could easily be carried into effect. It
is now hardly conceivable that any candid
Democrat can look back at that critical era
without a feeling of gratification at a result
which he at that time so heartily and perhaps

sincerely deplored.
The autumn of the year 1864 was on the
whole a time of discouragement.
We were
three years from the beginning of the war,
the flower of the youth of the country had
been sacrificed and the financial resources of
the nation severely tried.
Gen. Grant was
f Onooinnol rr

GB rrV. tin/* !t

Ant

nn

<

I<nf linn

U

Lnf

the

had passed without the expected
consummation, the sad fall days had come
yet Lee was still defiant, and the Confederate
Under these
power apparently unbroken.
circumstances the Democrats declared the
war a failure and nominated Gen. McClellan
summer

representative of the peace-on-aDy-terms
policy. Odco more they assured the voters

as a

Fixtures I iWULTHWED GOODS
Exchange St.

commu-

10.UUU OU

OFFICERS.
PHILIP BECKER, President.
JULIUS FUCHS, Vice President.
OLIVER J. EGGERT, Secretary.

a

The best and cheapest out door
pump in the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
circular.

and

Interest.'

Ladies should be cautious in purchasing Gossamer Rubber Cloaks, and not
buy those with sewed seams as they are
NOT WATERPROOF. We are making a
superior quality with cemented seams
that ARE WATERPROOF, at HALL’S
Rubber Store, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. S.—Examine ours before you purchasedtf
scpt27

GEO. L. SWETT.

Comfort, Elegance

selves,

We have put up and sold this article for years and
CAN SAVIN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what we have never been able to say oi any other
medicine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical ettecls
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’■WHAT VVE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is ad-

CATJTIOM

_dtnovl7

THE
dtf

at the

it, mothers. It will give rest to you

upon

KINGDOM.

***
by
LEE & SIIEPAKU, Publishers, Boston.
nov4d3t

DEO. C. BURGESS,

! —UlilL
!
For

JR..

Sure to Regulate the Bowels.

ities, (1.61

for *pare Moments.”

all Booksellers

SYRUP

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

Amanda M. Douglass, author ot “In
“Home Nook,” etc. 12mo. Cloth, SI.50.

For sale

CECTCBE COMMITTEE:
CJJAS- c.
5- ROBERTS, M. B. COOI.IDGE,
H
P. KURBISH,
PROCTER,
BENJ.

WHIPPLE & CO.,
lharkei

Home.’’

“Wiie Words

place on Saturday, Nov. Utb, at i) o’clock.
Doors _opeu at (i 30 o’clock. Evening Entertainment at 7.45. Afternoon Entertainment at 3.30.

_

W.

ot

The Thoughts of Marcus Aurelius.
New and complete edition. Square 16mo. Gilt, $1.25.

same

represented.

W.

Healthy Atmosphere

Observations ou the Civilization of the Western Barbarians, particularly of the English, made during a
residence of some years in those parts. Translated
from the Chinese. 12mo. Cloth, $1.75.

eurenain-

commence

SOOTHING

a

AH-CHIN-LES

91.30.
Members’ tickets *1.00 (each member entitled to
two.)
heserved Seats $1.00 extra for Evening entertainments only. Evening Tickets 30 Cents.
Purchasers of Course Ticke ts will be entitled to
two tickets to each ot the Children's Entertainments.

Members’ tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
Music Store, on and after Wednesday, Nov. 8th.

reserve

and reform sentiment ot the country on the
one band, and Tilden, Tammany Hall and

WINSLOW’S

OF

(12m*

in the

BAR1\AB£E,
\am

MRS.

,

“A Book tor all Lovers of Art.”

surplus of hay that I wish consumed
on my farm, I will winter horses for §1 50 a
week. Good bnil lings, hay of first quality, running
water in stable, sunny yard for exercise, horses well
cared for. Address,
C. D. SMALL,
ocl3d2m*

JR

LIFE OF RUBENS.

—.
ments

or

The national contest is between the union

for Portland.

NELLY KINNARD'S

on

CONCERT BY CHANOEER'S BAND
one-half hour previous to each lecture.

HAVING

Agent

“Wrought

^

Horses Wintered.
a

ALLEN,

By Geo. II. Calvert, author ol “Life of Goethe,”
etc. Heliotype Portrait. 16mo. Cloth, $1.50.

—AND—
of all

guaranty of good taith.
We cannot undeitake to return
nications that are not used.

lican majority is a result to ba strongly deprecated, and can only be brought about by
over-confidence on the part of Republicans.

aug26

“An Afternoon with
Barnabee,’’
which

d2w

the outside wrapper.
Sohl by Druggists throughout the world

entitled

on

HOISE

on

Bank Officer. By Wm. T.
12mo. Cloth, with full-page
and letter-press Illustrations. Price SI 75.
Thia is the second volume of THE HOUSEHOLD
LIBKARY, to comprise stories tor adults by this
popular writer, and is unifoim with “In Doors and
Out,” previously issued.

Saturday Afternoon, Jan. 13, 1877,

WINDOW

Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.
CAPITAL $200,000.

Or, The Confessions of
Adams (Oliver Optic.)

PUPl1’
Saxophonist and Crystallopbone.
The Second

PREBLE

no3

LIVING TOO FAST J

—

LINDEN,"'1

OPPOSITE

“Keep not, nor covet what is not your own.”

BRYANT,

MISS LOUISA

Insurance

LEE & SHEPARD’S NEW BOOKS

an-

1YM H. HUTCHINSON,
the celebrated Comic
Vocalist,
PROF. FRED TER LINDEN,

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.

NICKERSON,

480 1-2 Congress Street,

GEO. GOULD, President.
EDWARD WALLEY, Secretary.

Dec. 16, 1876,

—

—

FOR PORTLAND.

Suffolk Mutual

CHILDREN.

Saturday,

papers

S,

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

TWO AFTERNOON ENTERTAINMENTS

IIARRV

ISA

J. S. PARSONS, Secretary.

se23

would

A. A.

Colic.

FOR PORTLAND.

OF

the renowned Ventriloquist and
Magician

CORNER FREE

FOR PORTLAND,

Subject to be announced.

The first of the Children
given on the afternoon of

dtf

Drapery Work

JR.,

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance Co.,

Subject—‘‘The Aristocracy of the Dollar.”

few days.

oct21

AGENT

Wednesday, Feb. 7ili,
Col. Thos. Wentworth Higginson,

Course,

The Reserved Seat tickets will be tor sale at Win.
E. Thornes’, under Music Hall, after Nov. 1st.
Members’ tickets, $1.00. Each member entitled to
two. Can be procured of the Treasurer, T. J. Little.

AT

ALLEN,

WOT. ALLEN, JR,

Wednesday, Feb. 21sf,
REV. H. M. GALL AH ER.

Course tickets, $2.00 each, for sale at the usual
places. Reserved Seats for the Corn se, $1.50 each.

—

!

OF BOSTON, MASS.
CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.
SURPLUS
40,000.
J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.

consisting of the following artists:
MRS. II. E II. CARTER,
the distinguished Soprano,
MISSJANNA C, HOLBROOK,
the pleasing Contralto,
MR. J. C. COLLINS,
the eminent Tenor,
MR. II. C. BARNABEE,
the renowned Basso and Humorist
Vocalist,
MB. D. HENRY SUCK,
the talented Violin Soloist,
MR. HOWARD M.
DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,

Eighth Entertainment will be the

“room

ACCIDENT.

REVERE FIREINSCRANCECO.,

Mu.icai Director.

Pi’of J. W. CHURCHILL.
Tbe

AND

WOT.

Wednesday, Jail, lo, 1877,
Mrs. Loahe Woodworth Foss.

SEVE tTH ENTERTAINMENT

Wedne

Co.,

—

Assisted by
LOUSE McQIJESTEiV,
Vocalist.

wishing Over Garments cut and made, or Cut and
Basted on scientific principles, and a fit warranted
without trying and re-trying, will do well to call.

Relief and Health to Your Infants.

PORTLAND.

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS

Wednesday, January 21tli,

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT,
Grand Concert by

D

FOR

A. J. CHASE, General Agent for State.

SELECT READINGS.

Philharmonic Clnb.

MISS. ZILLA

ALLEX, Jr.,

Total Asteis nearly

AND VOCAL CONCERT
—

LADIES

Depend

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

LIFE

THE BOHEMIAN GIBE J

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL

no con-

Travelers Insurance

IV. E. Taylor, Pianist and Accompanist,
with Orchestral and Scenic
Accompaniment. To appear in the Opera of

Thursday Evening, Jan. 18th.

public may rest assured! that

AGENT

Together

Musical Drama, entitled

“Out Of Bondage.”

the

WM.

Mr. Chas. B. Hayden. Tonor.
Mr. Fritz Schmener Baritone.
Mr. mauley Fetch, Basso.
Miss Iiizzid Natali, Soprano.

Mr.

perfect

a

For Children Teething:,

flagration or sweeping fire can affect the solvency or cripple the resources of this corporation.
(S^“SOPNI>, MU.ID, SIJCCESBFUE.^Q

STORRS, D. D.,
and

made to order, and Shirt Patterns cut by
system.

Due.

Sale Risks widely Scattered,

consisting of
Mra. Anna
ranger Bow, Soprano.
Mrs. Jenny Twitchell Hcuipton.Contralto.

4th,!77.

—

HTERS SISTERS’ CONCERT CO.,
will

Paid when

Wednesday, Dec. 27tli.

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

—

Wealth.’’

BAY STATE ENGLISH OPERA CO..

SMITH-WB1TNEY JjONCERT COMPANY.

Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication

as a

cies the voice of Maine must have

of the

Wednesday, Nov. 29th,

Wednesday,

short notice.

at

emphatically

corporation. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Half a Million Dollars of
Assets, SitlAlii.* RISKS widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest
ra*io of assets to liabilities, this Company offers the
very best indemuity against loss or damage by fire.

21st,

—

by

Hampshire,

permanency.
words,
prudent management and integrity

REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.

Subject—“The Old

GRAND CONCERT

Million Dollars!

for the

Subject— “Evolution.”

Thursday Evening,

a

solidity,

WITH A LECTCBE BY

of

REPAIRING

This
was organized
the leading business men of New
and
possesses the elements ot
economy, success and
The names of the officers and directors
are as familiar as household
and a voucher

Thursday evening, Nov. 16, 1876,

Subject—“The Ministry

Chapin,

Quarter of

Ex-Gov. E. A. Straw, President.
Ex-Gov. James A. Weston, Tice Pres.
Geo. B. Chandler, Treasurer.
John C. French, Secretary.
Frank A. IKcKcen, Special Agent,
Geo. W. Eastman, Asst. Secretary.

Entertainments 1

—

Rev. Dr. E. H.

cases

but

To the Polls.

SHIRTS

HALF A MILLION DOLLARS !

Couise

Annual
—

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 6th.
LECTURE

ATTENTION

taken in cutting garments to be made oat of the shop,

neatly done

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

HALL.

Twenty-Fifth

ENTERTAINMENT

all

If

do Custom Tailoring in all its
branches.

GREAT CARE

Life

CASH CAPITAL PAID CP

One

COMMENCING

SECOND

over

Cutting, Trimming and Making-up goods
furnished by customers,

to

MANCHESTER, N. H.

—

(First appearance in this city.)
MU. WM.J. WINCH. Tenor.
>1 It. JUh.NE. WINCH. Basso.
I1EKMAN KOTZWCUMAK, Pianist.

given

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE 1NS.C0.,

—

dlw

CITY

MINN. EMM\ TlltIKNR Y, Soprano,
MINN ANNA DRANDIL, Contralto,

lo

PARTICULAR

CLASS

nov3

—

taken rooms

Congress St.,

prepared

am

and Accident.

Terms-Gents. $4 50 for the course. Ladies $2.00
for the season.
Secoud Lesson, Monday Nov. 13.

GRAND CONCERT
—

OST

Thursday, Nov. 9th,

M,

I5th,

Tiov.

Having

1

all its branches
attended to.

Marine,

Fire,

J.

—

in

promptly

IIA EL,

(TIeckanic Building,)
MB.

HALL,

v,Ve do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In

dtd

A

of finterfainmentB will begin at

ESTABLISHMENT.

Exchange St.,

Insurance

is76

7.

01

PORTLAND, ME.

Holmes’ Saucing Academy,

EVENING DANCING
liavs the pleasure of announcing to the
Public, that their

AtiENT.

New Tailoring
480

Stanton Block,

266 MIDDLE STREET.

no3

short term Insurat current Rates.

31 1-2

TICKETS FOR MALE BY

—

Army & Navy Union

or

WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

transfer in New York. Passengers will be
landed at the Depot by the Bound Brook Route in
Jersey City and conveyed thence by special train direct to the Centennial grounds, Philadelphia.

».

iiiMinimr.

ance

HUES $11
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THURSTON,
GENERAL

first class

FALL RIVER LINE and
BOUND BROOK ROUTE
TO

Leavitt’s Scotch Polish.
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BOSTON & MAINE,

—

ORGANS,

Piano Stools !

order.

to

SAMUEL

via the

J

HAMLIN

nov.

WAREROORS 3 FREE STREET BLOCK, PORTLAND. RUTHERFORD

at 9 A. M.

The Centennial Commissioners having extended
the time of closing the Exhibition until a week after
the 101k of November, Mr. D. U. Young
begs to announce another, and
positively the last, Excursion

©Mini,
SAMUEL R LEATITT, I
Lecture
RICHARD COLE.
y
NATH’L WALKER.
Committee.
JOHN B. THORNDIKE,
Portland, Nov. 1.1876.no2dtf

CITY

Timing done

Music by nail’s Brass Rand.

Li&VVI© ±5.

Uprights, &c., &c.,

Piano Covers !

—

REV. THOS. HILL, D. D.
Kubjcci-»£OM£TRY IN POLITICS. !

—

8tli,

&

iu a

all warranted, and at LOWEST PRICES possible for first class Instruments.

—

LEAVING PORTLAND

that the course will be opened on
at 7 1-2 o’clock

ALL

THE

idence,

Monday Evening, Nov. 13,
by

MA^OA

Mammoth Floating Palace Steamer Frov

Free Course of Lectures,
—

ON

—

& Wheelock’s

Billings

THE

CENTENNIAL

THE

rest* ou its laurels gained by its superior excellence
steady growth daring the last quarter of a century.

securely

Grand Excursion !

KJSTEKTAINMEJNTS.

announce

talent:

MR. J. B. COYLE, Jr., Bass,
MRS. G. O. GOSSK, Pianist and Accompanist.
Tickets 35 cents; for sale at Stockbridge’s Music
Store and at the door.
Concert begins at 8 o’clock.
no2dlw*

PUBLISHING CO.

Living completed arrangements for

WAR

MISS MARY MOODY, Soprano,
MRS. A, K. GOl'DY. Alto,
MR. WILL 0. STOCKBRIDGE,

Kates op Advertising : One inch of space, the
le igth ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
afer; three insertions, or lees, $1.00; oontinuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
w?ek. $1.00; 50 cents per week afrer.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in tbe “Maine State
Press” (which lias a largo circulation in every part
of (he State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
an 1 50 cents
per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all comm anications to
PORTLAND

known

PIANO-FORTE

press,

Tuesday morning,

still goes on, and while most other first-rlnss makers are
quarreling
as to who received THE FIRST
PRIZE at the Centennial, the

m

published every

the

_miscellaneous._

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tbe

of the United States that the salvation of the
country depended on committing its destinies
to their bauds. “What do you fear ?” they
said, “Our Gen. McClellan has proved his
loyalty on the field of battle. You can apprehend no sympathy with traitors or unfaithfulness to the flag on his part.
Do but place
him in the White House and this deplorable
war will soon be at an end and our country
But who is
once more happy and united.”
there, Democrat though he be, who will not
now confess that, had these suggestions prevailed, slavery would have been preserved and
the Confederacy would have dictated the
terms of reconstruction, doubling the present
national indebtedness and leaving fastened
upon the country the gigantic wrong which
could not fail to be the germ of future war
and anarchy? What Democrat now lives
who does not in his heart rejoice that Abraham Lincoln was elected for a second term ?
In 1868, the country was still in the agonies of reconstruction. The states of Virginia, Mississippi, Texas and Georgia were
not restored to the Union and the fifteenth
amendment was not yet secured. The Dem-

can now

see

that

the country had another escape from
grave
disaster in 1872. Yet the Democratic posi*
tion of that year was so plausible as to seduce
a considerable
body of Republicans from their
old party associations. The Democrats
gave
us for candidates two men of
unimpeachable
wai

icwiu,

uue oi mem

claiming to oe a Ke-

publican. They promised to guard the new
constitutional guaranties of liberty. Would
they have done so ? With a Democratic
President in the chair,—nobody knows who,
such have been the singular
ravages of death
in the regular line of succession, —it is impossible to imagine anything too extravagant

for the present Confederate House to attempt. Under such circumstances what pretence of impartial suffrage would there now
beat the South? How many white immigrants from the North would now be living
south of the restored Mason’s and Dixon’s
line? How much safer would it be for a
loyal man to visit Charleston in 1876 than it
was in 1861? Judging from the success of the
chivalry even under a Republican administration in restoring the worst features of the
ante betlum era, how much liberty or security would have been left to the freedman under a President elected by Democratic
votes ?
And now ihe Democracy come once more,
saying to the people, “Give us your votes
and all will be well.” This time they do not
feel it necessary to offer Republican candidates, on the contrary their ticket is composed of men who stood with Seymour in
1868 in denouncing as unconstitutional and
void all that had been done to destroy human
bondage and to preserve the Union. Their
supporters are at this moment riding through
the Southland, practically nullifying the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments and carrying into effect the Seymour instead of the
Tilden platform. Is it safe, judging from the
past, to trust them with more power than

they

now

A few days before the nomination of Samuel J. Tilden, when free to speak its honest
belief, the Cincinnati Enquirer said of him:
It could not bat be that a mao educated io
in hypocrisy, in iniquity, nominated
corruption and shameless effrontery, even
though his millions could elect him, would give
us the most
corrupt administration the country
has ever known.

cunning,
m

Again, on the 5th of June, 1876, the Cincinnati Enquirer said of Samuel J. Tilden:
He is a hypocrite, a political swindler, has
long been a public plunderer, and is really the
only disreputable caudidate prominently named
on the Democratic side.
On the 6th of June the Enquirer said:
The action of the St. Louis Convention will
not change in the least the truths we have uttered about Mr. Tilden,
He cannot command
the vote of the Democrats of Ohio.
And on the 22d of June the Enquirer said
His nomination will disrupt and disorganize
the Democratic party. It means defeat.

And on the 9th of July, 1876—ten days after Tilden’s nomination at St. Louis—the
Cincinnati Enquirer said:

Republican papers continue to copy from the
Enqmrcr uncomplimentary allusions to Samuel

J. Tilden previous to bis Domination for President. We have repeatedly said we have nothing to take back.

Don’t vote with Fernando Wood.
with Benjamin H. Bristow.

The New York business men’s address in
favor of Tilden is one of the greatest frauds
of the campaign, There are many names attached to the call which even men of the largest acquaintance in Wall street declare they
never heard of before.
Many of the signers
are “curbstone brokers,” men of no influence
or position.
The cotton exchange is the only public body that is well represented, and
of the fifty names signed, thirty-seven ate of
natives of the South and avowed secessionists. Twelve are known to have served in
the Confederate army, and others are remembered as blockade runners. In order to
swell the list many names are repeated, and
many bogus ones are signed. Forty-seven of
them cannot be found in the city directories.
There are fifteen signatures of what purport
to be merchants and representative business
men doing business
at 140 Church street.
vuc vi
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Laborers, mechanics and workingmen are deeply concerned in
the result oi the election.
Good
government, peace, security, financial stability will give them
lull work and good wages. A Confederate victory, with its solid
South and rebel claims would be
disastrous to every industry. Press
on the Hayes and Wheeler col-

Hebe is the situation as it will be if Tilden
is elected clearly stated: The solid South
will clamor for rights destroyed by acts ot the
war.
An unhealthy sentiment will be created anew in favor of unrepentant rebels who
at this hour are wreaking vengeance on
white and colored Republicans all over the
rebellious region who, by their sufferings
and shedding of their own blood, enabled us
to sustain our Government in the crisis of
treason. Thousands of those unfortunate
colored men are now at the mercy of the unrestrained passions of a people smarting
under defeat. The ballot, instead of being an
armor of citizenship to the colored men in
the South is, in fact, his greatest present
peril. While it should give him protection,
opportunity, and education, it is the cause of
proscription and ostracism. Unless the ballot is made his strong arm, and the protecting influence of the Government thrown
around him, there must he endless war.

journals

The Milwaukee Sentinel makes the followal districts of Wisconsin :

District.
liep.maj. Dem. maj.
<. 4,500
2. 1,000
3. 3,000
*.
6,000
5 .•
4,500
6 .. 1.000
1. 4,000
8. 1,000
14.500
10.500

us mat

the Constitution. This claim thus accrued to
the individual slave owner, not only upGn the
consideration of justice, bat upon the express
provisions of the Constitution before the adoption of the fourteenth amendment. It was a
claim upon tha United States—not of the
States, but of individuals—and the obligations
could only be discharged by a “just compensation” to the despoiled owner or by a release of
the claimant

Mr. Hunter then proceeds to discuss the
constitutional objections to the payment
of these claims, and suggests the following
ingenious method of avoiding them:
When the United States Government wished
to transfer the surplus revenue to the states,
fiuding that it had no authority to give money
to the states, it saved the constitutional point
and eluded the difficulty by giving the transfer
of

loan

deposit

without interest,
States in certain
I propose that
8400,000,000, the sum named by Mr. Lincoln as
that which he was willing to give the despoiled
slaveholders, should be deposited with the
states without interest, and in the same manner
to be loaned to the slaveholder in proportion to
his losses. If the loan of the surplus revenue in
the manner in which it was made was not assumption of the power to give money to the
states not granted in the Constitution, then the
deposit of 8400,000,000 with the slave-bolding
states in the same manner and upon the same
terms would be no violation of the fourteenth
amendment, which forbade the Government to
pay for slaves lost by emancipation.
a

or

to be resumed by th- United
events in a prescribed mode.

Tllfl TTnifpd
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be relieved without any violation of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendments to the Constitution, and greatly to the advantage of all concerned.
If the general Goverumeut, in the
passage of the act for depositing money with
states, did not assume the power to give money
to the states not granted in the Constitution,
neitber would the amendment forbidding her to
pay the slave-holder for the loss of bis slaves
be violated by a deposit of $400,000,000 with'the
former slave-holding states.
It might thus,
perhaps, satisfy the just claimant under the
fifth amendment without violating the fourteenth, a result which would be much prized by
all who value the reputation of the Government
for good faith and fair dealing.
Bnt while I
maintain the justice and good policy of such a
measure, I by no means propose to make an issue of it at this time. If the measure should ever be adopted, that day may be distant, and
only after there is great levolutioD in the public
sentiment of the states which were non-slaveholding at the time of the emancipation. To
press such a claim prematurely would only
iDjnre the chances and delay the time of its
ultimate acknowledgment, should that ever
take place. Should the measure be attempted
now, an adverse decision might be provoked
in the present temper of the public mind, and
the chances of its final adoption might be

prejudiced

or

destroyed.

10.500

4,000

miorm

R M. T. Hunter of Virginia has written a
letter indorsing Tilden’s proclamation on the
Southern war claims. That letter is a fair
specimen of the honesty of these professions
of the Southern leaders. Mr. Hunter does
not hesitate in order to achieve a political
advantage to give the lie to all his former
professions. His sincerity now can be believed in by no one.
An authenticated letter from this same R.
M. T. Hunter, bearing the date Oct. 21, is
before the people, a letter the authorship of
which Mr. Hunter does not attempt to deny.
It is in reply to one asking his opinion in re*
gard to the collection of these Southern
claims. In this letter he says:
When the private property in slaves was
taken by the United States for public uses, a
claim accrued to the individual owner for just
compensation under the fifth amendment to

thejform

Vote with

lowiDg estimates in the several congresssion-

Another Indorser.
jL/emuuiaut;

employes

Stop long enough to ask yourself
the question, What has Tammany
ever reformed!
And is it likely
that Tammany, when it gets con,
trol of the General Government in
partnership with the Solid South,
win reform
It so,
anything!
what!

umn.

Am;

are

of H. B. Claflin and Co. Some are salesmen,
some porters and one is a
boy under age. In
fact the call is a fiaudulent one.

Don’t vote with Ben Hill.
John A. Dix.

possess?

Vote

But, while I by no meau8 recommend any
practical issne to be made npou this question
at present, I see no harm in keeping the claim
alive or in demonstrating its justice as far a;
it may be possible to do so.
It was in this
belief that upon a late occasion I endeavored lo
of
claim
the
present
my wronged and despoiled countrymen, and suggested that something should be done which, although very far
short of payment, might yet be considered
possibly as satisfaction for their wrongs.
As will be seen Mr. Hunter recommends
that no “practical issue be made on this
question at present,” that is until alter election. Let the Democrats succeed aud the
people will find that a “practical issue” will
be made the moment they get firmly established in power.

me
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considers

mese

10

oe

very

moderate estimates of the Republican majorities, and liberal estimates ol the Democratic
majorities. “Indeed,” says the writer, “we
are greatly deceived by our advices if the Republican majority In the state shall prove to
be less than 5,000.”
Maine must maintain her rank
strong Republican State.

as a

A Washington correspondent furnishes
significant samples of the sort of reading matter that appears in Southern Tilden
organs. A Maryland Confederate sheet enthusiastically endorses the New York Reformer who “never sanctioned a denial that
he was opposed to the war”, who “stands
now where he stood
from 1861 to 1865, opposed to a war for coercing the dissatisfied
Slates of the Union to remain in it,” and
who “is a good, old-fashioned States-Rights
Democrat of the John C. Calhoun stripe!”
This is the truth, but the Northern Tilden
organs are very careful not to state it.

some

Don't vote with Tom Ewing.
Carl Schurz.

Vote with

Wonder what Samuel J. Tilden would do
if the Confederate Congress should make an
appropriation and pass the bill, in accordance
with the plan of Hunter, over his veto, to
loan to the rebel States of the solid South as
much money as they claim was the value of
private property destroyed by the emancipation proclamation when 4,000,000 slaves were
freed, which, according to the construction of
Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, was illegal and unconstitutional.

Every vote lor Tilden is n vote
tor Tammany, tor the Solid South
and lor the rebel claims. Who can
afford to vote them into powei!
Under the lead of Tilden and Hendricks
the watchword is, “To the victors belong the
spoils.” Once entrenched at Washington,
how the old Copperhead element will revive,
the forces of disloyalty arouse, and all the
«0vuvivo
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the days when Floyd dismantled our navy,
when Cobb depleted our Treasury and the
plotters ol Buchanan’s Cabinet were conspiring for the destruction of the Republic.
The triumphs of Republicanism are all a
vindication, as a maintenance, of the rights
of humanity, of man in all his highest and
holiest aspirations and wants. The victories
ol Democracy-of oligarchical despotism
under the prostituted name of Democracy—a

degradation of humanity, a destruction of al1
the aspirations of man for good, the knell of
nationality and freedom 1”
1 lie most absurd and ridiculous
claim ever set up by partisan
demagogues is that Tildeu, Tammany Hall, and the Solid South
will reform anything.
The Democratic papers

are

fond of remind-

ing their readers that “the war closed eleven
years ago.” Then why are rebel rifle-clubs

still maintained in the South ?
Why is a
campaign of intimidatiou carried on against
all the Republicans of
th|t section? The
Northern people will helieve the war is over
iu the South when the
shot-gun policy is

abandoned.
To-day

a

President will be chosen.

The

goverment will be confided to Gov. Hayes
and the Union party, or it will pass into the
hands of Tilden, Tammany Hall and the

Solid South. Between these the voter is to
choose. Let no Republican fail to make his
choice evident at the ballot bax.

One of the strongest arguments
for a continuance of Republican rule is
furnished by
the monthly Treasury
statement, showing
that the national indebtedness was
reduced

$3,338,139 during the mouth of October.
And yet Tilden says the government does
not
live within its income.
Let

every Republican in Maine vote
This state must announce her preference in no uncertain voice.

to-day.

The St Louis Times calls the
purgation of
the registry lists the disenfranchisement of
Democrats! This is an honest confession, and
it is equally true that the
prevention of ballot-box stuffing is an interference with Democrats in the act of
voting again and often.
Let no Portland Republican fail to cast his
ballot to-day. The
enemy is rallying his
forces for a struggle.
Don't vote with John Kelley.
Theodore D. Woolsey.
Do

we

Vote with

want a man as coiuiuan-

dcr-in-chief ot ilie army and navy

who did not oppose secession, who
believed in the Calhoun doctrine
ol Slate lights, and who, il
elected,
would be but the flgure-head lor
the Sonthern chivalry,

SiASBY.
Mr, Nn.br Maker

I.n.l
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Appeal la ike

Democracy Before Ike Mavember Kleelion.

Confedrit X Roads,
)
Wich is in the State uv Kentucky, >
Oct. 25, 1876.
Only a few days remanes afore the people
uv
the Yoonited States will hev registered
their decree aud desided who is to be the Presi
dent uv the Yoonited States. Only a few days
and I shel know whether I am to glide gently
into the postoffis at the Comers, and hev the
wherewith to pay Bascom reglerly for the likker, or whether lam to go on in a desultory
way, and depend on the chances uv infrekent
aud desultory drinks frum sich
strangers ez
may happen to come hither and be goou eouff
to pay for me.
Only a tew days, and the noble Dimocrisy nv
Noo York will know whether they are agoin to
hev the Treasury uv the Yoonited States to
plunder, in adishen to the city and State!
Only a few days, and John Morrissey and
John Kelley will koow wbetheribey are to control the Dimocratic party, and
through it the
government, or whether the one will have to
content bis.>elf with runnin Tammany, and the
other his faro banks.
Only a few days, and the hundreds uv thousand uv Dimocrats wich hev bin on short grass
and thin pastoorage sence Bookanon weDt out
uv offls will know whether they are a goin to
revil in the spoils uv postoffises and customhouses, or whether they are to continyoo out in
the cold.
Only a few days! What momenchus events
depends on them few days!
Dimocrats!—I make one, a last appeal to
yoo
—one long, agonizin, lingrin
appeal. I yell to
yoo ez one in agony, ez one burdened with a
great dred, and opprest bp a grate fear.
We must carry this elecshnn. Ther ain’t eny
ifs nor ands about it—we must. Bookanon
wuz the last Dimocratio President, that is ia
the North, and when he went ont, every Dimocrat in the country retired to private life, so far
ez the Eedrel offis wuz concerned. Troe, we bed
a Dimocratic administration in the South,doorin the yeers frum 1861 to 1865, the offises uv
wich wuz filled by Dimocrats; but ez they wuz
paid off in Confedrit scrip, it didn’t do em
much irood. They bed the honor, but what is
honor? Will honor buy sox! Will it pay Bascom!
Think, fellow Dimocrats, uv watwehev gone
through! Linkin four yeers, and Grant eight!
Eight and fonr are twelve, and that twelve
woold hev bin sixteen bed Dot Providence takic
pity onto us, removed the goriller Linkin, and
give us A’ Johnson for four yeers. But doorin
Johnson’s time we wuz only parsbelly bleat.
He wuzn’t electid by us, ana it took him neerly
half his term to get down to us, and then we
bed to compete with a lot uv renegade Repnblikins which follered him.
Most uv us wich went out uv offis wen Bookannon retired hev growd old, aud are haDgin
on the verge nv eternity. Whiskey and time
bez dun its perfeck work on me, and ef 1 am
ever to hev an offis it can’t be delayed very
much longer.
When I hev past thro the silent:
tomb and am an aogel with wings, a comishnn.
ez postmaster won’t do me any good.
Wher I
shel go ther will be no likker.
I want it now,
while I am within reech uv Bascom’s and kin
make the emoluments uv some yoose.
And ez
I am, so is all my friends.
What we want wa
want now, and must hev.
A comishnn tbatsbood come to me after 1 am
ded and hev lost the power to absorb wood be
holler mockery.
In view uv our wants and necessities I implore you, fellow Dimocrats, to rally.
Rally agin bard money in the West.
Rally agin soft money in the East.
Rally agin tbe uffisbals uv a corrupt admlnis*
trashen!

J
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Id power till they are ez fat ez we are lean!
Rally agin the military power which prevents
us from killin niggers jest ez we please.
Rally agin the continuasben uv nigger soopremacy in the South.
Rally agiu Digger suffrage in the North.
Rally agin the niggers in a mass in tbs
South.
Rally agin tbe individyooal niggers in the
North.
Rally agin the very idee uv Diggers .in lokallties where they aiot oone.
Rally sgin nigger men wich mav be fathers

niggers.
Rally agin nigger wirnmen wich may be
uv more niggers.
Rally agin nigger children wich will make
ns shudder when they grow up.
Rally agiD nigger in the concrete.
Rally agin Digger in the abstract.
Rally for victry and postcilices.
One more push aod victry is ours.
Petroleum V. Nasby, Reformer.
nv more

mothers

P. S.—I

forgot

rally for reform.

to say that

we

might

ez

well

Tildcn’s letter on rebel claims—
Is a man who robbed the revenue
through perjury and fraud likely
to be very nice in his construction
o*
the
14th amendment!—his
promises to obey that amendment!
The Outlook.
The liatest Advices received by the Repnb■ican Nation Co mail lire—The Election

olJHajes

and

sured—The

Wheeler Believed to be As-

Probable

Result

ia

New

Vork—The Outlook In Other Slates.

The New York Times leads its news colnmns
with the following statement:—

Infoimatlon from

most

trustworthy sources,

including our own specials and despatches
the Republican uatioual committee as late

to
as

eight o’clock this evening, indicate that all
doubt about the election of Hayes and Wheeler
has been removed by the extraordinary manifestations of public sentiment daring ilie last
ten days. Especially in this city has a great
change taken place, evidenced by .votes in publit

piatcs,

HUtauijf
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change, where ten days ago there was a majority for Tilden, while on Friday the vote stood
393 for Hayes to 204 forJTilden. Many similar
changes are noted, caused by the general uprising of bankers, merchants, manufacturers
and other business men, produced in a great
measure by the general conviction that the
election of Tilden means the imposition upon the

country of a great burden of debt and taxation
The fact that Mr. Tildeu's
to pay war claims.
frantic call upon the Southern Democrats to
save his election
by agreei g not to press the
war claims has beeo responded to
b) only five
out of fourteen Southern States
appealed to,
and not by Missouri, which has already issued
over two millions of claim
greenbacks purporting to be valid claims against the United
States has added to the growing distrust. A
most unfavorable impression has also bean
produced bv the issue by tbe Democratic national
committeeof an address, warning tbe count* y
against an expected statement which the comtuitee has already printed of William M. Tweed
implicating Mr. Tilden in hisplunderingofNew
York city. As a result of those late and universally prevalent manifestations of tbe tendency of the people, no confidence in a Democratic victory is shown by any one except Mr,
Tilden himself ami tbe gamblers in the poolrooms, who have been employed to make fictitious bets to be telegraphed lor effect iu the

country.

a summary of the preseut indications it
he said that the projected Democratic
frauds in this city will be prevented, and the
majority kept down to thirty-five or forty thourand, which will be more than overcome by the
interior vote; that with New York state Hayes
and Wheeler are sure of 195 votes, or ten more
than enough, without counting nine other states
in each of which an active contest is going on,
with the probability of success for the Republicans. If these states—South Carolina 7. North
Carolina 10, Nevada 3, New Jersey 9, ludiaua
13, Couisiaua 8, Connecticut 6, Oregon 3 anil
Florida 4—casting U5 votes, should also vote for
Hayes, he will receive 200 votes, or 75 mom
than enough.
The best judges place Haves’
vote at certainly not less tban 233 with New
York, or 198 without New York. The most
thoroughly informed Republicans have an
doubt about the general result.

As

may

I

Our New York Letter.

The Speeches of Mr. Evarls and Secretary
Morrill—The Purity of the Present Administration Demonstrated by the Secre-

tary—Irresponsible Slanderers -The Contest ol

To-day in New York.

New Yokk Nov. 4,187G.
The most notable speeches of the week have
been those of Mr. Evarts, on Wednesday, and

Secretary Morrill,

The former

this afternoon.
made an abler argument or a more
brilliant address.
It was replete with telling
points, and felicitous illustrations. Mr. Evarts
is always at his best when he is on the right
aide.
He is erratic, as men of genius are apt
orator never

and not unfrequently flies the track with
This propensity has
comet like eccentricity.
kept him out of public life a great deal. But
in that respect it has certainly served him a
good purpose, for the houors aud emoluments
to

be,

of his

profession

are

infinitely

greater than he

could have derived from any political station.
The attractions of office are growing less and
less every day. Hard work, meagre compensa-

tion, illimitable abuse aud atrocious calumnia.
tion are penalties to which eveiy man is liable
who serves the state, no matter how pore atd
blameless he may be
Consequents it is a fortunate thiog for Mr. Evarts that 1 is aspirations
to be Senator and Governor have been overrul.
ed. His place at a lawyer and a citizen is pref
orable, in view ol its immunities from persecution to any post in the gift of the people.
Maine has made generous contributions to the
missionary work of the campaign.
Blaine,

Hale, Frye, Milliken and Treat have proved
themselves noble apostles of the gospel of Republicanism in the doubtful and waveiing
states.
And Secretary Morrill, on whom the
task devolved of summing up the case today,
performed that duty with admirable coaenev.
directness and force.
It was the speech of a

There

statesman.

abont it.

It

was no

clap-trap

nor non-

plain, matter-of-fact
presentation of the issues and a conclusive and
triumphant answer to the insensate allegations
of corruption which have furnished the pretext

sense

was a

for the hollow cry of “reform” that the Democrats are using as a meaus of getting possession
of the Treasury of the Republic.
The meeting was got up under the auspices
of the “Republican Reform Club.” These gentlemen owe some reparation to the couutry for
the aid and comrort they ha-e given the enemy,
by subscribing to and endorsing their libels
In March last they
organized under a preamble and resolutions'
the spirit of which is epitomized in this sentence: “In view of the recent aud repeated ex'

agaiust the administration.

posures of corruption and fraud in the admintration of public affairs.”
Now, here is Mr.
Morrill’s tefutation of this groundless and un-

patriotic assumption.
“I know what I say when I affirm that in the
last twenty years the most rigid scru tiny into
the receipts and expenditures of the government
has been applied by tbis party in botb Houses of
Congress, and never before in the bistorv of
the government was so strict an accountability
exacted of it as at the present time. And it any
gentleman is curious to ascertain whether this be
true or not, let him examine the list which has
been pretty extensively published over the
country, and which shows that the losses of the
government during the administration of the
past eight years are far less than during any
other administration in the whole history of the

government.”

This statement is the literal truth. It is the
testimony of a witness whose sources of information are perfectly reliable, and whose veracity is unimpeachable. The record corroborates
it The statistics substantiate it.
The charge
of corruption is utterly baseless and wickedly

false. There never has been an administration
of which so little iu dispraise could be truthfully said. When its archives are completed and
its history written, there will not be an honest
man in the land, of any party, who will not
feel heartily ashamed of having thought or

spoken ill of it. And yet it is because the people have been so bedeviled and deceived by the
persistent ravings of a reckless and mendacious
press in respect to “corruption,” that the rebel
cohorts have made

headway

in their audacious efforts to obtain control of the government. The gentlemen who invited Mr. Morrill
to address them today, were for the most part
sincere and in earnest no doubt, when they
averred in March last that “corruption and
fraud” permeated “the administration of pub-

lic affairs.”

But

such

they

declaration in ine

had no

right

to make

absence or

any proof
to sustain it.
Many of them are lawyers, and
understand perfectly well that hearsay testimoBut the worthlessness of
ny is inadmissable.
the gossip to which they gave credence and cur-

Baca a

Not a
rency was transparently perceptible.
particle of it was ever verified by a responsible
deposition. It never took the form of distinct

specification. It,was always vague, intangible
and apocryphal. If any person having claims
to respectability consented to stand sponsor for
it, it was always some one who couldn’t by any
possibility have any personal knowledge of the
facts.
Occasionally, some antiquated fossil
With a constitutional tendency to pessimism,

aggravated by the bodily infirmities of goutand
dyspepsia, superinduced by a life of habitual
inertia, volunteered an averment of his belief
in it, but always in so loose, and incoherent a
diatribe

to demonstrate conclusively that he
In fine,
the mountain of slander after being five years
in labor, bas never brought forth so much as a
mouse of conviction.
Tbe very futility of the
prodigious efforts that have been made to inculpate the administration, ought to convince
reasonable men that it i3 especially imperviou®
to just censure.
was

as

hopelessly ignorant on tbe subject.

However,

in spite of the rectitude and integrity of the admiuistration, the ammunition
with which the fierce Democracy are fighting
to overthrow it, has been supplied by men who
are or have been identified with the
Republiparty. Some of them are well meaning
people, but they have suffered themselves to be
humbugged aud crazed by the frotby declamations of political adventurers and the bald
can

fabrications

of unprincipled newsmongers.
This class have discovered of late how
grossly
mistaken they were, and are doing all they
retrieve the error into which they fell.
They realize that an administration which has
paid off twenty-four per cent, of the national

can to

debt,

reduced

government

the

annual

expenses

$262,000,000, diminished

of the
the taxes

$50,000,000

a year, and raised the public credit
high that the interest on the debt imposed
npoo the people by “a solid South” is $33,000,bo

fiOO lower than it was when that debt was
created, is worthy of the strongest expression
of popular confidence which it is possible to

give.

It is a pity they could not have reached
this conclusion earlier. At the time they were
resolving and proclaiming that the administration was honey-combed with ‘‘corruption and
fraud”—a monstrous and unpardonable slander—they were sowing the wind which bas
brought us within the imminent peril of the
desolating whirlwind of Democratic ascendancy. It indeed behooves them to strain every
nerve to counteract the mischief
they have
been doing. It is a logical nronosition that if

the Republican administration does not deserve
approbation, the Republican party has no
tight to expect victory. Those who apologize
for and

disparage

the one, furnish the best
possible argument for the overthrow of the
other. If both were not in accord with the
highest and best spirit of principle, progress
aDd pnrity, I should be compelled to accept

their defeat

as a legitimate sequence of their
in any of these qualities.
there is not the slightest occasion
for distrust of them. I am very proud of the
party and of the powers that represent it. As
for the President, no mists of calumny can

deficiency
Happily

obscure the lustre of his great name. Ruffianism and brutality have hurled their offensive

missiles at him in vain. His exalted place in
the goodwill and affection of his countrymen
is as secure as the future of the Republic he
bravely saved and has wisely governed. Whatever may be the issue of the canvass now so

close, it cannot affect his fame. If a
Republican succeeds him, there will bo no
policy of bis administration to reverse. If a
near

its

Democratic President is chosen, the early repentance over such a national misfortune, to
which the people will awaken, will manifest
itself in grateful peans to his worth.
It would be profitless to speculate on the
verdict which will be rendered next Tuesday.

Both parties profess to be sanguine of triumphThere would be no doubt whatever that the
Republicans would win if the ballot were
limited by the educational test of capacity to
read and write. The
ignorant and vicious

classes in New York are the sole reliance of
the Democracy. There will be an enormous
vote polled throughout the state. The
Republicans in the city appear to be stirred up as they
never were
before.
Their torchlight procession on the evening of the 3d inst. was
surprisingly imposing in numbers and morale.
Their hope is to keep the Democratic majority
down to 40,000 or under. To do this they must
St least throw 5000 more votes than they ever
have before. Kings county (Brooklyn) is an-

other stronghold o£ Democracy. The majority
agaiDst us there is estimated all the way (rom
8000 to 15,000. These two cities are relied upon
by the enemy to overtear the interior counties,
all of which, with the exception of perhaps
twelve, are Republican. Feais are entertained
that money will be freely used by the Tildenites to buy votes in the populous cities along

Jietvs aud Other Items.
Carl Schurz is going back to St, Louis to live.
Chicago Communists have started a daily paper.
Immense herds of buffalo have appeared on
Red River, Mauitub3, after ten years of total
absence.
John Brougham is playing theolo^iau and
dtclares “Man is a monopolist of an immortality he is not sure to possets.’'
A Democrats candidate in Mis.ouri has gone

the line of the Central Railload. Tlieyeomanry id tbe rural districts are incorruptible.
On tbe whole, it will he a tremendous struggle and a severe test of the intelligence and
If the Republicans are
virtues of tbe people

into bankruptcy because be gave several followers tickets each ‘‘Good for one drink,,’ aud
they aitfully made them read “Good for one

conquered,

there will he much such a feeling
in loyal hearts as there was after the battle of
Hull Run—presaging a Donalson, Vicksburg
and Appomatox. If they carry the day, of

druuk.”
The ship Era,

recently sent to the Arctic region by Philadelphia parties for a cargo of
mica, also brought back specimens of graphite

which they by no means despond, the auspicious event will be followed by an epoch of
prosperity such as the country has not wit-

which is equal to that obtained from Ceylon
aud secoud only to the Siberian.
This latter
contains 96 per cent of carbon aud 4 per cent,
of iron, is used for the finest artists’ pencils and
is worth 8160 a ton. The graphite fou id in the

nessed since its bloodier encounter with rebel-

lion.

Yarmouth.

The Republican parly is the bulwark ot freedom. To allow its
defeat would be to destroy the only
defense ot civil aud religious
Freemen
liberty.
everywhere,

irrespective

ot

United States Is of au inferior quality.
A cadet of the Military School of Saiut Cyr,
France, was caught robbing liis companions.
His guilt was beyond doubt. But how to save
the honor of his family aud the school? It was
decided to persuade him to commit suicide. A
brace of revolvers, a dose of poisou, and a rifle
were placed beloro him.
The oldest cadet theo
approached aud held forih:“We shall now

must rally
victory of a
tlic conquered

party,

to its support, tor the

solid South means
rebels ol 1865 transformed into
the rulers of 1876.

leave you alone; ycu know your duty. The
means of
saving your honor lie before you.
Your death will be attributed to disappointed
love or family differences or what you like, aud
you can writs a letter to that effect to the govGood bye.” But the
ernor of the school.
guilty cadet, instead of accepting the “bonora-

Meu ami Women.
shrewd remark of Macaulay’s that

It was a
Mitford was the first modern historian who understood that meu who wrote in Greek occasionally told lies.
“That fine old Roman five hundred and
nme” is what the New Yoik Herald calls the
Renublican candidate for Mayor of that city.
It puts his name in capitals—D1X.
The Burlington Hawkeye announces that

able compromise,” replied by a vulgar French
epithet. He was consequently handed over to
the military authorities.
A very beautiful and useful fabric can be
made from spider-webs, and a regular branch
of industry might be established in the manu-

Wakeen Miller has come out for Tilden be
cause, be says, he considers Tilde n’s letter
about tbe usufruct one of the finest poems on
the origin of man that was ever penned in the

facture of it but for the fact that the fighting
propensities of spiders always gets the better
of their industrious habits when they are col-

Vn.llfll. luimnaira

lected in

President Chadbourne told the Freshmen of
Williams College that the notion of hav'ng
girls;admitted to the college for the sake of their
good influence upon the boys was unsound,
whereupon one of the students eagerly inquired,
“Don’t you think it would have a good influence on the young ladies?”
Clara Louise Kellogg as the ethereal Mar-

of Arts

guerite at Philadelphia

was obliged to say audto the man with the calcium-light, “Put
out the light, will you?” This occurred when

ibly

the steps of the
Marguerite
standing
church, and engaged in pious meditations. For
a moment Miss Kellogg was transfigured, and
one might have thought her personating Othello
on

was

with his famous line as a cue.
A clever reporter captured Mr. Murat Halstead in New York and obtained a good deal of
information from him. He desires to have it
known that he was a plowboy by education
and a journalist by instinct. His earliest literary achievement

was

weekly newspapers

the writing of stories for
He began bis, connection

with the Cincinnati Commercial at the

age of

23,with the princely salary of 812 per week. Mr.
Halstead’s father was a North Carolinian, and
the Halsteads are still pretty numerous in that
State, as the Republican vote this year will
show.
The late Alexander Dumas happened to meet
Karr in the streets of Nice, where
the latter had just established himself. An

large quantities,

The London

Society

some time ago conferred on Mr. Rott
their medal of honor for obtaining a thread of

Sun

or me estimated

length ot 18,000 feet from

twenty-four of the ordinary garden spiders.
Twenty-five thousand spiders would be required to spin a pound of the web.
Yet the Empress of Brazil lately gave to Queen Victoria a
dress woven from spider's webs, the fabric being far fioer than the finest silk.
A little girl, four years old, created a ripple

by remarking to the teacher of her Sunday
School class: “Our dog’s dead. I bet the angels was scared when they saw him coming up
the walk. He is cross to strangers.”

Huntoon, a sister of the Eddy brothers,
was caught while personating a spirit at Webster, Mass., last Saturday. A lady in the circle
requested the presence of her deceased mother
When the spirit hands began fluttering about
she inquired, "Are you my dear mother?”
Mrs.

tbe answer, “I am your dear mother.” Thereupon the lady clutched the hands
and held on to her “dear mother,” as being too
good a thing to lose. The lights were turned
on, and the dear mother was found to be, as

“Yes,”

was

suspected,

Mrs. Huntoon.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Alphonse

invitation to dinner was passed and accepted.
At the appointed hour Dumas appeared at his
friend’s bouse with twenty-two acquaintances
whom he had picked up during the day. All
well enlettained.
Russian princess asked
were

During

the dinner a
Dumas to write his
name on her goblet with her diamond
ring.
He complied. Thereupon the other twenty-one
preferred a similar request; and at the close of
the festivities, poor Karr had to suffer the departure of his friends with the cut-glass which
was borrowed for the occasion.
The death of William Abbott, “the king of
the Cariboo gold mines,” is announced from
Victoria, B. C. Abbott was one of a company
who struck rich pay on Williams Creek in 1861,
arriving at Victoria with 300 pounds of gold in
the fall of that year. He was the “lion” of the
winter of 1862, and spent his gold lavishly. On
one

occasion he entered

a

handful of 820 pieces at

burned, but tbe main building

was saved. The
of the fire is unknown.
Thrown from a Carriage and Killed.
Biddeford, Nov. 6.—Milo Mack and sister
were thrown from their carriage yesterday, and

cause

Mack received injuries from which he died two
hours afterwards.
His sister was badly bruised though not fatally injured.

NEW

a

another occasion he and another Caribooite
astonished Government street by throwing 820
pieces at each other until stopped by the police.
The throwing commenced with snow balls.
On his return to Cariboo Abbott’s good fortune

continued, and he has been known to stake
810,000 on a hand at poker. After two or three
years’ prosperity Abbott got to the bottom of
his claim and bis purse at the same
time, and
miserably poor at the time of his death.

was

Tildeii and reform —Destructi on
ot
the public credit, financial
disasters, and wholesale ruin!
[From the New York World.]

The Fleshly School of Barbers.
The competition among the barbers of New
York has become so lively that it may possibly

endanger

the noses of customers. It seems
that there are some twenty guerilla practitioners in the city who hare reduced the
price of a
shave to five cents and suply the customer with
a glass of beer or a cigar to
beguile the tedium
of the operation. The indignation of the
regular barbers against the sharp practices of their

professional brethren who persist in cutting
prices as well as faces, is intense, and they declare war against them to the hilt of the razor.

They have whetted their anger so keenly that
nothing but the destruction of the five-cent
shops will take the edge off their resentment.
They are determined to brush aside all opposition. Their rivals have no inclination to throw
oil upon the troubled waters. They declare
they wiil beard the Barber’s Association in its
den aDd dye a thousand times belore they surrender. Without splitting hairs on the matter,

Specimen Policeman.
New York, Nov. 6.—Mary Stewart arrived
here Friday morning from Boston in search of
friends.
She lost her way, and late Friday
night asked a policeman the way to Broome
street. She was told, but on tbe way was met
by another officer, named Gleason, who took
her to a house, horribly treated her and left her
to find her way out.
She afterwards found her
way to the 17th street station house and staid
there during the night.
Next day she identified Gleason as the brute .who outraged her,
but Judge Smith, although saying that he believed her, did not see fit to punish Gleason.
*The woman was sick and taint, and through
Gleason’s influence, another officer brutally
shook her, took her to the station house, and
with the knowledge of Sergeant Bergholg, she
was kept in a cell
all Saturday night, Sunday
and Suuday night. The police then falsely reto
Smith
that she had been sent
ported
Judge
to St. Barnaby’s Heme.
The Judge has instructed them that if her friends here are not
found by the afternoon to send her back to
Boston. Her treatment has been exceptionally
brutal even for this city.
Fraudulent Pool Selling in New York.
The Tribune announces that warrants have
been issued against several parties engaged in
pool selling. They set forth that the pools were
run for the purpose of creating public sentiment, and that frauds of tbe worst character
have been practiced on the public.
A

Crimea and Casualties.
Thomas McDonough died
Digbt, from wounds received
Fridan night.

at
at

Utica
a

Sunday

political fight

Henjel House at Little Bock was burned
Sunday morning. Two men perished in the
Tbe

flames.
The Benson block at Edgerfield, Tenn., was
burned this forenoon. Loss $10,000; Insurance

The Madison barracks at iSackett’s Harbor
Gen. Ayer’s
partially burned yesterday.
quarters were saved, but were badly damaged.
Loss estimated at $5000.
Thomas Byan and Chas. Oschwald were on
Saturday found guilty of murder in the first
degree, in Newark, N. J., and remanded for
sentence.
Byan strongly protested innocence.
were

may say that the real issue involved in this
barbarous war seems to be this: Is intellectua1
entertainment to be preferred to creature comforts? The regular practitioners have never

By a collision of vehicles at Lonsdale Sunday evening, Mrs. Mary Keough was fatally
hurt. She died yesterday morning. Miss Mary
Ann Moran, aged 17, was also injured, it is
feared fatally.
Wm. H. Bower, a respected and wealthy cit-

offered to those upon whom they were exercising their skill either beer, coffee or cigars.
They had no desire to lull them to forgetfulness with an opiate,
'''hey choose rather to
solicit their senses with the charms of refined
and elegaot conversation, and make them oblivious of physical diseomfurt in dream-like
intellectual employment. Who cared how his
nose was tweaked while listening to a distinguished tonsorial expert expatiating on the
prospects of the Presidential canvass? Who
would notice a slight slit in the lobe of bis ear
while his soul was wrapt in the contemplation
of the glories of onr autumn weather aspictuted by the artist of the lathering brash?
Who would sigh for the loss of a pet mole,
when the knight of the razor was descantiog to
him on the freedom of the Bosphorus and the
future fate of Europe? Thus the old fashioned barbers
denominated the
may be
testhetic
and
for
a
member
school;
or
it
nil
mere
manual
skill
with the
brush and razor is his least costly endowment
It is iu his vast and varied misinformation, his
charming misuse of the parts of speech, his
wreathed and sweetly-entangled profusion of
the flowers af rhetoric, his cheerful persistence
in capturing the attention of the wearied auditor, that his chief professional value lies. An
automaton, a thing of cog-wheels and clock
work, might be made to shave a map, but infinite are the tact and impudence that go to make
up a barber. The upstart barbers we can only
characterize as the fleshly school. Catching at
the material spirit of the age, they have"acquired a little manual dexterity, and for brilliant conversational entertainment they propose
to substitute low animal satisfaction.
They
cast aside culture and depend upon the cigar,
the schooner of beer for attracting customers.
The low rate of theircbarges may make them
popular for a time, but their neglect of long and
costly preparation in the acquirement of the
graces of conversation must eventually prove
their ruin. A barber of the old school can, in
pursuance of the threat of the association, set
ud beside a new school rival and serve his customers for nothing, merely depending on making superior profits out of his hair dyes and invigorators which his silvery tongue persuades
his victims to purchase.

izen of Taanton Mass cut his throat with a
jack knife at his residence Sunday, and expired
almost immediately. There was no reason for
the act save an insane idea that he might come
to want.
An audacious burglary was perpetrated on
the wholesale store No. G2 and 04 Worth street,
New York, belonging to E. O. Elbaman & Co.,
between Saturday night and yesterday mornThe booty consisted of sixty pieces of
ing.
American silk valued at between $8000 and

$9000.

lor

To-

Day’s Struggle.

Republicans Confident
Carrying Louisiana.
Fraud

Measures to Prevent

of

and

Intimidation,

Finn! Kullic. at

Baib.

Bath, Not. G.—Torchlight pro:essions of
both parties turned out tonight with full ranks
and paraded the streets, the Democrats to the
music of Johnson's Band of Lewiston, aud the
Republicans to that of the Bath Band.
The
houses were Tery generally illuminated. The
Democrats wound up with enthusiastic speeches
to a large audience at Columbian Hall,
dosing Ibe Campaign at Bangor.
Bangor, Not. G.—Both parties had closing
rallies tonight. The Republicans met at No-

rombega Hall, the front of which was handsomely illuminated with Chinese lanterns, and
the hall was crowded with ladies and gentlemen.
Stirring addresses were made by J. F.
Snow, Senator Hamlin and Hon. Lewis Barker.
Much enthusiasm was manifested. At thecloso
of the meeting the Hayes and Wheeler battalion, with torchlights, marched through the
principal streets. Many residences were illuminated.
The Democrats met in

large numbers and
Rawson, G. L. Boyn-

were addressed by J. F.
ton, Marcellas Emery and others, whose

re

marks wete loudly applauded.
The Police Arrangement, in New York.
New York, Not. G.—The police arrangements for to-morrow are perfected.
Some 2300
men will be on duty.
Louisiana Claimed by the Republican
State Committee.
A despatch received at the Republican national headquarters this morning from New
Orleans says:
“Mr. Packard has jrst completed a thorough
canvass of every parish in the state.
He wi 11
come to New Orleans with a clear majority of
the
state
for
and
national
The
ticket.
19,000
Democratic majority in this city of 15,000 at
the last election will be reduced to 7000 or 8000
this year. The only Republican Parishes iu
doubt are East and West Feliciana and East
Baton Rouge on the Mississippi line, and Onachita and Morehouse.
Expecting nothing
from these disturbance parishes, we can conthat
Lonisiana
will give from
fidently promise
8000 to 10,000 majority tor Hayes and Packard.
Everything thus far betokens a peaceml election.”
A. J. Dumont,
(Signed,)
Chairman ot the Republican Campaign Committee.

Negroea Imitating
Raleigh, Nov. 6 —A Democratic procession
was aitacked to-night by Degrees.
The police
the

Whiter.

and were
force
interfered
also assailed
Two policemen were badly injured and several
other whites were hurt before order was restored.
Threatened Disftatbaacc iu Cincinnati;
Cincinnati, Nov. 6 —A threatened liot arising from an attack on a colored procession
Sunday night, and the destruction of the Republican headquarters on Fifth street, was tinally prevented by soueding the riot alarm, calling out the whole noliee force, aud an address
by the Mayor of the city.
The Mitnalion in Month Carolina.
Charleston, Nov. 6 —The distribution of
United States |troops lor to-morrow’s election
was completed to-night.
Col. Hunt of the 5lh
artillery commands the force in the seaboard
section with headquarters at Charleston. Notwithstang the deep leeliug prevaleat it is believed that that the election will be peaceful.
To midnight telegrams from all sections of the
stale report very quiet.
The Registration iu Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, Nov. 6.—Seventy-nine out of 94
precincts in the city have reported their registration, which is 55,322.
Counting the other
in the same ratio would make the total city registration G7 007.
The Registration in Man Francisco.
San Francisco, Nov. 6.—The registration is
unprecedented in view of the election today.
Including those registered today there are 55,000 on the great register, and it is expected the
city will cast 40,000. Several parties were held
to answer today for fraudulent registration and
arrests are still being made. It is believed that
frauds will be pretty effectually suppressed.
Ample preparations have been made for preserving order. Both parties express confidence
in carrying the citv and state.
Order from the President to the District
Attorney at Petersburg, Va.
Richmond, Nov. 6.—Rumors have prevailed
since yesterday that troops are expected iu this
city, but as yet none have arrived. The following order has been received by District Attorney Lewis:
Executive Mansion,
I
Washington, Nov. 4,1876 j
To L. L Lewis, Esq., U. 8. Attorney for the
Eastern District of Virginia.
Sir,—Whereas, 1 have reason to believe that
offenses are likely to be committed within the
named judicial district against tbe provisions
of chapter 7, (title “Crimes,”) of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, you are hereby
requested and directed to atteDd at Petersburg,
Va., on the 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th days of
November current for tbe purpose mentioned
in Sec. 1988 of said Revised Statutes.
17. S. Grant.
(Signed)
The people of Petersburg are quiet and tbe
XT, S. soldiers have met with a kind reception.
James Gordon Bennett Bets $25,000 on

Uayes’

Flection.

New York, Nov. 6.—James Gordon Bennett is rcoort-d to have
bet $25,000 with
August Belmont on tbe election of Hayes. The
money has been deposited withDrexel, Morgan
& Co.
Belting on Butler and Xarbox.
Lawrence, Nov. 6—The actual wagers made
here today are as follows:
$30 to $120 that
Tabox is elected; $50 to $50 that Butler has
1000 plurality, and the same that he has a ma-

jority.

Fred E. Clark, chairman of the executive
committee of tbe Judge Hoar movement, denies that advice has been given independent
Republicans to abandon Judge Hoar aud support Tarbox

Stealing Registration Pnpers from the
Negroes.
New Orleans, Nov. 6.—A special to the
Republican from Monroe, La.,says that colored
people coming there to vote are stopped by
armed men and their registration papers taken
from them, The state supervisor of registration has been instructed to issue duplicates.
Arrested for Fraudulent Begistration.
Orange, N. J., Nor. 6.—Philip McGrane of
15 Caring street, Newark, was arrested here today for illegal registration and is now in jail at

Newark
Warrants have been issued tor 40
others known to he illegally registered and
will
be served tomorrow at the polls if the
they
men attempt to vote.
The warrants were issured by United States Commissioner Whitney

at

Newark.

General.
held their last rally in Lebanon, N, H., last eveuing.
Senator Cragin
addressed a large audience.
The Democrats
had a rally at Portsmouth.
Both parties held out door rallies at Lowell,
Mass, last night.
In

The

Republicans

oiicxkw uo i. wGic a x.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

War

TWENTY FOUR

Dep’t,
For

The Porte Malting Farther Concessions.
London, Nov. 6 —The Vienna correspondent
of the Standard says the Porte, yie'ding to the
demands of Russia, has agreed to relinquish
the positions captured by the Turks siuce the
night of October 31st. Hence the evacuation
of Deligrad.
The Constantinople Conference.
The Post’s leader announces that England
has proposed a conference at Constantinople.
The conference is summoned on tbe integrity
of the Ottoman empire. The programme will
be identical with Lord Derby’s peace proposals.
The powers participating will be required to
pledge themselves to renounce the selfish object of territorial aggrandizement.
Private advices from Constantinople represent that negotiations are going on for direct
understanding between Russia and Turkey
which will render a general conference unnecessary.
The merchants of Havre dealiug in salt provisions have petitioned the Senate to abolish
the duty of 4 percent, which was added iu
1874 to tbe duty of foreign saltings.
The petition especially refers to saltings from America.
Minister Von Bulow declared to the German
Reitbstag yesterday that t’ae|affairs of Turkey
were not likely to affect Germany.

To the Man who Doesn’t Vote.

Every citizen is bound to vote on Tuesday
next. When I hear a man avowing that he
does not vote, I cannot help setting him down

ITALY.
■tenth of Cardinal Anlonclli.

of very dull apprehension. Never
have I known an intelligent citizen of the
United States who did not make it a part of
his religion to vote. Dull, dull, dull indeed,
impenetrably dull must he the man who can
let next Tuesday pass over his head without
contributing liis share to the right decision of
the issue now before us. 1 can forgive a man
for voting wroog; I can respect his convictions
and allow for his mistake; but I Bad it difficult not to fee! some contempt for the person
who thinks too little and cares lor his country
too little to go the polls.
person

Rome, Nov. 6 —Cardinal Autonelli is dead.
Monsignor Varuntelli, Under-Secretary of State,
has been

appointed

his successor ad interim.

Foreign Notes.
Several members of the Moscow commercial
bank have been found guilty of issuing falso
reports of the status of the bank and a fa'se
balance.
Burned

[

Realh.
West Randolph, Vc., Nov. 6 —About two
(’clock Saturday afternoon a little daughter of
Stepbeu Youug of Braintree, about seven years
if age, was swfepiug around tbe stove during
the absence of her parents, when her dress
iaught fire. She tau towards a brook about 20
rods distant, but befoie she reached it her
slothes were nearly all burned off. She lived
till 2 o'clock Sunday night when she expired.
to

Offi

Officer, Washi

FOREIGN.
TURKEY.

a gaHintbaud of cavalry was accomplished by infaotry aloDe, Dot’a cavalry
soldier or officer being cn the field iu this en-

Tlie Particulars of Clen. Miles’ Fight
with Sittir-s Uni).

Preparation

aud Middle state.0,

New Enelnod.

increasing

southeast

winds,

veering to southwest, stationary temperature,
cloudy and rain with falling barometer, followed by cool northwest winds on Tuesday night,
Cautionary signals will continue on the Middle
aud Kast A'lautic coa-ts.
In the South Atlantic warmer southeast,
cloudy and rainy weather, possibly followed by
rising barometer and cold nortnwest winds.
For the Gulf colder northerly winds, rising
baromelerand clear weather.
For Tennessee aud the Ohio valley, southwest veering to cold northwest
winds, with
clear or clearing, colder weather aud risitg barometer.

For the upper

Mississippi and lower Missouri
or rising
barometer, northcolder, clear or paitly cloudy

vallevs, stationary

winds and
weather.
For the lake region southwest winds,
veering
to colder uottbwest, followed by rising barometer, partly cloudy weather and numerous light
raius or snuw.
west

The Centennial Exhibition.
Philadelphia, Nov. 6.—To day’s admission
to the Oeoteunial are reported at 77,857.
The
grand total of cash admissions to date at 50
cents is 6,738,302; at 25 ceuts, 738,004.
Total,
7476,406. The total cash receipts at the gates
have been $3,553,702.00.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Four companies troops have been assigned in
squads in Charleston and along the coast.
There were six interments from yellow fever
in Savannah yesterday.
Today is a legal holiday io New York and
the banks nod other important business
places
will be closed.
The luneral of William Wheatly took
place
yesterday from the Uoitarian chutch of the
Messiah in New York.
The President has appointed Isaac F
Shepard of Missouri, to be U. S Consul at Hankow
China. He was formerly connected with a bank
in Boston.
J. Edward Leonard, Republican candidate
for Congtess in the 5th Louisiana District has
seen appointed by Gov. Kellogg Associate’justice of the Supreme Court of the state vice
raliferno, deceased.
The Producers’ aud Manufacturers’ Bank of
ritusville, Pa., hus closed us doors. There has
teen a run on the bank for the past week. The
issets are considered sufficient to meet all liatilities.

New York, Nov. G —Tbe details of General
Miles’action with Sitting Ball are biiffly as
follows:
Shortly after the report that 1000 lodges of
Sionx had left Standing Kock agency, there
was a delay in the arrival of the regular supply
train at heidquarters, aud Gen. Miles with the
5th infantry, made a forced march to its relief.
Ou the 18 b, after marching 38 miles, tlie train
It bad been harassed all the way
was found.
from Glendive by about 300 Indians, but Col.
Otis and bis men, of the 22d regiment, had
driven them off. Two friendly Indians, who
had been rent lrom Standing Book by General
Carlin, had come in uu£er a white flag to tell
Col. Otis that the Sioux wished him to come
out aDd have a talk with them, which he hail
declined to do. A letter, signed by Sitting Bull
was also found, put up ou a stick, ordering the
trains to cease runmug through that country
and frightening the buffaloes. Three of the
22d regiment were wounded anil many Indians
were seen to fall from their ponies.
On the 18th the two commands camp.d in
company, aud res:eil. The next day each look
up the line of march, tbe 22d starting for
Tongue river, and the 5th to find the hostile
Indians, after sending back fifty men to complete the quarters that already weie under way.
That day ihe5,h marched fifteen miles and
camped on Cherry Creek, without having seen
any Indians.
Ou the 20th, Sitting Bull seut two Indians,
sayiog he wished to have a talk with General
Miles, with the view of surrendering the IndiAbout 150 of them soon appeand ou the
ans.
Drow of a hill some distance away.
They appeared so suspicious that it seemed scaicely
possible to arrange a meeting, especially as
Gen. Miles’ interpreter was absent. Finally,
Lieut Bailey, acting adjutant coDseuted to go
over to the Indians with the two friendly
Sioux. He found there a white interpreter of
Sitting Bull, aud after much difficulty, a meeting was arranged to take place between the
lines, with a few followers oo each side, everything which they demanded being conceded to
the Indians, excepting the removal ot a Bodmao gun, which was flowing down from a
neighboring height, and caused them much
uneasiness.
Gen. Miles rode out. followed by his staff aud
orderlies, his line being arranged with a com
pany ou each Hanking hill and under the Bodman gun, his train surrounded by a
skirmish
lme to tbe rear of the whole. Gen. Miles having moved out several hundred yards, halted
near the centre
and waited about an hour,
Lieut. Bailey having returned to him and gone
back to the Indians.
At last a motion was observed in the hostile
camp, and there appeared a line of a dozen
warriors on foot, matching forward in a perfect
line, without rifles, accompanied by others
mounted and armed. They moved slowly forwaiu uuei

tuey

nrriveu

uujui

,jo

yarus

from

theGeueral’s party, and there halted, desiring
him to dismount. Gen. Miles and his staff
then dismounted and moved up. When the
circle was formed, the council was much the
same as
usual, the Indians complaining of
trains passing through and frightening away
the buffalo, of the occupation of their winter
home, of following and fighting them, See., &c.
Many prominent chiefs were at the council
which was long and earnest, the troops awaiting the issue in the bitter cold. The Indians
were extravagant in their demands, but Gen.
M’les persisted in demanding that tuev should
go to Tongue river, and pat themselves under
subjection to the government. To this they
would not agree, deciding to itrna'n out to
hunt Buffalo,
Sitting Bull is a man of thoroughly savage
and war-like temper, wishing the Sioux to
leave the agencies and their rations, and go
and live on Buffalo meat as in the good old
times.
The couference broke up and the parties returned to their commands.
That night Gen.
Miles marched his force as tar as ho could in
the direction of the Sioux, and after camping
again, marched further northward oa Cedar
Creek in the morniug.
On this morning (21st), a while flag appeared
and it was stated that 800 Indians were in
front. A position was taken by Gen. M'.les on
commanding knolls, with a Rodman gun trained, while the ludiaus occupied knolls about
On reaching the ridge a scene of
opposite.
wild savage pageantry burst upou the visionsuch as seldom fails to the lot of men to behold
and which made every heart of the tilth infantry thrill with the feeling expressed in Custer’s cry “Custer’s luck.”
Here was oae of the largest Indian villagts
ever seen.
From the ridge on which the line
was
placed, the prairie descends by a ser’es of
swells dowu to a creek a few miles in front. In
ihe rear of the creek was high ground
On
this field the fifth infantry gazed, but it was
not the field that astonished them.
For on
every knoll disnersed through the whole field
and in a solid mass on the distant divide, appeared the savage forms of the Sioux, and hither and thither, tj and fro, were riding
perturbed horsemen, like a nest of ants when routed.
The dusky warriors swarmed around and about,
covering the knolls and ridges and filling the
ravines, and pressing around the whites, flanks
and rear. Even beyond the heavy mass on the
divide appealed auother mass, doubly dense
and heavy, which even a glass could only make
out as au immense throug.* A more maguitimint KV,aat.W.I

.V

r.

MARRIED.

tructioo of

THE INDIANS.

_

[James Partou in the Bazar.]

A special to ilte New Orleans Picayune from
Vicksburg, says a sheriff's posse sent from
Fayette Sunday to arrest a negro for shooting
another, was tired into by negroes from ambush and two ot the posse mortally wounded.
A detachThe sheriff’s posse was unarmed.
ment of troops has been sent from New
Orleans to Delta.

YORK,

$3,500

we

a

Fire in Brauvitli.
C.—A stable attached to
the dwelling on Noble street, owned by Mrs. D.
M. Melcher, and occupied by John Stanwood,
was destroyed by fire between 1 and 2 o’clock
this morning, together with two valuable
horses.
The ell of the house was partially

Brunswick, Nov.

saloon and shied a

large plate-glass
mirror behind the bar, shattering it. When
reproached by the bar-keeper, he requested him
to keep
the “beast for the damage.” On

as

MATTERS IN MAINE.

BEFORE THE BATTLE.

..eve,,.-

gagement.
The next day the mail train was resumed
and pressed rapidly to the Yellowstone.
Skirmishing continued during the most of the day
The prairie was fired all along the line of
march, aBd ponies and lodge-poles picked up
all the way. The importance of this engage
meut and pursuit will appear iu the fact that
the whole of the Mioneconjous and Saus Arcs
have surrendered, and given five of their principal chiefs, Red Skirt, Black Eagle. Sunrise,
Sitting Eig.e, White Bull and Foolish Bull to
Gen. Miles as hostages that they will go at
once on to Cheyenue agency.
They give the
number of their lodges as 1,300, but this is an
over-estimate.
These chiefs, uuder guard, have left for
Choyenue ageucy via Fort Buford. These
tribes broke from Sitting Bull immediately af
ter the fight, he goiug with a few lodges toward Fort Peck.

land.

In this city. Nov. 5, by Rev. F. E. Clark. Frank G.
Quincy and Miss Martba Allen.
In Kennebunk. Nov, 5, by Rev. W. E. Darling,
Martin B. Doyle of Brunswick and Miss Sarah Abbie Wormwood ot Kennebunk.
In Bridgton, Oct. 28, Samuel Dayton and Fannie

DIED.

There is not a great amount ot
business this week, owing to the political excitement. Granulated Sugars are strong at ll|c, ami
Extra C. at life. Corn is scarce and the demand is
excellent. Car lots are quoted at 70c. Molasses is
unchanged and in good demand.
FREIGHTS—We report the following charters this
week, which show the current prices paid for vessels: Sctr Melissa A. Willey from Kennebec to
Philadelphia with ice 80c. Brig Mary C. Mariner
hence to Havana with cooperage 35c on shooks, 55c
on bbls.
Schr Georgia B. McFarland with ice KenBark Sarah E. Frazer
nebec to Philadelphia 80c.
past.

high ridge.

m

Xu this action ouly two men were wonnded
this being due to the fact that tbe tire of the
Indians was well kept down by the new arms
and good marksmen.
Sergeant McPhelan,
shot by a sharp shooter at the rear, and one
of
Cj.
all
the losses of tbe filth
I, were
private

regiment.

Of the number of Indians engaged, 'or the
loss incurred by them it is impossible to speak
with any certainty.
The 5th had 398 men all
;old and the Indians certainly outnumbered
:hem.
Sitting Bull’s forces were estimated at 600
>u the field, but many did not take
part in the
ight. It has since oeen stated that there were
,hree bands, in all 1500 warriors, of which
inly a few took part. Six dead Indians were
leen ou the field, but it :s reasonable to believe
hat a great number were killed.
Whatever their loss in killed may hive beeD
nore severe
was ihe
loss of several tons of
1 lead buffalo
meat, and a large amount ot camp
1
For this they had fought, aud
quipage.
by
he loss of the fight the prestige of Sitim^ Bull
vas diminished.
His punishment for the des-

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Ilenry

Fox.

TrilP Xr I'n

Ship San Joaquin, (new, of Portland) Waite, Bos-

Uofclou Mock iflurlies,

Barque Andes, Leach, Bath—master.
Brig E H Rich Paine, Havana—John I) Lord.
Sch Ada F Whitney, Marsters, Cardenas—Geo S

LSales at the Brokers’ Board, Nov. 5.]
$1,000 Eastern Kallroau new bonds.49}

Hunt <£ Co.
Sch Nellie

New York Slock and Monev Market.

II, Mallocb, Eastport—Natbl Blake.
Ship San Joaquin left in tow of tug C M Winch;
Andes
left in tow of tug Aid.
barque

6.—Evening—Money market
call. Sterling Exchange is
sixty days and 4832 @484 for
on

San brancisco, (July ).
Sid tin Antwerp 3d mst, barque Minnie M Watts,
New York.
Ar at Genoa 1st, ship Marcia Grecnleaf. Bunker,
New Orleans.
Sid tin Gravesend 5th, ship Jcs Fish, Stackpole,
New Orleans.
Ar at New York 6tb, seb Union, from Portland.
Brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, trom Cadiz for Gloucester, was spoken (no date) by a Bermuda pilot, 72
days out.

ceipts to-day were $349,000. Treasury disbursements
$188,000 gold interest, $2300 lor bonds and $12,400
in silver coin. Governments are firm.
The toilowing were cue closing quotations or Gov-

ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881, coup.117J
United states 5-20’s 1865, old, ex
United States a,-20*s, 1865, new.113
United States 5-20’s,l867.1153
United States 5-20’s, 1868
..117
United States

llo§

,,

MEMORANDA.
Brig Ned White, (of Belfast) Thombs, arrived at
New York 4th, 130 days trom Manila, and reports
heavv gales after passing Bermuda and lost an entire
suit ot sads: Aug 30, while hove to was struck by a
heavy sea, which smashed in starboard side ot house,
making a breach 14 feet long, and destroying furniture, provisions, &c.
Brig Wauban, Spencer, at New York from Antwerp, reports, Sept 24, iai 49 56. Ion 10 54, had a heavy
gale and split sails, carried away main gatt', and sustained other damage.
Aug 27, a seaman named J
Pollemu8 was lost overboard.
Crookbavcn, Oct 21—The Am schr Airuua, Bums,
from Garliestown Sept 28 tor St John, NB. was ott
here to-day with toremast sprung, rigging stranded,
and other damage. She had a pilot and was rnak.Dg

news’s,.113}

United States lu-40s, coup.115}
Currency 6’s.
124}
The tolkowing weie tbe closing quotations of
Union Telegraph Co, ex..
73}
Pacific Mail. 244
New York Central Sc Hudson UK.!C2*
Erie.
10}
...

17

Michigan Central.
452
Panama....
125
Union Pacific Stock.60
Lake Shore. 563
Illinois Central. 82

Pittbburg Li.89}
Chicago Sc Northwestern. 38

tor

Chicago Sc Northwestern preierred. 60|

Jersey Central. 36§
Rock Island.
101}

New

New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 30th, ship Baden. Doane,
Liverpool; sch LA Knowles, Lothrop, Boston.
Ar 31st, ships Dakota, (new) Day, Bath; Carondelet. Stetson, Liverpool.
Below 5t'i. 8hip Virginia. Barker, Liverpool.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 31st, sch John Wentworth,

Atlantic & Pacific preierred.2
The toilowing were the closing quotations of Pacinc

Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonus.
110}
Union Pacific.
i(*6}
Land Grants.101

Brown, St Pierre.

,,,

91
17
17

PENSACOLA—Cld 31st, brig Carrie Purington,
Whitmore. Rio Janeiro.
SAVANNAH—Ar 3d inst, oarque Priscilla, Oake3,
Liverpool.
SAVANNAH—Ar 5th lust, ship Southern Rights,

Providence Prim CJIotfcu* Market.
roVidesce, II. I., November 6—The Priming
Cloths market quiet, the few sales being on a basis
of 4} @ 4§c for best 64 x 64’s.

Woodbury.

Rio Janeiro
Cld 3d. sch Cyrus Hall. Howes,
Cld 4th, sch May McFarland,
Sid. ech Storm Petrel

4—Evening.—Flour,receipts

g.

damaged

Iimio aiiOll'l

at 46c; new at 31Jc; rejected at 47c; new at
Oats quiet and steady; No 2 at 314e; Whits at
37c; Michigan held 32|c; rejected held at 254c; 25c
bid. Clover seed 8 4o.
Receipts— 000 bbls Hour, 310,000 bush Wi'eat 14 000
bush Corn, 40U0 bush Oats.
Shipments—1400 bbls hour, 17,000 bush Wheat 110
00U bush Corn. 18,000 bnsb Oats.
HitffAtisER, November 6. Flour is quiet and
unchanged. Wheat weak and shade higher; closed
quiet and firm; no 1 Milwaukee at 1 16; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 10}; seller December at 1 123; seller
for
January lllj; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 03J. Corn Is
steady; No at 45c. Data are quiet and lower; No
at 30}. Rye steady and iu fair demand; No 1 at
Harley lower and nominal: No 2 Spring at 78c; No 3
Spriug at 45c.
■teceipts—8,000 bbls Hour, 11.000 bush wheat.
SMpments-15,000 Hour. 15,000 bush wheat.
Detroit, November U.—Flour is steady ai 6 00 ®
6 55 for choice brands of White Wheat.
Wheat
steady; extra White Michigan at 1 32 bid,new White
Michigan 1 27 bid; No 2 White Michigan 1 26 milling
1 20; No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 21 bid. 1
214
Corn is firm; No 1 nominally at at 54c.
Oats are
steady; White Western 40c; No 1 Mixed 36c bid, 37c
asked.
Receipts—648 bbls Sour, 10,909 bush wheat 2164
bush corn, 3288 bush oats.

614c"

asked"

Shipments—1781 bbls Hour, 1,408 bush wheat
wneat.

bush coru, 1392 bush eats.

«^t‘-VaLAN,D,Nov?ml,eI'
6,--The
and unchanged; standard
23.
hrm

l°7
127

Petroleum market

uphmdsSatl'oicyCmber ®'~0oUon is steadyjMiddliug

dil“ands’lltVember 6-°0tt0Di8 flrm;
apUOn“OaUl2?Veber6'_C°tt0n

is

MiJ-

1uieti MMdli"8

di£?LVfST?Ii,’.J?ovember

6.—Cotton Is firm; MidJling uplands 114c.
Wilmington, November 6-Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at 10} @ 10|c.
New loss, November 6.—Cotton is
firm; Mid-

dling uplands at llgc.

-J'ovomber 6.—Cotton is quiet and easy;
Middling uplands Hie.
New uuleans,
November!!.-Cottonstcady;Middhng uplands 114c.
Savannah,November 6.—Cotton is quiet;Middling
uplands UJc.
Chahleston, November 6.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at lljc.
Europenu [Uarheiv.
London,November 6—12.30 P. M_—Consols

for

90 3-16

money and account.
London. November 6—12.30 1’. M.—American semriiies—Unite States ItMOs, 108J; Mew York Central 97; Erie 104; preferred 17.
Liverpool, November <>.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton
firm; Middling uplands 6 5-16d; Orleans 6$d; sales
15,000 bales, including 300J bales lor speculation and
jxport; receipts 5500 bales.
London, November 6—2.30 P. M.—Consols 96 5-16
or money aud accouut.

Bath.

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 2d, Ech Addie M Bird, Merrill, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, barque O M Home, Hume,

Domestic Mamets.

40c.

74 Exchange Street,
(Urnud Trunk Ticket tifficc.)

st'

BRANCH OFFICES)Kl.Me’Ke?

Day Rates reduced
Fifty per cent.
20 words at tKight
for

halfday

one

rates.
sniltt

no6

Underwriters,
BOSTON, MASS.

OF

Assets,

$3,000,000

INSURES

Dw ellings,
Houses & Furniture

Buildings,

FOR

—

ONE,

—

THREE OR FIVE YEARS.

Also other clnnseM of property

at

fair

rates.

GET THE

BOSTOlTfOBM

OF POLICY.

SPA BROW &

PECK,

AGENTS,
ISi MIDDLE STREET.
sniltt

oct20

FERNANDINA—Cld 3lst. sch Daybreak, Blake,

a

New York. November
25,555 bbls; the market is dull; sales 9700 bbls; No 2
at 3 40 @ 4 00; Superfine Western and State at 4 60
@ 8 50; extra Western and Slate at 5 20 @ 5 40; good
to choice Western and State at 5 40@550; White
Wheat Western extr* at 5 60 @ 6 75; Fancy White
Wheat Western at 6 80 @ 8 00; extra Ohio at 5 20 a
7 00; extra St Louis at 5 30 @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 50 @ 8
75;good to choice
to double extra at 9 10 @ 9 50; low grade extra 5 25
W O jj; meuium extra a 40® u 25; Minnesota 5 75 ®
9 50; sour at 4 50 @75; City Mil] extra at 5 30® 0
45;
Southern at S 25 ® 8 75. Kye flour is dull; 275 bbls
at 4 40 ® 5 10 tor superfine. Corumeal
quiet; 420 bbls
at 2 90 @ 3 40.
Wheat—leceipts of 74,807 bush; the
market is t ® 2c lower; sales 135,000
bush; 112 for
new and old No 3 Chicago; 110
@ 118 for ungraded
Spring; new No 3 Milwaukee 1 23; No 2 and 3 Mixed
Chicago at 1 24 @ 1 25; No 2 aDd 3 Mixed Milwaukee
1 27; new No 2 Milwaukee 1 25 ® 1 28; 1 30 for Winter lied Western; 130 for Red
Kansas; 137 for
choke Amber Michigan to arrive; 137} for While
Michigan; 125 for new No 2 Chicago. Rye quiet at
57 @ 76o for Western.
Barley- ungraded Canada at
1 15. Barley Malt is qu'et and
heavy. Com—receipts 11,872 hush; the market is in moderate export
and home trade demand; sales 37,000
bush; 54 w 55c
for new Western Mixed; 55c for unmerchantable
Mixed; 54}c for graded low Mixed; 58e for graded
and ungraded steamer Mixed; 58}®
58}c for graded
Mixed; 59} @ 60c for graded No 1; 54 tv 60c for ungraded Western Mixed; 59}e for high Mixed, nearly
Yellow Western; 68}c tor No 2 Chicago.
Oats—receipts 53,608 buib; the market is unchanged: sales
42.000 bush;28}® 48}c for Mixed Western and State;
3o ® 42}o tor White Western and State, including
damaged at 28® 30c: rejected 31® 32c; New York
No 3 at 34c; New York No 2 White at
40} @41c;Mixed Western 28 @ 38c; While Western at
35@42e;
Mued State at 45 @ 48c; White do at 48
® 49c; New
York No 3 Wuite at 36c. Coflee—Rio is
quiet and
unchanged; cargoes at 16}® 191c gold; job lots at
16} @ 2U}c Sugar firm at 9} ® 9}c for fair to good
refining; 9|c for prime; refined easier at 102c for
standard A; m ® ll|c lor
granulated; Uic lor powdered; 11} ® 11} lor crashed. Molasses quiet at 60 ®
63c tor new crop New Orleans, Rice at
4} @ 5jc lor
Louisiana; 5} @ 6}c lor Carolina. Petroleum dull'Mtoedat 26c; cases at 30c; city naptha
lie. fallow is hrrn at 8} ® 8 15-10. Naval
StoresIvosin quiet at 2 00 ® 2 10 for strained.
Turpentine
39}c for Spirits. Pork quiet; New Mess
at U fa. Beef unchanged. Cut
Meats—middles are
steady; 580 boxes Western long clear and city lon«
at 8} ® 8}c. Lard firmer; prime steam at
10 20
® 1015; seller lor all year 9 75, closing at 9 97}; seller
December 9 97};|se|ier January 9 97} @ Jo 02}; seller
tebruary 10 10, closing 10 12}.
Freights to Liverpool—market dull

Queenstown.

DOMESTIC POETS.
WILMINGTON, C AL—Sid 28th, ship Storm Kiug,
Reed. Portland, O.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3d, ship Surprise, Clark,

St. Paul. 24
St. Paul preferred. 55
Ohio & Mississippi. 9
Delaware Sc Lackawanna. 74
Atlantic Sc Pacific Telegraph. 15|
Missouri Pacific.
4

Siukiug Funds.
Boston, Hartford Sc Erie 1st.
Guaranteed.

GENERAL OFFICE,

LFROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Norfolk 4th, sch Ella Frances, Bulger, Portland.
Ar at Queenstown 5tli, ship Rufus E Wood, Davis,

Exports of domestic produce for the week $478,338. against $5,833,533 for the corresponding week in
1875.
Gold opened at 109} and closed.at 1093. all sales at
these figures. Carrying rates 1, }, l and 2 percent.
The Clearances were $13,950,000.
The customs re-

----,--

Lieut. Rosseau with compauy E was ordered
take tbe left, aud Lient. Carter tbe
right ravine. At the same time the main line advanced rapidly, when the Sioux dished along the
front delivering a rapid fire aud then
disappearing behind the swells. Their riding was
magnificent but their fire quite intffective.
While this was taking place the flank movements advanctd apace.
Compauy E. soou
cleared the ravines on the left, Carter anil
Lyman doing the same on the right, where
they
encountered heavy firing in passing through
what had been the camp of Sitting Bull’s baud.
Meanwhile Rosseau moved straight up the
height under a rapid fire, until he reached tbe
summit and secured the key of the field.
It
was handsomely done and
without loss of life.
By the aid of the Rodman gun the Sioux were
now driven from every impoitaut
point, flanked and foiled.
They made wide circles and
many came round to the flank and rear of company E. which remained with the trainjuntil it
was out of danger.
These Indians in the reartookj possession of
each height aud did some close firing.
Sergeant
McPhelan, Co. E. was severely wounded. The
Indians next fired the prairie in front, and
amid the flames tbe fight continued until no
Sioux remained to oppose the advance. Co. E.
was then directed to clear the ravines on the
left rear, where water was to be found, while
the command moved back and earnped on the

CLEARED.

Daily Domestic Keccipit*.
By water conveyance -1000 bush commeal to G

preierred.

Go.

Telegraph

in' h; vv b

Sch Ida C Spoftord. Ingalls. Eastport.
Sch California, Kaler, of and from Wraldoboro for
Salem, with loss of bowsprit and head gear, and foremast sprung, having been in collision.
Sch Sunbeam. King, Tremont for Boston.
Sch Arrival. Farntam, Bootbbay.
Sch Stella Lee, Brewer, Freeport for Boston.
Sch Diana, Orue, Boothbay for Boston.

Portland-49

Stocks:
Western

Atlantic and Pacific

...

Friendship.

PICTOU, NS, Schr Nellie J Diminorc—GOO tous
coal to G T Railroad.

Erie

water.

iTlomlny, JYov. 6.
ARRiVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston ior
East port and St John. NB.
Brig Akbar, Thompson. Philadelphia.
Brig Proteus Skinner, Boston.
Sch Maud, Robinson, Philadelphia—coal to Sargent. Dennison & Co.
Sch La Volta, Whitmore, Hoboken—coal to Rounds
& Dyer.
Sch P L Smith, Upton, Boston.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore, Boston, to load for

shooks
and heads, 25,000 hoops.
HAVANA. Brig E H Rich—1450 shooks and
heads, 5650 hoops, 83 boxes haddock, 18 boxes codfish, 250 boxes heiring.

bight.

Reduced Rates!

PORT OF POKrl.lIVD.

Foreign ftxpor&a
CARDENAS. Schr Ada F Whitney—4856

New York, Nov.
easy at 2 @ 3 per cent,
dull at 481} @ 482 for

I

3.30 PM
Moon rises.10.10 I’M

High

m a ia x u

Irvine hence to Cuba with cooperage $10.

■

toe snot came

tliuature Alcmoac........November 7.
Sun rises... .,..6 42
Suu sets .4.46

Brig Mechanic hence to Point a Pitre with cooperage
Schr Mary W. Hupper, Kennebec to New York
or Philadelphia with ice.
Brig Adelaide, Port Royal
to New York with log-wood $3.75 per ton. Schr

W

tntf

6Cp2G

....

primago.

Ou the kuoll imtnedia'ely in frout of the
first were assembled toe bearers of tbe white
Sags Ooe company aid most of the officers
went forward beiwv u ms forces.
The Indians
soon swarmed to that point, but no meetiog
could be arranged there, so God. Miles directed
that it should take place on a small hill rising
in front of his line,—and that Sitting Ball
should draw up his line on the other sine. This
was agreed to, and the two parties met with
the two lines duly formed.
A loug, earnest
atid eager conference begau, this time with a
little anxiety on both sides. After a long consultation, many chiefs were found willing to
agree to the terms,—one offering to go himself
as hostage if his tribe could be allowed to hunt
buffalo awhile. At this point, however, angrily broke up the conference, prefering to light
rather than yield aud each party retired to its
own side.
Gen. Miles sent final word to Sitting Ball to
let him have his answer promptly or he would
Mo answer was returned.
open fire ou him.
As Gen. Miles and party marched slowly back
to his lines, the Indians on the plain withdrew
to the heights, and covered these and the high
grouud beyond the rocks in (root.
From the
prudent precautions taken by Miles against
or
the
Indians had an idea
surprise
treachery,
that be would rather make an attack, so they
watched with extreme eagerness his first movement.
A moment sufficed for preparation, and
when the command to move forward was given
every man joyfully responded and their lagerness could scarcely be restrained.
Major Casey with company A was directed
to move along aud clear the ridge on the
left;
Capt. Carter with company K to clear a high
kuoll on the right; Capt. Snyder with company
F to guard the Hodman gun; while the line
?!iuae,?t,l13ci
advanced directly to the fxotit.
Alter advancing a few hundred yards yards, a line was dea.n“e!;-at §
ployed as skirmishers. The deployment was
beautifully made, sweeping over the ground,
climbing the hills aud descending the valleys
fixe a long ripple over the billows.
Capt. Carter’s company crossed without firing, and moved steadily forward, closing upon
the Sioux on the right
The litter gave way
UHIC4GO, November 6.—Flour is nominal uubefoie the little line wilhautventuring a shot—
changetf Wheat is quiet but steady; No 2 Chicago
meanwhile the main line was rapidly advancSpring at 1 08} @1 08} cash; 1 08} seller for Noveming, anu Company A swept aside the (ew In- ber; 1 10} seller December; 111} seller January ;No 3
dians on the left ridge.
c*““8° 5l’,ring,at 98 ^ 98*c rejected Chicago Spring
a
b8 ® 88}c. Corn quiet, hut
The line had now reached the creek beyond
linn; High Mixed at
41}®44}c; No 2 at 42c for cash; 41}c bid seller tor
which was the battle field, on the precipitous
November;
42}c hid December; rejected at 41c Oats
rise immediately before them, where was the
quiet and steady at 30}c cash; 40jc seller November
main body of the Sioux. The raviue of the
32}c December. Rye is dull; No 1 at 58c. Barley is
stream divided, one port on to the
right, tbe dull, weak and lower at 76} ® Tic. Pork moderateother exterding to the north and left, along the
ly active and higher at 15 75 lor cash; 15 474 seller lor
November and all the year. Lard is moderatclv
line of defence. On the left of this braueh
ae.
live
and higher at 9 60 seller tor
was a very bign ridge comm indiog thd
November; 9 50 ior
whole
all the year; 9 55 seller for
January. Bulk Meats are
field, which was covered with Indians.
and
quiet
unchanged; shoulders 6}; short rib sides at
Sittmg Bull expected Miles would become 8}; short clear
sides at 8g.
entangled in tbe low ravines where he could
9,000 fb'8 Lout, 10,00o bush wnear. 143
000
,ash corn, 37,001 bush oats 8", ,000 rmah
repeal the Custer massacre, hut Miles was too
baney,
9.000 bush o» rve.
wary and pursued a different plan.
The line
moved directly up the height where the maiu
Shipments,000 bbls flour, 6i,(.00busD wueat,184,000
bush
com, 63,000 busu oats, 03,000 ousb oanev.
body of the advance Sioux were located.
10.000 ousb rye.
As the line approtclied tbe summit the Sioux
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
a
war
dance.
This
was
the first hostile
began
firm and higher al
110} @ l log seller
demonstration, Many might have been killed llig seller January ami nominal; 108} December;
se.ler for
now by the Hodman gnn, but a
November. Corn ouiet and unchanged. Oats nomdislike to be
the first to break the armistice prevailed with
inally at 3-% December; 3!c cash and November.
Pork at 15 75 @ 10 00 cash 15 45 seller all the
Geo. Miles. The guu was pushed forward ou
Jyear.
Lard at 9 70 cash.
the right and all was moving forward in good
Toledo, November G. Flour is steady. Wheat is
order when a shot from
the
rear
passed is dull; No 2 White Wabash at 129; No 2 White
through Lieutenant Pope’s company and was Michigan at 117; Amber
Michigan seller for Novemat once returned by the eager men, who were
ber at 1 20}; No 2 Amber Michigan at
110; No 2 Red
tired of waiting. This company was ordered
Winter I 16}; No Red at I 09; rejected Red at 1
05};
do Dayton and Michigan at 1 02}.
at once to clear the ravines and knolls whence
Corn-No 2 high

to

8
8
9
11
11
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool.... Nov il
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool-Nov U
Bothnia.New York .Liverpool.Nov 15
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 18 !
Bolivia.New York. Glasgow.Nov 18
Anglia.New York Loudon.Nov 18
New York. .Liverpool.... Nov 18
City of Berlin
Moravian .Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 25

$11.

Foreign Imports.
CLEMENTSPORT, NS. Br Schr
cords wood to A D Whidden.

C-H-I-N-E-S-E.

date

for

from

City of VeraCruz.. .New York..Havana.Nov
Algeria..New York. .Liverpool... ..Nov
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg ...Nov
Bricauie.New York.. Liverpool.Nov
.Nov
Victoria.New York. .Glasgow

rS£S&CiAL

hence to London with refined oil 4s 9d and

Boston.
gep21dt-dcclt

DEPAKTIKE OF t»TEAHMUIPS.

Portland Wholesale Ufarkei.

time

(

*

Nov. 5, Hattie Gertrude, daughter of Richard K.
and >arah A Galley, aged 1 year 11 months 11 days.
New Hampshire and Washington papers please copy.
In Deering, Nov. 6, Mrs. Louisa K., wife of Franklin L. Putnam, aged 32 years 3 months.
In Otistteld, Oct. 21, Mr. Isaiah Edwards, aged 74
years.

Monday, October 6 —The markets are firm and
unchanged to-day, as in fact they have been for
some

MOST EVERYBODY
.NOWS.
/One thing most everybody knows,
\
That Boys are
Clothed” from head to feet, 1
\ In “AVw Yrork styles” at Grorc.k Frnno’s,
/
N
Comer of Beach aud Washington Street,

Green.

name

FI^ANCUIL AHO

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

In this city, Nov. 4, by Rev. W. M. Sterling, Delbert U. Sargent and Annie M. Kelley, both ot Port-

ALWAYS liETTHE

RlfT

Andersons & Dow
ARE AGENTS FOR THE

Kennebec.

McFarland, BosIod.

PHIEAD1CLPHLA—Ar 3d, ech Hamburg, Libby,
Windsor, NS.
Cld 3d, sch Willie Martin. Moshier, Newport.
Ar 4th, sch Eva J Yates, Yates, Gardmer.
CM 4th, schs A B Crabtree. Wooster, Gloucester;
H S Bridges, Laudrick, Warren. RI.
NEW YORK —Ar 3d, schs Percy. Mitchell, and
Malabar, Walsh, Ellsworth: Marv B Smith. Stone.

Insurance

Companies,
OF LONDON,

inomasion.

Ar 4th, brigs Ned White, Thombs. Manila 136 ds;
Wauban Spencer, Antwerp; schs E C Knight, Williams, Providence; Sea Dog, Strout, Fall River.
Cld 4th, schs Starlight. Reed, Falmouth. Ja; Post
Boy, Robinson. St Thomas; CH Kelley, Gray, Fernaudina; Traveller, Hodges, St Augustine; Howard
Macomber, Williams, Jacksonville; Aimed a, Smith,
Newark; J C Cratts. Greeley. Bangor; Z A Paine,
Jones, Eastport; C S Webb, Rogers, Boston.
Sid 4th, barque Clara E MeGilvery, Montevideo;
brig Lewis Clark, lor Barbadoes.
Passed through Hell Gate 4th, schs Prospect, lrom
Port Johnson lor Boston; C H Eaton, from Hoboken
lor Boston; Cora Etta, New York fordo; Alaska, fm

COMBINED

$35,000,000 !
OFFICE,

No. 33 Exchange St.
sntf
oc9

Port Johnson tor Portsmouth.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 3d, sch

Laina Cobb, Cobb,
Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Sailed 4th, schs Union, Mitchell,
and Pacific, Look, New York; S J Watis, Watts,

Alpine. Marshall New York.
WESTERLY, RL—Sid 2d, sch Sarah P, Westcott,

and

New York.

BRISTOL—Sid 3d, sch J C Nash, Crowley, for
York.
SOMERSET—Ar 2d, schs Wm Todd, Wood, Hoboken; S L Burns, Crosby, New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 3d, sch Wm Arthur, Hackett,
Hoboken.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 5tb, sch Raven, Herrick,
New York.
Sid 4th, schs Millie Trim, Drinkwater.Lincolnville;
Watchman. Heal, do.
Sid 5th, sch Mary Means, Parker, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, schs H A DeWitt,
Manson, Rondout lor Augusta; Bounding Billow,
Malloon, do for Portland; Mahaska, Williams, Perth
Amboy for do. (and all sailed.)
BOSTON—Ar 4th, sch Abbott Devereux, Uaskell,
New

Philadelphia.

14th, brig Proteus, Skinner, Portland; schs J
Baker. Barberick, do; Crown Prince, (Br) Branscomb, do.
Ar5tb, schs Speedwell, Rhodes, Rondout; John
Tyler, Carver, and Convoy, Jones, Calais; E L Higgins, Bon ney, and Caroliue C, Dow. do; N Jones,
Young. Machias : Union, Church. Addison; Lion,
Candage. Bluehill; Sea Spray, Holmes. Eastport;
Elizabeth, March, Ellsworth; Albus.Hodgdoc, Newcastle, Me; Climax, Mitchell. Harrington; Oregon,
Pinkham, and New Packet, Leighton Millbridge;
Maine, Moon, and Sea Pigeon, Seavey, Sullivan;

ASSETS

Michigan Apples

!

Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

3 Bushels In
as

Barrel.

hand picked and
they were taken from the tree

These Apples

packed

a

are

J. S. CROCKETT,
oc9d3msn

91 COnilEBCIAL STREET.

£-20

BONDS

Cl

Chattanooga,

Snare,

and

Wm

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Manila bept 6th, snip Antelope,
Cheney, unc;
barque Goodell. Crockett, tor New York.
Ar at London 4th inst, ship Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, Calcutta.
At Rio Janeiro Oct 1, ships Bertha,Rill, lor Callao;
Alexander, Murphy, for do; Susan Gilmore, Carver,
and Carrie Clark, Storer, tor Calcutta.
Sid tin Iloilo Aug 15, barque Anuie Lewis, Morse,
Boston.
Ar at Alicante 6th inst, sch Ella M Storer, Wade,

New York.

Ar at Gibraltar Oct 14tli, brig Lizzie H Kimball,
Storer, Richmond, (and cld for Flume.)
Ar at Gibraltar previous to 4th iust, sell Addie R
Warner. Lewis, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Havre 5th inst, ship Jas A Wright, Morri-

Boston.

ber. Boston.
Sid tin Queenstown Sept 22d,brig Winfield, Bibber,
Gloucester.
Ar at Queenstown 4th inst, barquo Carrie Huicpbrey, Grozier, Raugoon.
Ar at Bermuda Oci 30, brig A J Peltengili, Hall,
Cardifi; seb Nellie Scott. Milan. Hull.
Ar at St John, N B, 2d inst, sch Chas E Scars, Turner, Hillsboro tor New York.
(Latest by European steamers.l

Bangor.

Liverpool 26tb,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

tHICKERING
BAILEY & NOYES,
Portland,
will sell The

David

werp tor New York.
Ar at Pcnarth 23d. Wakefield, Carver, Antwerp,
bid tin Nagasaki Aug 10, Rosetta McNeil, Brown,
rieusin.
Ar at Padang Aug 7, Fannie, Carver, Cardifi; 11th,
Eleury L U.cgg Dyer. do.
Ar at Calcutta Sept 27tb,

Friedlander, Morrison,

Liverpool.

Ar at Trieste Oct 21, Tarifa, Brown. New York.
Ofi Havre Oct 24, Daul Draper,
Sedgley, from New
k’ork.
Cld 24th, Oasis,
Roads.
Hampton
*r
Bremerhaven Oct
Lorn

Randall,

22, Parepa, Packard,
^
Philadelphia.
Ar at Christiansand Oct
15tb, Mary E Leighton,
New
Yora tor Stettin.

SPOKEN.
Oct 21, off Holyhead, ship Alice D
Cooper, Hum
from
] 'hreys,
Liverpool tor Hampton Roads.
Oci 25. ofi
Dartmouth, sch Thos R PilEbury, Irom

First-Class Instruments.
CHIIKERING PIANOS,
BRADBURY PIANOS,
HARDMAN PIANOS.
We guarantee these instruments
to be

jnsf what we represent

WE

WILE

them.

SEEE

PIAMOS
at LESS PRICE
tii’crs.

than the Nlnnfao

Instruments may be ex-

amined and all iulormatiou
terms can be obtained

as

to

by calling

at our xx arerooms,

BAILEY &

NOYES,

Exchange

Street,

PORTLAND.

sneod2w

oot28

tor New Orleans.

HAAII,

.1. A

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Counsellors

ED. B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
liliiUfj has the celebrated llrbrr I*iauo, aiul
and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning
attended to as I

3r*wn<3 I

l MS,
aug28

Pianos at the

Chapin, Bunker, from

SUi 24tb, Anita Owen. Pettengili, Matanzas; 25th,
J Strout, Fickett. Cardenas; 26th, Adelia S Hills,
Jenkins, Negapatam.
Cld 24th, John Bryce, Morse, Callao.
Oft Dover 24tb, John Swan, Galnson, from Ant-

lambing

Best

Lowest Prices, and upon the most
favorable term*.

3

^eighton,

Exchange Street.eodtf

32
my27

sch Joa Proctor, Doane, from

Sid lm Havre 4th inst, barque ueorgietta, Small,
United States.
Sid tin London 4th inst, ship Joa Fish, Stackpole,
United States.
Ar at Gloucester, E, 31
inst, sch Cumberland,Web-

Ar at

H. M. Payson& CO.,

Sinbad, Perry, Bangor;

Hill, Dyer, Franklin; Lucy Jane, Hopkins,
Rockland; R Baker, Robinson, Thomaston: Acadia,
Daley, Camden; A L Fitch, Fitch, and Pemaquid,
Fossett. Bristol; Richmond. Jordan, from Hallowed;
Australia, Wheeler, Bootlibay; Gen Grant, Eaton,
Wells.
Ar 6th, scba Winnie Lawry, Spear. Hoboken; W H
Archer. Beilaty, Ellsworth; J S Lawrence. Davis,
and Emily. Treworgy, Ellsworth; Telegraph, Woodward, Bangor; Lyra Haskell, do; Mary Eliza, Bullock, and Alinetta, Stewart, Belfast; GeoSbattuck,
Cunningham, do; Jas Nichols.Childs. Damariscotta;
Mariel, Kaier, Bristol; Bostou Light, Boardman,
Camden; NiAer, Alley, and Fillmore, Wisoasset.
Cld 6tb, sch Annie Whiting, lor Castine.
SALEM—Ar 4th, sch W S Farwcli, Lord, 1m Port
Johnson.
Ar 5th, echa Mahaska, Williams, Perth
Amboy for
Portland; Helen McLeod, Coggswell, Calais; Clara
Dinsmore, Chase, Lubec for New York.

son, United States.
Ar at Havrr 3d iust,

or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable
terms by

Bought

nly

at

Law,

bare removed to

CENTENNIAL

BLOCK,

EXCHANGE STREET.
oc31

sndlm

*

^METh 1

-

THE LAST GUN.

PRESS,

THE

Tuesday morkind,

soy.

7.

1S7«

I The
I

B»aign.

S. Carter.

CITY

AJST'

Stevens

and

& Co.

LIST NIGHT'S TORCHLIGHT
PARADE.

VICINITY

New Adverlinement*

To-Day.

iA

i

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

ferred to Hon. William E. Barrows for arbitration.
Report lor the plaintiffs. Judgment for plaintiff for
$912.65 and costs.
Drummoud—Strout & Gage.
Bonney.
William J. Knowlton of Portland was admitted to

Last evening tbe Republicans closed up their
campaign in this city wiihagrand torchlight
processiou, The companies generally turned
out fall ranks and made an unusually fine ap-

Let every Republican vote to-

day.
Jottings.

Vote badly.
The Allan mail steamer Polynesian from
Quebec arrived at Liverpool Sunday.
The fountain on Lincoln Park has gone into
winter quarters.
Officers Miles and Hanson found S. L. Carleton's sulky in a cellar on Fore street yesterday.
No one knew where it came from.
Don’t neglect to vote to-day.
The Aldermen have been in session live days
but the voting lists remain nearly the same as

before.
Miss Louise Ter Linden and Mr. Ter Linden
have been engaged to appear in Mr. Williams’
Lyceum course in Boston next week.
Depnt.v Chase found a gold bracelet yesterday, which awaits an owner at the police sta-

tion.
m.

poils

to-day.

the rush.
A young

open at 9 o’clock and close at 4 p.
Be sure and vote early and avo'd
man

Gallagher fell
fish ng, yesterday

named John

from Portland bridge, while
morning, and was rescued bv

companion

a

named Boss.
A drunken (ramp, who went ioto a shoe
store on Ucion street yesterday, was teen issuing through tie door, and the door wasn’t open
either.
The Clara M. Goodrich, about which some
auxiety has been felt, was spoken by a Bermuda pilot, 7C days out from Cadiz for Gloucester.
Twenty-five thousand barrels of petroleum
oil will be shipped from Canada to Eoglaud
this winter via the Grand Trank to Portland,
and thence by sailing vessels.
car loads came through Saturday.
Be Sube to Vote.—Every

Thirty-three

Republican

tc-day. Let us
though Brag may

in

the city should vote

show these

Democtats that

he a

dog

good

Hold-Fast is a better.
CITY

AFFAIRS*.

Monthly Meeting of City Council

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

The secretary of the Board of Engineers of
the Fire Department reported the choice of
Orin F Pettingill as foreman of the Hook and
Ladder Company, and John N. Lang as clerk
of the same company. The beard approved the
choice.
Mrs. Caroline L. Pearson notified the city
that she should claim;$10,000 for injuries received through a defect in the sidewalk ou
The matter was referred to
Portland street.
the ^committee ou judicial proceedings and
claims.
John F. Sherry was granted permission to
erect and maintain a stationary steam engine
in Clapp's block on Congress street.
The chairmau of the committee on street
lamps recommended that the petitions of Jonas
W. Clark et als., of C. H. Boyd et als., of W.
A. Pearce et als. for street lamps have leave to
withdraw.
He also reported the following order which was passed:
Tbe committee on street lamps be and are
hereby directed to cause gas lamps to be established on Spring street between May and Em
ery streets: also oil lamps on Danforth and Watervil.'e streets.
It was voted to convey a certain lot of land in
the rear of the African Methodist church to
John Gulliver.
Leave to withdraw was granted L. F. Larrabee for damages for overflow of cellar; of Jas.
ConDor and Stewart Worcester for damages for

injuries sustained by
Congress street; of Mrs.

evetturn of wagon on
Julia Carr for damages lor injuries sustained by falling on the sidewalk on Pearl street; of Margaret McLaughlin and Patrick Fox for damages for iniuries
on Fore sireet; of E. Holmes for compensation
for cost of removing steps on sidewalks.
Petitions Presented and Referred—Of Charles
McLaughlin for permission to erect a wooden
building in rear of lot on Spring street; of John
R. Averill et al. lor permission to erect a woodou
Ellsworth street; of Carl &
en building
Snow to erect a wooden building on Clark
sireet; of C. t! Bridges for permission to keep
inDolaD’s block on Fore street;
a fish maili
of Wro. A. Taylor et als. for gas light on Ellsworth stiet •; of C. K. Bridges et als. for gas
light ou N.-.tb street; of J. J. Gilbert to be
paid for repniis of sewer on Oxford strpet; of
Mrs A. Bicker for damages to property from
defect in city culvert; of J. R. Averill et als.
tor the laying out of a new street already opened from the northwesterly side of Ellsworth
street; of J.S Palmer et als. for street lamp
on Portland aud Grove street; of N.
W. Low
tor damages sustain! d by the tilling npof the
dock on the easterly side of Union wharf; of
Mary E. Bremmer for land damages by the
laying cut of Island Avenue; of J. W. Itiibinfor the improvement of Green
sou et als.
street: of H.-Freeman & Co,, for the repair of
Fox street; of Martin H. Hogan et als. for
crosswalk irom tbe bead of Monroe street
across Washington street; of
Bishop Healey
asking that the Catholic residences on Congress
aDd on State street be exempted from taxation
& Pennell
as they are parsonages; of Morse
for crosswalk on Newbury street; of L. M.
Love joy for pay for services on sewers; of H.
X

expression

n UIIO

Ct

a>S,

1U1 ouccti

WIJ

LU1UC1

Congress and Forrest street; of Eagle Sugar
Refining Company for abatement of taxes.
Orders Passed:—That the city treasurer con-

vey 10 E. P. Chase a lot of land on the northerly side of Congress street for the sum of
$430; that the committee on fire department
enquire into the expediency of purchasing a lot
of land on the corner of Brackett and Bradford
streets lor the use of the fire department; that
under such regulations and to such limit as the
school committee shall from time to time judge
expedient, pupils residents of this state and
other than residents ot this city may be admitted to the deaf and dumb school.
Charles D Bearce made the following returns
of the populaliongof.tbe city by districts compared with last year:
1875.
1876. Inc’se. Dee.
1st District. 2,460
61
2,521
North District. 9,509
54
9,563
"
2d
4,124
6
4,130
3d
2,234
2,2'1
33
4th
16
2,921
2,937
2.305
5th
2,488 123
3.006
175
6th
2,831
14
7th
2,100
.2,806
2,906 101
8th
2,805
“
7
1.232
9th
1,225
27
1.212
West
1,215
705
60
645
Islands..............
....

Total. 34,420
35,031 644
Net increase.*.611

Papers from the lower board were

33

passed

in

concurrence.
COMMON COUNCIL.

Ilie ordinance from the upper board} in relative to'cemeteries was laid on she table.
Papers from the upper hoard were passed in
concurrence.
The following order was passed:
Ordered, That the committee on street lamps
to cause
are hereby authorized and instructed
the erection of a lamppost on the corner of
Cumberland aGd State streets.
Religious Notes.—On Sunday last Rev. J.
A. Strout, pastor of the M. E. church, west
end, received ten probationers into full membership. Three were also added to the M. E.
church at Woodford's Cornermen the'same Jay.
Revival meetings so Jauspicously c inmeuced
in the M. E. church, Woodlord's Corner, will
be contir ued this week ou Tuesday, WednesAn invitation is
day atd Thursday evenings
extended to all to come and participate in the
exercises.

among each

publicans present. Scarcely

and a'l of
one

the Recould be found
today’s work

who donbted tbe rtsalt of
throughout the United States.
At 7J o’clock tbe several companies formed
in the ball and marched into Congress street,
where the line was formed ia the following
Pioneers, Capt. Beau, 60 meD.
Col. Alelclier, Chief Marshal.
Capt. Sargent, Adj’t General.
Major Worcester, Surgeon.
E. S. E. McLellan, Henry Chandler and Cart Mar-

wick,

Aids.

Yarmouth Band, 18 pieces.
Union Guards, Y'armouth, Capt Green, 55 men.
Hayes and Wheeler Guards. Cape Elizabeth, Capt.

Merrill,

40

men.

Continental Band, 12 pieces.
Hayes Battery, Capt. Gribben, 26 men
Hayes Cadets, Capt. McDowell, 30 men.
Chandler’s Band, 25 pieces.
Drum Corps, Hines, leader, 21 men.
Battalion of Continentals under the command of
Lieut. Col. Bich, Capt. K. Talbot McLellan,

Good Templars —The annual sess’ou of the
Cumberland County Lodge will be held to-morrow at Duck Pond,
commencing at 9 o’clock.
The Worthy Chief Templar will be present.

Among the business of tbe meeting will be ibe
e’ectiou of officers and the discussion of the
n>*w District Lodge constitution, recommended
at tbe last sessiou of Hie GraDd Lodge.
They
will aPo decide upjn a propositiou to unite the
counties of Oumbeiland and York in one dtsMembers from York county interested
in the above proposition are requested to inee1
at this sessiou.
Members of the various Lodges iu the cily or

I trict

!

I vicinity who wish to go, are invited to meet at
| Arcana Hail at 8 o’clock, where they will find
ample accommodations.
trip 50 cants.
A Sample

the procession, hut nothing attracted more attention than the Hayes Cadets under command
of Capt. McDowell.
This company, as is well

known,

is made up of hoys living on Deering
and State streets.
They marched over the entire route last evening.
The route of procession was as follows:—
Down Congress to Pearl, down Pearl to Fed-

through
Congress, up Congress
bert’s Lane, thence to Atlantic, np Atlantic to
Congress, down Congress to Smith, through
Fede.-ai

eral,

India, up India to
to St. Lawrence to Gilto

Smith to Oxford, up Oxford to Preble to Cumberland, up Cumberland to Avon, Avon to
Deering, through Deering to State to Congress,
np Congress to Carleton, up Carleton to Brackett, through Brackett to Spring, down Spring
to State, down State to Danforth to High, up
High to Free, down Free to Brown, through
countermarched on
Congress
Congress and were then dismissed. Two halts
were made, one on Oxford near Elm street and
one on State street.
The illuminations were very general.
On
the start they were greeted with flags and
Brown

Young

on Congress street.
On returning to headquarters tho Yarmouth
company were entertained until train time,
when the Washington Guards escorted them
to the depot.
The boys all had a fine tramp,
and when they parted bid adieu until to-day
when they will meet at the polls. Onr organizations have done excellent service in the campaign, which closed last evening, and the Republicans of this city have reason to be prond
of their efforts.

If times are hard, who made
them so? Answer.
A Democratic
rebellion, which cost $7,000,000,000 and took away (killed)
500,000 bread earners from their
families.

Correction.—The item in the Press of Saturday, in relation to the support of the Bishop3
in the Methodist Episcopal church, was not
correct.

The amount

necessary to furnish a

comfortable support f or each Bishop is estimated
by the Book Committee, and the Bishops are
authorized to draw on the agents of the Book
Concern for said amount, and also for their
traveling expenses. See Disc. p. 21.
An estimate of the aggregate amount is to
be made by said committee and apportioned to
the annual conferences, and by them to the
several churches, to be raised by collection and
forwarded quarterly to the Book agents, who
act as bankers, presenting their account at the
general conference, which is to provide for any
The Bishops draw tbeir
possible difficulty.
full eupport as they have done heretofore.
S. E. W.
Vote

Early.—Republicans

ly to-day

before they forget it.

This is

no

time

to trust to luck.
Pool Sellinu.—The pool selling was not
very brisk last night, but considerable money
was deposited in the pool box during the evenjpg. Hayes was the favorite on the general
result and Tilden men wanted two to one on
him. New York state was about two to one in
favor of Tilden. One or two pools were sold
that Hayes would have 220 electoral votes and
one that he would bave 183 (the number necesBut the
sary to.elect) outside of New York.
friends of the eminent reformer were taken
back

when a man offered to bet $25, $50 or
$100 that Tilden would not carry New York
and Indiana.
Some one took a $25 bet, but
tbat was all they wanted and no m ore could be
induced to invest.

The shot-gun policy at the South;
ballot-box st uliing at the North.
By these twin relics ot slavery
Deaiocracy hopes to win.
Receiving the Returns—Arrangements
have been made lor telegraphic communication
at the Republican headquarters this evening
and the election returns w ill be received very
promptly from New VTork. All specials received will be sent there to be read to the
crowd which will be in attendance.
The Democrats have also made arrangements
for late returns at the At my and Navy hall,
where they will be read.
Messrs. Harford and Dow have made arrangements to display the election returns at
the Republican heai’quatters this evening with

stereopticon light.

a

Serious
Accident —Sunday
afternoon
George Dennison one of the.crew of the San
Joaquin lying at Union wharf fell down the
hatchway and broke his thigh. He was taken
the Maine General Hospital and Dr. Bray
attended him. He is but seventeen years old;
he came from his home io South Freeport and
shipped Saturday. He was quite comfortable
to

yesterday._
hates
the
who
Government will vote for Tilden.

Every

mau

Mr. Editor—Dear Sir:
KM

Army and Navy Course.—The reserved
seats for this course are
having a ready sale
at Wm. E. Thornes’ uuder Music Hall. There
are a few more good seats left and
secured immediately.

should

be

Big Owl.

Mr. Haskell aud Mr. 5tinchcomb
yesterday shot an owl in the neighborhood cf
Gorham village, measuring 5 feet 7 inches
from tip to tip of his wings and weighing four
pounds and a half.
The Last.—Young’s last Centennial excursion will leave here Weduesday over tue Boston & Maine. The fare for the round trip is

placed

at the low

price

of $11.

T.

NEW

without obtaining any booty.
W. H. Greenongh, a prominent Odd Fellow
and Knight of Pythias, was taken with fainting at Kenduskeag, Saturday night, and died

c

4

~

~

Tu your editorial of
C

la

C
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SALE OF ISLANDS.

Sunday morning.

STATE
Ladies Meiii.no Vests.—We open a new
of ladies’ Saxon merino under-garments.

(All wool.) These goods

cheapest

ever

offered lo

public

find a ready sale, Also a full line of the AmerHosiery Co.’s fine underwear for sale with
us.
For first quality of goods visit Davis &

ican

Co.’s store.

Spool

following named and described
belougiog to said State.

the Centennial
Exhibition was awarded a medal and diploma
for its “great uniformity and general excelThe Eureka

Silk

at

Kendall & Whitney have just received
large variety of Flower Pot Brackets, nov64t

nov2cf
The dejeettd victim caused by the indiscretions of youth, those troubled with kidney,
bladder and glandular affection, mental and
physical debility, diabetes, gravel, female complaints, &c., however stubborn, will find comfort eDd positive cure in DIt. BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM.
15—30—45
jy25cod&wlw
—

CUT THIS OUT.
It

May Save Your I.ile.

There is no person living but what suffers more or
less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump.
lion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents tor
a bottle ot medicine that would cure them.
Dr. A.
Boschee’s Gebman Sykcp has lately been introduced in this country irom Germany, and its won"
drous cures astonishe every one that tries it. If you
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and take it
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for 10
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve you.
Regular size 75 cents.
sep25
dlycom

A, B, i, D, E,
F-urnitnre
—

130

J. W.

—

Exchange

Black Walnut & Ash Setts,

liobiuson.

ELEGANT

I. A. R. A.—The annual meeting of the
Irish American Relief Association was held
last evening and the following officers chosen
for the ensuing year:

President—Thos, Has-ett.
Vice President—James Connellan.

PAINTED

MIRRORS,

Secretary—Thos. Ga'ely.
Book-keepeer—James O’Neal.
Ass’t Book-keeper—fohn Kilday.
Librarian—S. H. Mnrpby.

HAIR CLOTH WORK OF ALL KINDS,

Ottoman Frames
FOR WORSTED WORK.

no

Cor.

Board of Trustees—P. Welch, chairman;
James Melaugb, Michael Mackiu, John Kilday, Francis Cunuiugham, Edward J. Logue,
John Gooding.
Company Benefit—The company lately
engaged at the Museum are to take a benefit at
that place Saturday afternoon and evening

E.
130

Mr. Fluent having kindly given the use of the
hall. The play selected is “The
Octoroon”,

publicans. These Confederate
ly need another thrashing.

the

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.

oc30_

JUDGES’

<12m

AWARD

IS

a

not

this
In

Aroostook county the product of potatoes has
been unusually large.
There are half a dozen
or more starch factories in.tbat county which
will convert into starch some 300,000 to 500,000

Large quantities are
Bangor for exportation.

also

to
In
Aroostook the farmers get about 30 cents per
bushel, while at Bangor, the great potato mart
of the state, the price ranges from 50 to GO
cents. The potato crop of Maine this year is

es

worth one million ot dollars.
luisilliy.

Tiie Bucksport Murder.—Detective MisSargent of Boston, who, by order of Attor-

ney General Emery Ins made the investigation
of the triple murder of tha Trim family in
Bucksport, reports that there it not a shadow
of doubt that the prisoner, E. M. Smith, now
confined in jail at Ellsworth, was the sole perpetrator of that terrible deed; and when the

public becomes acquainted with all the facts
known to the officers, there will not be a reasonable doubt left in the mind of any one.
It is stated that two years ago he was concerned in an attempt to outrage a little girl of
11 years, but as he failed no prosccutiou was
His arrest
urged against him by her friends.

ALL

!

Great Bankrupt Rale of Jewelry.
On receipt ot 50 cents we will send by mail, postpaid, all of the following pieces ot jewelry, viz: 1
pair Gold Plated Engraved Sleeve Buttons, one set
Gold Front Shirt Studs, 1 Collar Stud, 1 Wedding
King, 1 Roll Plate Watch Chain and 1 Gent’s Rose
Coral Scar! Pin.
We offer this great bargain
merely to draw attention to our business, as we have
all kinds of watches and jewelry at low prices. Send
735 Broadway) N. Y. City.
d4wt

KID GLOVES
selling for

more

those very nice and fine

of

case

50

AT

503

septlff

erecting a 83000 wire bridge
Androscoggin at Mechanic

Our correspondent writes: Curtis Newman,
weak minded man, was found dead in his
bed recently at Gouldsboro. He had retired in
his usual health the night before-A large
bear has been making havoc among the sheep
A trap was set but
at West Bay, Gouldsboro.
he escaped from it minus one toe-Two large
vessels are to be built at Millbridge next season by Joseph and William Sawyer.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

While on his way home a few nights since,
Simon Benner was stopped in the ravine be
tween Kaudall Oliver’s and Kaler’s corner in
Waldoboro, by some uukuown person, who was
disposed to handle him somewhat roughly, but
a shot from Simon’s seven shooter put the villain to flight.

CBABBOURN & KENDALL

Spool Cotton.

TEACHER OF

PIANO AND ORGAN,
O 1-9

DOW STREET.

(13m

will opeu iVlonda

New Woolens !
CHADBOIIRN I KEKDALL,
168 and 170 Middle Street,
we

next

an

have just opened, and are
line of

English, German

now

receiving

Ladies’

extensive lice of

Also

a

Cloak

Navigation by

the

Moving

FITZGERALD
Proposes

give liis Custo-

to

mers, the

nice stock cl

BENEFIT

The

lines

complete,

The

Trimmings.

full

are

and

large proportion of the goods haying
been
purchased within
This fine
Sixty days.

Stock amounting to at least
fifteen thousand dollars
will

city,

that prices

ruinous,

are

continued

if

must

terminate in Bankruptcy.

BEAD,

Madame Foy’s Corsets
for; 87

cts.

cacli.

Fine W. Bone Corsets
troni 45 cts.

Ladies’ Heavy

upwards.
Merino Tests
lor 35 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

Forest Tar,
Throat, Lungs,
For

Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar

Solution,
Forest
Forest Tar Troches,
Forest Tar Salve,
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,
or

or

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Sore

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and

Purifying

or

60

&

lor

tor 35 cts. each.

for 50 els. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers
Cashmere Under-

vests
for 87 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy Cashmere Drawers
for 87 els, each.
from 35 cts. upwards.

Children’s Merino Vests

Boy’s Mixed Vests

cts.

Suits,

87 els. and 81.00 per suit.

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose
from 15 cts. upwards.

Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose,

front 15 cts. to 50.

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose
Ladies’ Knit Jackets
50 doz. Canada Knit Hose

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,

all colors, 15 cts. ball.

Silk Lacing Cords,

Best

—

PANT GOODS
—

FERMLDS.
distf

oct25

ICE SAWS.

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

MERRY’S THE HATTER,
237 Middle St., Sign of the Gold Hat.

dtf

0Ct28

Ladies’ Fine
teet,

at

pkeblk'oaviiP’ } LEAVITT S DAVIS
No. 1 Elm

jy7

Street.

...

dtf

FEBNALD
GETS

UP

THE

eod1m&w4w

piece.

4 cts.

a

paper

Splendid Line of Buttons,

All

our

$1.00 Kid

5 cts

a

doz.

Gloves,
for 75 cts.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Thanksgiving

is

Coming.

Get your Carver* and Table Knive* oi
which we have the largest Stock and lowest prices
in the State; also have your old ones fixed up at

Ulmor cfc Ilohr,
CCTI.ERS,

Utf

all colors, lor 8 els.

a

cost, and for a short season do BUSINESS FOB FUN.
Where the fun comes
in, “Deponent sayeth not.”
Yonrs very repectfully,

J. H.

Fitzgerald,

Portland,
sepso

—

AND

BOSS

Me.

dtf

—

R. W. SUIARDOA.
Ship

NOBBY GOODS

GOODS!

tbe Exhibition. This is the only
new Furnace in the market this year.
Our sales of Furnace* are increasing every year,
thus showing that the community really desire a
first class articleWe make them in Portable* Brick and Terra
Cotta. The latter style is very handsome and
unique* aud in the production ot which Mr. John
Magee (the inventor of the Magee Company’s Goods)
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As ail of Mr. Magee’s productions have been imitated upon more or less by other stove manufacturers, he has, for the protection of this

IN
0.(25

THE

Pernald’s,

Timber for Sale.

landing lrom Seliooner Koret and for sale by
CURTIS & DAVIS,
15‘i Commercial Slreel.
oc6dtf

MARKET.
digit

237 MIDDLE
oct25distr

ST.

BP STAIRS.

Men’s Rubber Cants, nil
eneb
Rubber Rlaaliels
HALL’S
only
KURRER
(STORE,under nlmonlh Hotel. sept27dti
new

lot of

perfect, far |l .90
00

cents.

o’clock p. m., tbe lot of unoccupi.
fonl street, Woodtord’sCorner, InD.

A O.VI

it is unnecessary to enlarge, as the thousands in use
this community are daily testifying their merit
and pre eminence.

in

Every Magee Stove, Range & Furnace
—

WARRANTED.

House

hand

a

OF

—

—

VESSELS
BY AUCTION.
tbe Hon.
and for Cumnlial) sell at Public Auction, on
County,
THURSDAY, November Otb, A. D. 1876, at 12
o’clock M., at Auction Rooms of F. O. BaiJey & Co.,
3) Exchange Street, Portland, the following Vessels,
belonging to tbe Estate of Moses B. Nickerson, late of
Portland, deceased.
Sell. Lottie S. Reed, 1-16.
to
license obtained
PURSUANT
Judge of the Probate Court in
berland
I

from

a

Cynosure, 1-16.
Frank Herbert, 1-32.
City Point, 1-16.
Eva May. 1-16.
Vangaurd, 1-16.
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Administrator.

“

BAILEY Ac CIO., Auctioneer*.
d7t

F. O.
nov2

6
At Public Auction.
CHOICE Stock of Photographer’s Instruments"
ix turuiture, Fixtures and Material—will b,
ottered for sale, WEDNESDAY, Nov. 15, 1876, a
10 o’clock A. M., at No. 230 Middle Street, Portland
This stock embraces various lenses, Camera Box and
Holder. Show Cases, Patent Wing Box, Head Rests,
Back Ground Frames, Stands,
Porcelain Trays,
Presses, 700 Negatives,
together with Carpets,
Stoves, Chairs, «Jfec., and Stock and Material.
A rare opportunity is
attorded to any party
desirous] of going into the business of procuring a
first class Photographic Saloon Stock and Fixtures
at the lowest rates.
The entire stock can be examined at any time, upou application
to the
Auctioneer, and bids for the same in lump will he
received up to the day ot sale. Immediately after
the sale of above Photographic Stock will be sold at
the ’Auction Rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co., 35
Exchange Street, the Furniture and Fixtures of a
lirst class Barber Shop, consisting of Swing back
Barber’s Chairs, Marble top Sink, large Magee
Stove, Carpets, Chairs, Lounge, Tables, Mirrors,
Mugs, &c <&., &e.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*
A

novl

eodtd
—=

SMITH’S PATENT

Perforated

Buckskin

Under

Shirts
and

—

—

Drawers.
They

recommended

are

all

by

first-class Physicians.

Co.,

AUK XT* 1*0K PORTLAND,

493 CONGRESS STREET.
my5

isdly

_

closing out

Magee Dining Boom Heater

on

l.\IMTRATOK'M SALE

as-

Two Hundred Dozen Misses’ and
Children’s Hosiery,

AND

Wo also keep constantly

eod.

addltiou to our already extensive
sortment, we have just bought over

Base Burner, new,

FULLY

RAIliET & CO., Auctlone.

O.

F.

ob6

In

largo stock of

Furnishing

GOODS !

stock at prices v'hich

a

could not resist.
In order to insure
marked them to sell

we

quick
si a

sales we have
very small profit,

follows:
75 doz real Eagl’sh Merino, very
heavy and fine, all sizes,
35 cts
10 doz Heavy Fleeced (striped)
35 cts
50 doz All Wool Balmoral, sizrs
4 1-3 to 6 1-3,
35 cts
35 doz Alt Wool Balmoral and
plain*
37 cts
50 doz All Wool Balmoral and
50 cts
plain, large sizes,
The above are all full regular finish, extra length
goods, and are the beat bargains in *\ew England.
as

&T MOORE,

OWEN

Congress
Street,
no2

Brown.

corner ot

dtf

We keep nothing but good Goods, and have tbe
best workman the State afforas, and we are
bound to do our level best to please our customers.
oclGdlm

The Greatest Bargains
IN

FINE

FIRST

—

MILLINERY GOODS
ever

before offered will be

LATNER

PREMIUM

FOR

1876.

Lamson’s
ARTISTIC

found at

rortrait

BROTHERS.

in Plain, Boiled and Gros Grain Ribbons
from I to 9 inches wide,
in all colors, still selling at last summer’s low prices.

Photographs
i* the lime

Sow

200 Cartons of Ribbons

Order for

to

Holidays!

244 middle St.

50 Pieces Silk Web Velvets
in Cold and Black in 5 different grade*
for Soils and Trimmings.
ALSO

—

—

better qualities and lower prices than

ever

offered.

before

300 CARTONSOF FEATHERS
consisting of
Real Ostrich Tips, Feather Trimmings,
Peacock’s Wings, Breast* fancy Feathers
Bongbt at a sacrifice—will be sold at less than
Manufacturers* prices,

50 Oases Hats and

Bonnets,

American and French Felt, Straw and
Velvet Hats retailing at case prices.

Heavy Silk and Worsted Fringes, Buttons
and Ornaments
25 per cent, less than last Winter’s prices.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN CORSETS,
Thousands yds of Hamburgs, also 8carfs
and Ties, Collars and Cnffs,

jan8

dtf

Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all
the diflerent Routes
to the West, Boston,
New York, Philadelphia and return, and
all points on IVlaine
Central R. R., at reduced prices.

Rollins, Loring & Adams,
22 EXCHANGE

GLOVEsT” KID

KID

1

Our present prices beat the world.

TRIMMED

HATS-A

SPECIALTY.

Also Hats trimmed to order by our well known
and experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable
charges, and satisfaction guaranteed.

539

Congress Street.

C. B.

Pettengill & Co.,

HORSE

We can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the largest
stock in the city, best values and lowest pi ices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given of cut goods, which can
prove facts.
sept4eod3m

Over Coatings

SHOERS,

Having removed to the new and commodious shop
51 Preble Street, below Oxford,
and formed a copartnership under the firm name and
style of
PETTENGILL & SNELL,
prepared

we are
a workmanlike

LATNER BROS.

AT

REMOVAL.

GLOVES !

500 doz. pairs of Kids of the best standard makes for Eodies. Gents. Hisses and
Children.
Also Kid Gaunflefs, Gants’
Swedes and Gents’ Bog 8kia Glares.

STREET.

au

all at your own prices.

to

do Shoeing in every style, and in

manner.

Thanking

tomers for their former patronage,
glad to see them and others at our
business.

our old cuswe would be
new

place

of

PETTENGILL A SNELL.
C. B. PETTENGILL.
Portland, Oct. 31, 1876.

W. H. SNELL
novld3w

Goods

Elegant
—

—

AT

—

FERNALD'S.

oct25distf

oct25dHtt

PRODUCE

ENGLISH POLLOCK

JUST

FOR SALE.

RECEIVED
AND

—

landing from Schooners Edith
Sparkling Billow, and for sale by
CURTIS A DAVIS,
Now

nov6il2w
200 Tubs Choice Hinter.
500 Rbls Choice baud Picked Baldwins*
200
Michigan Apples.
25
25

“

“
"

25
25

'•

25

“

50

Common Baldwins
New nweet Cider, just nude.
Choice Cranberries.
Out Meal
Orabnm Flour.
Pea and Medium Beaus.
Best Brands of Family Flour.

Pure Cider Viuegar.

FOft

No. 183 Fore Street.
CYRUS GREEN.U3w

oct30

Store Shades !
House

and Store Window Shades manufactured,
lettered, made and put up to order.

B.

PIKE.

420 Congress St., under Congress Hall.
420 Remember the Number 420.
oct31
eod2w*

F E

R“N"A

L D

Commercial

Street.

Xj. r.

martin,
and Cloak
Lady’s
MAKING.
Dress

*63 12 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
novl

dim

S

Hot Baked Beans & Brown Bread
Eveiy Haturilar »f<no««n and Sunday
morning nt
PRESTON’S BAKERY,
■ Oaud I'd Washington Slrrrt, formerly It.

W Smardon & Co. Also Hot Brown Bread every
morning, and Hulls, Biscuits, Tea Bread and Buns
every aiternoon at 3 o'clock,
J. C. PRKSTON.

novldlf

BURTS
—

AT

BOOTS"
—

RedLuoed

Prices !

Our stock Is now the largest and best
try, and while the Boots are
funnelly the prices are considerably
Bools narrauted to lit and wear,

decidedly

°<3Ultt_

In this

conn-

better than

less and the

M. «. PALMER.

For Rent.
new, elegant
f|tHK
ah the modern
A

augi’lsdit

EMPORIUM.
0*t25

1AJ

and

NICK

SALE AT

RUBBER COATS.
A

premises,

*r
ti,

TUESDAY, Nov

THANEVER !

Vendome Parlor,
Hall and Office Heater,

IS

on

Greater Inducements

Standard Range,
Parlor Standard,

Magee
Magee
Magee
Magee
Magee

lie.

a

Charles Custis &

CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT
of his life placed Seventeen Different Patents,
We cordially invite the citizens of this City and
County to come and see this Fnrnaee. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods
aui we give our personal attention to setting up the
same, Of our

-A/X'

Dress Suits

to

public

by visitor sat

Now

BEST

THE

'GEE STANDARD FURNACE

,

25

notdlw

Oak

COT

We knew itboiore the Centennial. Everybody will know it now that the Centennial has
declared it.
The highest encomiums were passed upon the

200

Families living in the vicinity of Portland Street are reminded that they can
have their Beans Baked at the New Bakery, corner of Portland and Brattle
Streets, Saturday, Nov. 4th. and don't
forget to get a loaf of that Hot Brown
Bread with your Beans.

dim

MEDAL
their class

spool.

Space will not admit of farther quotations. We expected to move to our new
store on the first of October; this we
find is impO'Sible. We had part of onr
goods packed; we were compelled to unpack them, and the resuit was, onr angry passions rose. We decided to sell, if
possible, the entire stock at almost the

EXCHANGE STREET

oct26

HAVE

—

Prices Reduced 1 Hot Brown Bread
We have succeeded in obtaining a reduction in tbe
prices of Newark Boot* of 75 cents and
tfl.OO per pair, ana at tbe same time an improvement in the manufacture, so that we arc now
selling better Boots for less money than formerly.
oc31dtt
Ifl. «. PALMER.

Boots!

A full line of Ladies’ Hand-sewed Boots in French
Kid of the finest quality, especially adapted to ten-

der

a

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts.,

New York & Chicago.

S3.30,
w

R HOE & CO.,
octlO

your old Silk Hat in Exchange
ill secure the latest Dunlap Styles
of Silk Hat at

colors, 5cts. each.

Wamsutta. 87 cts & 81.15 each.

B('«t Quality at Reduced Prices.

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale hy,g&l Druggists.

GOLD

awarded to goods ot

Snnnl Silt*

LIRTB

AT

yard.

Quality Dress Braid,

distf

—

els. per

6 cts.

the Toilet and Bath.

or

Quality Ball Tarn,

all

Philadelphia,

the

and

at

from 38 cts. upw'ards.

colors, 3

—

Centennial Exhibition.

10 cts. per pair.

Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose

Trimming Buttons,

ST.

AT THE

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens

and Pants,
all sizes, 38

—

scp6

OF

—

tor 50 cts. each.

Ladies’ Heavy

17 to 35 cts.

McAllister,

FINE

Highest Premium

—

Best English Needles Stuck,

COMMERCIAL,

the Breath.

and for Piles.

or

Randall

BOSTON,

We are pleased to announce to our many friends
and customers that the goods of this Company for
Elegance of DcNigu, Superiority of Fin■mH and Mechanical Skill in Construction
have received the

Ladies’ Heavv Merino Testa

from 30 cts. upwards

Lowest Market Rates,
BY

OF

IN THIS CITY AND COUNTY.

ONLY

Admit.
Probate tor the Com.
PURSUANT
auction, to
sell at

Furnace Co.

Magee

—

BE WISHED, AND
WONDER.

Unlauudried Gents’ Shirts,

FOR SALE AT

—

Exchange Street,
REPRESENT THE

he

Bustles in fine variety,

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
most of which are of our own importation, and very
choice styles; also a good stock of fine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to oftcr at greatly
reduced ’'rices from last season.
We si hll from this date offer special inducement
to custon.ers that pay cash.
Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.
sept23d2m

12

thrown on the
market for the next three
weeks at a SLIGHT ADVANCE ON COST.
All
and
intelligent People
Candid
Dealers
must

sept23d2m

largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the

A. N. Noyes & Son

a

Silk Tassels,

COAL.

and French

ihon and there to give in their votes for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United States.
I ho polls on such day of election to remain
open
until tour o’clock in the
afternoon, wlieu they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in
open session
at the Aldermen’s
Room, in City Building from
nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
to five o’clock in the afternoou on each of the five
secular days next preceding such
day of the election,
for the purpose of
receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose names have not been entered
on tne lists of
qualified voters, in and for the several
wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.
October 19 1876.
oc20dtd

L

Consign men.

eufirelf

People,

A

all

ful

a

the Seventh day of November
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,

WE

Prior to

Regula.

1ise every

Tuesday

Nautrigon

EDWARD BREEN, 199 Franklin St.,
Will teach navigation by the use of the “Nautrigon’
Invented by Rev. Dr. Hill of this city. Persons who
have acquired no knowledge of navigation can learn
in a very short time by this instrument to solve the
problems of time, latitude, longitude, azimuth, course
and distance on the great circle, and several other
problems useful in navigation. The expense of learning navigation by this method is very small.
jylStf

Best

IMPORTATION.

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

PURSUANT

DRAWING SCHOOL
(Second Year.)
This School will be opened on
Wednesday Evening- Nov. 15tli, at 7 1-4

o’clock,
in the Library Room ot the Association, and continue
! on Wednesday
and Fridav Evening* of
each week througli the Winter
Free of tuition to mechanics from any part of the State.
Only
a limited number of scholars can be
accommodated;
tho*e of last year will have preference this
year, provided thev apply. Two classes will
be formed—one tor beginners end an advanced clas*.
Pupils required to furnish themselves with necessary
implements and stationery. Application must
be made to
O. L. BAILEY,
Secretary of the Committee. 48 Exchange St.
Committee on School—M. A. Blanchard. L. F. Pin- I
gree, Richard Cole, Geo. F. Morse, G. L. Bailey.
oc3i
dtnol5

of Portion*.

City

to warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward rooms, on

HI. C. HI ASSOCIATION

for 50 cts. per pair.

Cloakings

THEIR OWN

OF

To the Electors of the

FREE

eodlm

uov2

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Thieves entered the railroad station at South
Orrington, Friday evening, but secured only
about 87 worth of scrip and copper?.

lork, Author ot Standard Phouopraphic Work,

»c21_eod3m
FRANKA. blackstone,

from 35 cts, upwards.

HANCOCK COUNTY.
a

dtf

Ladies’ Cloakings

STATE NEWS
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Street.

°

PORTLAND, ME.
Refejenees—Andrew .J, Graham, 563 Broadway,

New

Children’s New Britain

GOULD,

Congress

MO. 69G COMGRESS STB EFT,

OF MAi,

from 35 cts- upwards.

CENTS !

&

CUMMJNGS,

Timber oOflimihinl Phonography,

nod

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers

Cents 2

NELSON

and

There is talk of
the Little
Falls.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
sure remedy for COUGH**, and all diseases of
the THROAT.
LUNGS, CHIilit and

one

Reporter

and

a

are

MISS EDITH J

acknowledge
here quoted

TRIFLING
WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.
USE

STRENGTH

great excitement, and be finds very few
say anything good of him or for him.

over

acre.

Plans showing the location and other features may
be seen at the Land Office.
Terms of sale, Cash.
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH,
Land Agent.
nov7<ltd

UNDER VESTS

causes
to

3

Iron bound I, Frenchman’s Bay—lot on.151 21-32
The right is reserved to withdraw any of said
premises from the sale.
The Islands will be sold separately and bids will
be made in each case for the whole Island and not

ATTENTION

QCt21_

dlm

7
5

LADIES’

omit to

The total potato crop of this state for
year probably reaches 2,500,000 bushels.

jvui

t>

Matlnicus i.... 15
Wheaton’s I, barred to Matinicus 1. 10
Matinic Green I, J m. S. ot Matinic 1. 10
Cedar I, Isles ot Shoals, i m. S. E. of Smutty
Nose I.
10
Round Porcupine I, Frenchman’s Bay, k m, E. of
Mt. Desert.
12
Green I, s. of Gouldsboro’, barred to Petit

the

*

4

—

by

in
High School of Portland, wishes to say that
lie has greatly reduced his
prices on account ot hard
times. He will give lessons to classes at
private
houses whenever desirable.
Prof. M. may be found at
Loriug, Short & Harmon s, under Falmonth Hotel, trom 11
to 12 A. M.,
or at the Chadwick
Mansion, Congress Street.

STATE

2k

Ou early examination of these goods is solicited.

Mr. E. E. Morse of South Bethel has received an order from a 'party in Bostoo for several
thousand bedsteads.
Mr. M is making an addition to hi3 factory, and is expecting to do a
good business the coming winter.

iv

2
1
2
4
2
1
7
7
5
9
7

Neck. 3
Ned’s I, S. ot Grindstone Neck, barred to Mark I 5
Rolling I, Wansqueak Bay, E. of Schoodie
Point. 5
"Western I. mouth of Indian Harbor,Gouldsboro’.. 7
Outer Bar I,
g
•*
Sheep I,
Gouldsboro* Bay,
9
<•
«
Sallie I,
g
Eastern I, entrance of
C
Noman’s land I, Penobscot Bay, 1 m. N. E. of

SUPERIOR

returned

large Knowles pumps, and perfora ed pipe for
fire extinguishing purposes is being hung to the
ceiling throughout the mills.

iiiij

g
2
2k

.........

Also

Hlaiue Business Notes.
The Lewiston Journal predicts that logging
will be brisk on the Androscoggin this winter.
The Denis n Paper Manufacturing Company
of Mechanic Falls is putting into its mills three

unciun

]i
2

Island, Deer Isle thoroughfare, j S. of
Thurlow’s I.;..;.
Bam and Ewe Islands, Deer Isle waters, 1 m, K,
W. of Merchants’ I
Scrag I.. Deer Isle waters, J m. S. W. of Mark I
Peggy’s I,
thoroughlare, barred to Thurlow’s 1.
Sheep I, W. of Deer Isle, i m. S. of Fitieid’s Point
<•
Second I,
} •*
Barred I,
barred to Crockett’s
Hart’s I,
near N. W, Harbor.
Lime I, Isle au Haut Bay, i m. N. of Kimball’s I
Western Head I, barred to S. end of Isle au Haut
Crow I, Burnt Coat Division, | m. N. of
Long I..
Goostbery I,“
$ m. S. W. Swan’s I
Black I, W. of Mt. Desert I, * m. N. of High Head
in Pretty Marsh Harbor
Folly I,
near Thomas 1.
AI»N
»
»<
it
B 1,
Dram I, S. of Sullivan, J m. W. of Simpson’s I..
Burnt 1 and Block I, Frenchman’s Bay, I m. S.
W. ot Calf I ..
Green I and Burnt I, Frenchman’s Bay. barred
to Stave 1.
Yellow I, Frenchman’s Bay, | m.W. of Jordan’s I
»*
a
Crow I,
Grindstone
j

75

Drowi.ed at Sea.—The bark Ella, Capt.
•Matthews which arrived here from Glasgow
Sunday, reports that on the first inst. Oren
Davis, one of the seamen fell overboard and
was drowned.

probably

Islands.
£m.S. of Thur-

lowsl...

FOR

strong Eepublican state.

being shipped

*are» between Camp and Green
Johns I., Deer Isle thoroughfare,

that they

Maine must maintain her pres-

bushels of tubers.

4-v-

o

—

x, i/cci 18ldUU UIUIUUL'U*

vx&avt

A.

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA

Solon Chase
Cary
meeting at Winthrop Thursday evening.
Bishop Neely preached at St. Chrysostom’s
Chapel, New York, Sunday eveu'mg.

Look to It.— Republicans, do

1TTL,.

Have just received another lot of 25 Dozen of
those Meal Drown, Ink Drab and Slate 2
Dutton

Personal.
addressed a Cooper and

vote to-day.

Helena I.

J. & P. COATS NELSON & GOULD

from John B. Brown to John E. and Charles
E. Averill.

has

i
2

..

novT

yesterday:

State Commissioner Haskell
from the Centennial.

2

Islands.
Bills I., Deer Isle Waters, £ m, N. W, of Pell’s I.
Potato I., Deer Isle
thoroughfare, £ m. W. St.

for Catalogue.
COE Em dfc CO.)

TO

Democrats sad

Brunswick—Lot of land containing one acre
from Kulus R. Groves to George It. Groves.
Lot of land from George A. Stover to Abbv
E. Eaton.
Lot of land from Abby F. Eaton to Lavina
W. Graves.
Portland—Lot of land on Ellsworth street

Glathery’sl.

r>eer ,8le Waters, between McGlathery’s
^amA:
and Spruce

YTIn«- T_1

HIA88E, A. HI.9 Instructor in
P*IOF.
n® Fj-ench Langunge and Lilrrnturc
the

90

mucus mumBRaNE.
PUI UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
C. N. CR1TTENTON, 7 SIXTH AVBSrE, New York*
nov?
d4wt

LORD,

polls, Re-

Rbal Estate Sales.—The following are the
real estate transfers recorded in this county

CITY ADVERTS

PARLEZ-VOES FRAMCA1S!

au9

Little Deer I...2
Barred Islands, Penobscot Bay, 4 m. S. W. of
Little Deer 1. 3
Crow Islands, 2 m* N. E. or Stinson’s Neck..,.. 7
Lazygut Islands, J m. S. E. of Stinson’s Neck.. 10
Mahoney Islands, Eggamoggin Reach, £ m, S. E.
of Harbor 1. 5
Little Mark Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, 1 m.
S E. of Stinson’s Neck. 1
Dumpling Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, 1 m.
S E. of Stinson’s Neck. 5
Grog Islands, Deer Isle thoroughfare, £ in. N. W.
of Bold 1. 6
Scot’s Islands, Deer Isle
thoroughfare, £ m. N. of
Green I.
4
Flat Islands Deer Isle
thoroughlare, between •
Green and Russ Islands.
1
lant* L Deer Isle Waters, £ m. N. E, of
o
McGlathery’s I....
Gooseberry I Deer Isle Waters £ m. E. of ivic-

trouble to show goods.

MR STEPHEN MARSH, late ot the firm
of Messrs. Walter Corey & Co., has associated himself with this establishment and would be
pleased to
see his friends at any time.

A

and Miss Marsh has consented to appear.
The benefit will be taken bythe company and orchestra. As both are deserving there should
be a full bouse.

15

Meman.

Beautiful Easy Chairs iu Satine,

Attentive Salesmen and

Treasurer—James Quinn.

more to

SETS,

Brackets, Foot Rests, Blacking Boxes, &c.

J. Welch.

Once More.—Once

St.

parlor" suits,

Tlie “reformers” are determined
to win if they bave to burst
every
ballot-box in the couutry with
fraudulent votes to do it.

Secretary—Thomas

AT

This stock is new and selected with great care, and
will be sold lovr. Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give me a call when they desire anything
in the Housekeeping line.

Sylvanns Harmon,

Chauncey Barrett,
Wm. W. Thomas. Jr.,

E.

Conway Island, Eggamoggin Reach, £ m. N. of
Bear 1.
Sheep Island, Penobscot Bay, £ m. S. W. of

is

W. H. Stevenson,
Amos Smith,
C. J. Pennell,
L. M. Lovejoy,
F. S. Merserye,
J. A. Osgood,

EDUCATIONAL,

tbe coast

Spectacle Islands, Eggamoggin Reach, 4 m. S.
of Cape Rosier I.

Just received a new lot of ladies
at Vickery & Leighton’s, Middle street.

OF ALL DESCRIPHOJiS

Geo. Verrill,
E. W. Corey,
J). H. Towle,

on

Island. Eggamoggin Reach, J m. N. of
garments %Bear
Stinson 8 Neck. 28

Let every Republican vote early.

Edwin Clements,
E. P. Chase,
Geo. Wyer,
Louis Bunco.
Thomas P. Place,
Cbas. H. Rich,
J. H. Crockett,
F. A. Blackstone,

a

E H. C.

Rallying Committee.—The following
the Rallying Committee in Ward G.
J. E. Haseltine,
James Bailey.
C. B. Sullivan,
Benj. Steven°,
O. K. Gerrisb,
C. W. Ford,
F. F. Hale,
Johu O. Wlnsbip,
Thomas Wilds,
A. L. Hobson,
D- F. Harley,
Alfred Wiggio,
L C. Nelson.
Albion Little,

islands

Area and distances estimated.
Acres.
Robinson Rock, Penobscot bay, J mile S ot Mark I. 2
Goose Rock, Penobscot
m N. of Mark I.
bay
£
£
Goose Island
£S.E. ot Lassells“ 2
««
<«
Mouse
e.
6
3
Lassell’s
S. of Long
‘‘148
2£
Compass
“2
S. W. of Little
Spiuce Head.10
Scrag Rock, Penobscot Bay, £ m. S. W. of Great
Spruce Head I. G
Barred Islands, Penobscot Bay,'£m. N. W. of
Beach I...... 10

To allay a txkliug cough and to render the
voice dear, take “Forest Tar Troches.
nov4—Xw

Patrick MoGlinchy.

By

MAINE.

P

best and
and will

the

are

the

Or

Lasd Office, Augusta, \
November 7, 1876.
J
URSUANT to an act of tbe Legislature approved
entitled
“An act to authorFebruary 11, 1876,
ize tbe sale of Islands
belonging to tbe State,” the
undersigned, Land Agent of Maine, under and by
the direction of tbe Governor and
Council, will sell
at public auction at Thorndike Hotel in Rockland,
Maine, on TUESDAY, tbe twenty-tirst day of
November, 1876, at ten o’clock in tbe forenooD, the

case

among the uumber, consequently I do not
wish to subscribe to your paper from this date.
Yours respectfully,

Portland, Me., Nov. Gtb, 1S7G.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

3

away

me

Hard on the Hogs.—Mr. Sawyer, agent for
the anti-cruelty society, was notihed yesterday
that the hogs at Leighton’s slaughter house in
Eist Deering had not been fed since Saturday:

Upon investigation it was found to be a fact
and that the corn intended for them was not
left Saturday, but the car
containing it was
brought into the city. The hogs were fed soon
after Mr. Sawyer took the matter in charge.

Reformer.—Tbe following note

which be would like to reform our laws and so
cial system will hardly meet tbe general approval of citizens. Go early to the polls to-day
and overwhelm by a great majority the votes
of this kind of ‘reformers.”

tige as

should vote ear-

round

a

and

to

Fare for the

first-class endorsement of our leading article of yesterday.
Mr. McGlinchy goes for Tilden and Reform but the particular direction iu
is

acting Major.

Co. E, Capt. Lewis, 42 men.
Co. A, Capt, Eaton, 45 men.
Co. D, Capt. Marston, 35 men.
Co. C, Capt. Sanborn, 40 men.
Co. B, Capt. Waldron, 30 men.
The procession as will be seen by the figures
The
given above, numbered neaily 500 men.
out uf town companies made a fine appearance
and added much to the general appearance of

bright lights at the residence of Mr. George M-

The regular monthly meeting of both branches of tbe City Council was held last evening
and the following business was transacted:

Samuel J. Tildcu.

pearance. Tbe clubs of this city were assisted
by the Union Guaids of Yarmouth and the
Yarmouth brass baud, and the Hayes aud
Wheeler Guards of Cape Elizabeth,

ful

__

Republicans, it is your fluty to
work against tlic possibility ol the
speculator, the monopolist, the
crafty
she
selfish
politician,

__

practice in this court.
i At six o’clock ibe Yarmouth company under
The jury will come iu Nov. 21st for trial of action
command of Capt. Green, arrived, and headed
Cummings vs. G. T. Railway Company, and the sesby the band from the same place, marched
sion will continue for trial of any other causes on
street to the Republican headeither old or new docket, in which the parties are down Congress
Here they were provided wi.h a
ready. Alter the jury is dismissed the court will quarters.
liberal collatiou, to which they did ample jushear the causes submitted for decision of the corn t
tice. Oa their arrival crowds began to gather
without a jury.
Friday and Saturday of Thanksgiving week are in and abont the headquarters
Tbe election
assigned for hearing of motions for new trial, and to-day was the all absorbing topic of conversacounsel are requested to be ready at that time for the tion.
It was encouraging to notice the hopeof all cases in whicli motions have been

The

Argus grossly misstated

burglar entered the dwelling bouse of A
Jordan, Friday night, but was frightened

A

lence.”

DISPLAY.

FUSE

!

Monday.—George E. Burt et als. vs. Luther
Whitman. Plaintiffs allege covenant broken. Re-

Brief

to make the wager he hacked squarely
down. Afterwards §100 even was offered him
aud lie refused to take that. In fact it was a
case of the regular Democratic
tactics—bragging
without being ready to back it up. The Demoadmits that the
the affair.

(J. H. Circuit Court.

argument
filed.

directly

crat

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Ladies’ Merino Vests—Davis & Co.
Eureka Spool Silk.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sale of Islands—State ot Maine.
Dauchy’s Advertisement—2.

very

un-

a tissue of misrepresentation
to end, It seems that a Democrat, after reading his Argus, was greatly elat.
ed and made a loud propositiou in Capt. Marstru’s presence to bet §125 to §100 that Tllden
would be elected.
A little while alter Capt.
Marston called upon him and asked him about
it.
At first Mr. Democrat blustered a good
deal but when the proposition was made to him

Close of the Cam-

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kondrick.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,

name

handsomely, in
from beginning

PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes•eadeu Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city.

Waterviilfc, of J.

That Election Wager —The paragraph in
the Argns about an election wager, in which

they introduce Capt. Marstou’s

THE

At
At
At
At
At

!

ilistl

and convenient Cottage, with
improvement*. Apply at
NO. 70 BHACHETT STREET.

For Philadelphia
1

Fuuiiit- A. Railey.’’
SC'II. pamuisr
apply
or

nov3dtt

lo

Far

freight

<’IIASK, LEAVITT A CO.

PRESS.

THE

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Coloring Butler.
Eds. Country Gentlemen: Many times during the past season I have been inquired of
by letter and otherwise in regard to the subject of coloring butter and cheese, and particularly in regard to the coloring preparation known as Wells, Richardson & Co’s
Golden Extract of Annatto, advertised in
the early part of the season in your columns.
Somehow the impressiou seems to have
obtaiued that I am in some mauuer interested in the preparation. As the drouth has
made it desirable to again commend the use

coloring, the inquiries have begun
again, and I beg leave to answer
them through your columns.
I believe it to he the farmer’s duty, as it
most certainly is his interest, to make such
products, whether of the dairy or anything

A

bis customers desire, without cavil or
apology, only that he does not furnish them
anything harmful. I have therefore never
lelt it incumbent on me to preface the recommendation to color nutter with any "if”
I should always do it myor “wherefore.”
self, whether for my own or other person’s
table if it were not otherwise fully up to my
standard, which is a high one.
I have not now, nor have I ever had a penny’s Interest in the sale of any preparation
for that purpose. I have nevertheless encouraged several parties in their experiments
and investigations, looking to the production
of a better and less objectionable preparation than any heretofore kuown, and one
ready for use. Knowing by actual tests the
comparative value of the preparation named
above, and being acquainted with the manner in which it is prepared, and the material
used, I have not hesitated from time to time
to lake a few sample bottles with me for gratuitous distribution among my friends, believing that I was bv the means doing others
quite as much service as Messrs. W., E. &
Go. This is the full extent of my relations
to the preparation.
as

So intense has the prejudice against
the use of an annatto preparation become in
some quarters that Mr. Van Patten, the
chemist of the house of W. R. & Co., commenced some time ago a series of experiments with other less obnoxious substances.
Aitnougn i nave not tne slightest sympathy
with or for the prejudice against annatto, I
have watched his investigations with interest. The “perfected butter color” which the
house is putting on the market for the fall
trade, and which is now advertised in your
columns, is a result of his efforts. I have
used it to color the butter of a cow which I
have kept in the stable through the summer
for experimental purposes and have had the
butter on my table every day. 1 have shown
it to many persons, and the unanimous verdict is that it is the most beautiful artificially
colored butter they ever say. I appreciate
the compliment, for I have seen hundreds of
tubs of butter so nicely colored that the
most expert and critical judges were unable
to detect any imperfection in it. If anything
better than Wells, Richardson & Co.’s Golden Extract of Annatto is desired, I recommend their Perfected Butter Color.
O. S. Bliss.
Sec'y Vt. Dairymen's Association, Georgia,
Vermont.
Management of Brood Mares
Mr. M. W. Duubamjof Illinois, last year

made some large purchases of Percheron
horses. In a recent letter, he thus describes
he French or Perche method of breeding:
The division of the sexes in Perche differs
from most countries where horses are raised.
One section has the mares, and produces the
colts, while another section buys and raises
them. No matter what may.be the class to
which she belongs, light or heavy, or partaki ng of both she is expected to breed' every
year. If barren, she is sold. This fault continuing. she passes Into public use. During
her gestation she works constantly. A few
days’ rest betore and after foaling is the only
time lost. The remainder of her work pays
abundantly for keep and interest on her cost.
At the age of five or six months the colt is
abruptly weaned and sold, Led into the interior upon the fertile meadows, it remains

unproductive. Iu winter it is fed on
hay In the stable, and during the fine season
one

year

turned into the field to graze. To sum up,
it is rather poorly nourished on bran, grass or
hay. The reason is, that it is yet unproductive to its master and it fee’s the effect. Wait
a little.
Its hardest time has gone by and
work will soften its lot. It reaches, in this
manner,the age ol fifteen to eighteen months.
A this age the colt is put to work. Naturally docile in the hands of a man always

patient
easy.

RESPONSIBLE party to cut and draw three

of its companions the young animal plows,
and is never over worked. Now it is fed betnuv*

ivcviico

proves, and its

contemplating

uvi’in-i

vwiva

xi>o

rnuiuiv

d3w

House Wanted*
small family without, children desire

mA

of the desirable qualities. Master, servant,
large and small, all deeply imbued with the
love oi the horse, unite in this work wilh admirable skill. Thus, in traveling through
Perche, one involuntarily stops in the middle
of the fields to see the colt, never tired of admiring the vigor it displays and the gentleness with which it is treated.
At the age of
three, the Beauce farmer buys the coit to
work his soft and light soil. For him the
young animal must be preserved intact,its development uninjured—nay, encouraged.
The colt has thus been worked one year,
abundantly fed, but supplied with little or no
grain. Doing enough light work to pay its
keeping, the master has received enough be
sides the manure to pay a heavy interest on
the cost of his colt. The primitive work,
which would have been injurious under care
less management, is, on the contrary, benefi
cial so long as the colt is in the hands of a
good master. This is so much the general
case, that the contrary is the exception. The
animal grows and becomes better developed
in size and strength than if not worked.

ATTORNEY AT

fas

173 middle

:si HUI

ftTRKET.
eod4w»

f7 m.
Counsellor
No. 51 1-2

Boarders Wanted.
FEW Gentlemen can be accommodated with
board, at
oct28d2w*NO. 26 SOUTH STREET.

A

So

PLEASANT
139 OXFORD STREET,

corner

at

of Elm,
dlw*

nov3

Board and Pleasant Booms.
\G taken the desirable house, No. 101

HAVI
Danfortli street
to furnish

pared
gle gentlemen,
oci25d2w

(near Park street), 1 am pregentlemen and their wives, and sinwith pleasant rooms and board.
MRS. M. D. WOODWARD.

oct7

are

LEASER

HOTEL TO
NEW

THE

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
House contains 40looms and two

is

Stores;
situated opposite the passenger station ot the
THE
Grand Trunk
and in the immediate
Railway,

vicinity,

and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
fu24deodtf
Portland, Me.

philology

HOTEL TO LET.

SOUTH WORTH. 108 Newbuiydl.,

III Cushman

Block

Inquire

of C. F. MOULTON’S Boot and
Shoe Store, 567 Congrcstt Street.
nov3
d2w

Whitney

shed

180

oc31dtf

C,

To be Let.
Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also
These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.
To Let.
Large Pleasant Room; also some small rooms
in House, No. 118 Spring Street, Poitland.
d2w
0Ct26

ONE

To Rent.

TENEMENT

of six

State

rooms corner

and Sher-

man streets.
Modern improvements.
Family
without small children preferred. Cau be seen from
3 to 5 P. M.oct25dtf

To Let.

Policy Holders

in

THE

septl9

dtf

To Lei.
HOUSE, No. 5 Carlton Street; commodious, pleasaut and every way desirable.
BYRON D. VERRILL,

BRICK

205 Middle

septOdtf

Store to

learn

“ful

BUSINESS

dl,

For Sale.
Ten miles from

Portland, in
Stage Road to Bridg-

Windham, on
ton, thirty acres of land, mowing,

woodland; under1_^drained where needed, and in a
good state of cultivation, with one acre of
muck: one mile from Church aud Post Office; hall
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar.wood, ice, hen house,
and yard with barn all in good condition; orchard of
young thirfty trees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
of W. H. VINTON, ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR HUNTINGTON, on the premises.
dtf
augl7
pasture

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL A SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plnm
Street.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
A.
St.

WHITNEY, No. 30 Exof all kinds
change
Upholstering
"•
done to order,

:—

Copartnership

Notice

have this day admitted as partners in our
firm WM. H. PHINNEY and FRANK C.
CROCKER. Our business will he continued under
the same style and firm as heretofore.

WE

PHINNEY & JACKSON.
Portland, Nov. 1,1876.

novldlwr

1

s Desk,
i BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,

CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

607

Beal Estate Agents*

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information clieertuily given
and estimates promptly fuurniflied.
HORACE DODD,
121

Stair Builders*
F. LIBBY, No. 252 Fore Street,cor.
Cross St., in Delano's Mill.
G. Id. HOOPER, Cor, York and Maple
B.

Streets.

RIISING

ADV

A. KEITH.
106

Meta) Type and all kinds oi
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers'
owest prices. Send for estimates.

[_C0RNS!

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

WELCH,
CHIROPODISTS,
AT

ADVERTISING

—

Parties treated at their residence without extra

“THURSTON,

GENERAL AGENT.
Free Street Block, Portland,

sepl6

d1y

(lie DIAMOND PECTORAL for
and
Bronchial
Cough, Colds
affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS for a Mild

octl4

ADVERTISING

FOR ALL

Office No. 41 Park

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Petlengili & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 cboice newspapers.

City.

C. J. WIIEELEK,

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

OFFICE,

LOAN

Fleischmann & Co.’s
CO MERE SHED VEAST

Notice.

General Agency
—

are

tk.u

mark.

AT

JOB PRINTING
this OOtcc.

mullJ

executed

at

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OS

IKDIA ST

Pasieogcr Trains Leave Portland.
10.45 A. in. for all statious. running through

to

Maine

Gentrai

for New York and Western connection.
Parlor Car attached.
Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 9.15 a, in.. every day (except
season

Pullman
5.90 p m.

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,
Leare Boston at 7.30, 119.30 aud

8.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. & N. A. Railway lor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached
at

Through Tickets to all Points 8outh and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats aud
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change
oc9dtf
GEO. BATCHELDER. Supt.

Op DEM.

f
b

Pm

a.

ten

arrives in
DAY.

return

House and

$5.00

....

Crawford Home and return
3 OO
3.00
Pabyan Mouse and r**»x?ru
Bunco! Hit. Washing uu and return, 400
Nuuimit and leturu via Fabyau’t*
GOO
Summit and return via Glen
8.00
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to
parlies holding these tickets.
dtt
sept16_

|

a

m

a

gf

«

s

w
s-

Printing

OFFIO E

Posters,

Bund Hills, Bill

Heads,

furnace is without exaggeration, the mos
turnace ever made. It has the bes
The radia
Grate aud Sitter ever put in a furnace.
tors are made of heavy plated Iron and riveted in
the most thorough manner.
This

powerful heating

Cards, Tags,

Perfectly Gas Tight,
DURABILITY

31

UNEQUALED.
chasing:.

notice.

Nutter Bros. & Co.,
SQUARE,
eod6m

For Sale.
HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 230 61-100 tons
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and gingng
&c. Apply to
MIOAH SAMPSON,
10 Commercial Street.
jnc21dlf

!
j

EXCHANGE

wff?1"" ik Will leave the West Side of Custom
tatisb&igSr-k House Wharf, every week day, for
Scott’s Landing at 6 15, 8.30 and 11.15 a. m., 2.15 and
5.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Scott’s Landing at 6.40, 9.00 and
11.40 a. in., 2 40 and 5.30 p. m.
Fare lor Round Trip, 25 cent*. Package
of five round trip tickets, $1.00. Tickets lor sale at the
office of Rollins, Loring & Adams. No. 22 Exchange

Street, and

on

oc3dtf

board Steamer.
CAJPT. C. H. KNOWLTON.

BOSTO 1ST

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

no

&c. printed at short

delphia,

NEXT

For Freight

It. It.

run n«

follows:

Leave Portland at 7.50 a. m..
£.30, 4.00 and 6.20 p. m.
^•50 A. 91. Train stops at all stations between
Portland and Rochester, and runs through to
Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 10.00 a.
m., (where it connects with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua at 11.47
a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15
p. m.,
Ayer Jauction 12.40 p ni., Filchburg
1.25 p. in., and at Worcester at 2.10
p. iu.f
connecting with trains South and West.
2.‘10 P- M. steamboat Express arrives at
Rochester at 4.30 p, in., connects at E pping
for Manchester and Concord, at Nashua
tor Lowell and Boston, at Ayer .function for Fitchburg ana Hoonnc Tunnel Line at Worcester with
Boston &
Albany Railroad, aud goes through New
London without change of Cars,
there
connecting with the
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwich Lino, arriving in
New Vork at Pier No, 40, North Kirer
at 6.00 a. m.
Mtate Rooms can be secured in advance at
Barnes Bros., No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the Depot.
4.00 P. M. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
0#20 P. M. Tiain runs to Gorham.

Passage apply

Jn23-ly

Co., Proprietors.

Eastport,

BRUNSWICK, MR.
Rooms, W. B. Field,

Calais

and

John, Digby,

§t.

Windsor and Halifax,

TBIPS~FER

TWO

Proprietor.

On and after

Monday, Sept. 18th, !
Steamers New Brunswick,

the

toot
6.00

Simpson,

P. M., tor Eastport and St. John.
St. John and Eastport

Returning will leave
days.

same

on

the

Cornish House,M. IB. Davis, Proprietor
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Grnuil Trunk Rail-

Clark, Proprietor.

TO

MAIL. LIKE

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With

Prince Edward La.
Braio. and Ni iohas, N. F.

connrciiuns to

laud, Cape

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—niram Bastou, Pro
prietor.

The First Class
Steamship
“BERMUDA,” Capt. Angiove,

will leave Atlantic Whari, everv
SATURDAY at 4 p. m.. for
direct,
Halifax,
making connections with the In1

tercolonial
LITTLE I ON, N II.
ha;ers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard.

Prop.

Ml LL BRIDGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Proprietor.

DAYS, at 4
No freight

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Onion tlouse-W. T. Jones. Proprietor,
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer* Propi iefor.

IOUTLAND.
Aduibs House, Temple St. Charles Adam
Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J. d. Perry,

Proprietor.

House, India St. E. Cray, Pro-

prietor.
Oitv Hotel, Cor. Congress and CSreen St.

Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St.CUbson <frCo.,
Proprietors.
J. K.

Julian Hotel. Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. L. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. S. Hotel, J unction of Congress and Fed*
eral Sts. Timothy
Wolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial flouat-1.. O. Sanborn & Co.
Prop, irloric.

p. m.
received

0C|M

dtr

ALLAN

dU

Notice.
of the
THETowStockholders
Boat Company,
their

Central Whart Steam
are hereby notitied that
meeting will be held at the office of J.
P. Tenney, 2$ Central Wharf. Portland, on TUESDAY, the fourteenth day of November, at 2 o’clock
in the afternoon, to act on the following articles:
1st.—To choose a Moderator.
2d.—To choose seven Directors tor the ensuing
annual

year.

3d.—To act on any other butincss that may properly come before them.
C. A. VICKERY, Clerk.
Portland, Nov. 4, 1876.

_no\4dtd

Vaults Cleaned and Aslics Removed.
ORDERS promptly atteude<l to by ailing at
R. GILSON,
or addressing
Congress Street
Jan ldtl

ALL

U.

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from
Quebec
every
Naturdny inorniug,
•for
Liverpool, touching at
’Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax
every other Xuentlay, tor
Liverpool, touching at QiirenMtown.
Passage—First-class—§50, $70 ami §80 gold, or its
equivalent: Intermediate §35 gold; third-class at
....

iuwcst

—

Baltimore &
h

Washington

ihiiimm-

hour
••

lime,

a

i.iNK

neck.

ir.l CJla., MteaRi.hi.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Frooi lle.lou direct every
TIlRuiiAl'
and SATIRDAY.
AND

SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to 'Washington and
by fteiUDer Lady uf the Lake and Jane

MoseIy.drla

Petersburg and
ftifhmnntff0.rn‘??ed tr0In -s<'rfo,k to
R- to all places in
fh Sontl ’wlJIV.,an,.lT.cnn-BW* M* C ark» Agent, 240
Washington
St.,
Boston1.

of,NOtrt!1, aiul South Carolina by Searu
«?
*foanoke Hailroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John
b. il
Daly, Agent,222
n

Boston'1*

Washington sireet, Boston.
points in the West by Baltimore
Ohio
®av*80,,» Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Ihrough bills of lading given by

Agents.

the

above uamed

Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
ko2dtf

S.

■u.lrnmeal.,al

the

CENTENNIAL,

1876.

the

CENTENNIAL; elegant

new cases

in great

va-

Prices very lowest consistent with best maand workman ship Organs sold for cash or installments, or rented until rent pays. Every organ
warranted to give entire satisfaction to every reasonable purchaser or the money returned. Illustrated Catalogue sent tree
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.—154 Tremont
Street, Boston; 25 Union Square, New York; 80 ami
82 Adams Street, Chicago.
oc2Sdiwt
riety.

AGENTS WANTED for Ihe STOKV of

fjHAULKY

BOSS

Written b* In* father
A complete account of
this most .VIysteriou* A biluctiou and Exeiting
Neareh. With Fac Simile Letters anil Illustrations.
OutNell* all other Book*
One agent took 50
orders in one day. Terms liberal. Address
K. PnTTKR A' I’n

PnLILIu....

*>».n

.1

PC'-5___<14W t
p AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT

Centennial
history
s^ils

old

or, than any
ecpies m one day.

saafriffir

other book,
Our .-Wn-,
Send for our extra terms

yAT,"sAi-

WELL THAT
The
■trow.

ivHL,aff

ISCUTE

■

!

llnhy Nonp, made by KobinaAu
A C’o.. Ilomon.
cct25d4wt

new

f greatest Offer of the sea1-il.x A K3 • son. Eight $10 Chromos
given
with
Home
Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
away
American Fruit, 2.} feet long, Lake i
ucerne, Virgin
Vesta, &c. Mounted Outfit, four Chromos, $3 00;

8

Chromos, $5.50.

J.

ington Street, Boston.

LOt>

*•

LATHAM & CO., 419 Washoct26d4wt

II styles with name 10
®?BD8
Post paid.
4. B. Hinted, Nassau, liens.
oet28U4wt

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and ftli. CLELLAN.
IProm Providence
every WIDNENDAV

And to ah
"

the

are the only organ* assigned (hi* rank.
Their superiority is thus declared, uot in one or two
rejects only, but in all the important qualities of an organ. A Medal and Diploma have
been awarded them, but medals of equal value were
awarded all articles deemod worthy of recognition, so
thet many makers can advertise “first medals’’ or
“highest awards’*.
Comparative rank in excellence, has been determined by th Judge*’ Reports alone, in which the
MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS are Unanimously assigned “The THIN | HANK, io ihe *evernl requi*iie*" ot such instruments, and are the
only ones assigned this rank. See Judges' Reports.
This result was not unexpected.tor these
organs have
l mformly taken h-ghest awards in such
competitions, there being less than six exceptions in hundreds of com pars ion s They were awarded first medals, and highest honors at Puri* 1876, Vienna
1873, Santiago 1873, PbiladrIphia 1867; having
thus been awarded highest honors at
Every
W orld'N Exhibition at which
they have competed, and being the only American organs whichever
obtained any award in Europe.
NEWSTtLES, with improvements exhibited at

rates.

The C»lnagow Tiiue of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent tor
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
Jtf^Siabl Sterling C lu ck* issued iu muiiih
to null for £1 au«l upward*.
my9dtf

Norfolk,

&~hamlin

SEVERAL REQUISITES”

and

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

—

etor.

LINE.

SUMMER _SERVICE.

—

n UllU

CUj’CIlUl

terial

St.

UKOirnEliAll.
Turner Houle, \V. C. near lion, Piupri-

New Glas-

after 10 a. m. on day of sailing
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE
Jr„ Franklin Wharf.

Sous, Pro-

NORTH STRATFORD N. II.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey Ar Co. P

Windsor, Truro,

to'

gow and Pietou, and steamers for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Bream, and at Halifax with
steamers for St. Johns, N. F.
SEiP-RETUKNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

NAPLES*

NOBRIDGE WOCK.
Daniorth House, D. Danforth. Prop icto

Railway,

A",

1

of such

Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston, S#
Andrews and Calais
Connections made at St. Jobn for Digbv. Annapo
lie, Windsor, Kentvillo, Halifax, N. S., Sliediac, Amherst, Pietou, Fredenektown, Charlottetown aud
Summerside, P. E. I.
[^“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
0 clock p. m.
sep20dttA. K. STUBBS. Agent.

IUUIIIIV1J

“FIRST RANK

Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf, !
of State St., every Monday and Thursday at

etor.

CUJIJIVII

••

CABINET ORGANS
been Unanimously assigned

WEEK.
Have

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Propri-

Proprietor

ucvo

mason

WAXjTa arrangement

P. Sc K. Dining

American

to

Bn MANPHON, Acem
TO Lons Wharf, Boston.

IMEK>ATIOi\AL STEAMSHIP CO.

St.-Chapin,

Sc

o

and

Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.25, 11.45 a. m.,*
and 8.50 p. m.
7, JO A. M. Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland at 10 00 a m.
11.99 A. M Steamboat Express from New London, leaving Norwich Line Steamers at 5 00
a. m., and Worcester at 8.00 a. m.,
stops at
Springvale, Allred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, arrives in Portland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with the
Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11.45 A.- 91. Train is a freight train with Passenger Car attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Portland at 5.10 p. m
S.50 P. M. Train is through from New
Vork,
stops at all Stations when signaled arrives
in Portland at 10.50 p. m.
Local Train from Gorham at 6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portland at 6.40 a. m.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

apl

or

E.

etor.

House, Nathan Church
prietors.

the rate

for warded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.

St. Janies Hotel—J. K. Crocker, Proprl

Elm

a. m.
one half

Freight for the
by connecting lines

BOSTON.
Parker House. School S*. H. D. Parker Ac

1

at 10

Insurance

uv.

keeps eveiything in prjner position while the Cuiative Compound applied daily by the patient, excites
healthy action, adhesion and cure. Besides this
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
on horseback or otherwise, and
chords security
against inharoed and strangulated rupture.
The afflicted are coming trom all parts ot ihe country. Terms moderate, depending upon the case.
Persons troms the country can receive treatment ami
leave for home on the same day. Send 10 cents for
Dr. Sherman’s Books with likeness ot bad cases before and after cure. References given to gentlemen
who have been cured. Office No 1 Ann Street, New
York. Beware ot the fellow calling himself Dr. \V.
G. Crempion and using Dr. Sherman’s name in his
advertisements to decoy the afflicted. Save this advertisement.
d4wt
oct!6_

'sailing vessels.
West by the Penn. R. R.,and South

BATH.

Hall,
Dining
M. W.

UL'0

wnarlage.
From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m«
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietoi

Depot,

and Economical; its object is immediate relief and
eventual cure. It is based upon scientific principles
and easily demonstrated to the comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though he does not use a

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

tors.

D.

DR. SHERMAN’S
Treatment is Practical, Rational,

Steamship I.ine.

Cony House, G. A. Sc H. Cony. Proprie

Proprietor.

reason.

AND

PHILADELPHIA

Harrison Dak.

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

ll U P T URE
Pat Uni* cured .ID yearn ago, remain
sound. I>r. J. A Nbrruinn’* successful treatment cf Rupture has induced unprincipled persons
to advertise ihe elastic trusses as a certain cure.
Knowing them to be bnt an imperfect support.
Thousands of victims are to-day 5uflering through
this Elastic Truss delusion.
If it is worn tight around the body it wastes away
the muscles, interrupts the circulation and predisposes to paralysis; besides, the strap between the
legs drags the great ball of wood upon the ligaments
spermatic cords and Pelvis Bone in a manner to produce impotency with all its horrors
Indeed the
legion of trusses with their gripping pressure upon
the spine, abdomen and delicate parts adjacent to
Rupture, sooner or later cause kiduev and bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old.
and the old useless, until life settles into frightful
apathy. The afflicted should think seriously of this
subject and.act in accordance with the dictates of

THE STEAMER TOURIST

HOTELS.

International

CO,,

STREET.

P»

dtf

Tremont House, Tremont
Gurney Sc Co. Proprietors.

AGENT!*

receipt of 25 cents. Large discounts *o agents.
CENTENNIAL STATIONEKY CO.,
North Haven,
oxx.
Please mention this paper in writing, octlldiw f

FOR TIIEISLAUDS.

Ticket* good to so any day aud on
any train. Returning within 30 days
State Rooms on Norwich Line Steamers secured in
advance.
J. M. LUNT, Superintendent.
J. W. PETERS, General Ticket Agent,

Batb

Centennial Stationery Package.

ACCIDENT TICKETS farnixhed if
ailed.Sc21jis2wt08tf

Portland & Worcester Cine,
Norwich Line Steamers
and Pennsylvania R. R.

York.oc!3d4wt

The grandest offer ever made, it can't be
heal 1 Try it and be convinced.
SEE WHAT IT CONTAINS.
20 Sheets of Paper.
1 Fabers Lead Pencil,
1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
1 itnbber Eraser,
1 40-Page Account Book, 1 Child’s Illustrated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bull), good quality.
W ANTED
Sample package,
wholesale price list and outfit seut by mall oil

vrn

"VIA.

RKTU-RNING.

Please call and examine it before pur-

SCHP.

a. in.

m.,

Monday, April, 8,1876,

Trains will

*;

MAINE.

J..IO p

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
and Lobster Dealers, Produce
Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners and any others of Portland, who
are now shipping hy this route.
Our landing in New Yorn is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Stieet)
For rates and iurther imforraation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4,1876.
mv4dtf

On and after

*>»

29 MARKET

at

roruana sc Rochester

•

*

5.00 p. m.,
m. NEXT

New York at
Foil land 1.15 p

MORNING.

„

ft
50

W. I>. LITTLE &

ONLY $13.00

State St.

New

PHILADELPUIl Ail RETURN!

Centennial Excursion Tickets

Augusta House,
er, Proprietor.

We will start you in a business you
IX
LN fk
vr
can make $50 a week without capital,
At ft VT1 Veapy and respectable for either sex.
iTl
Xi X AGENTS SUPPLY CO., 201
Lowery,

hr nil the ponulnr mutex. Tin ROCnES.
TER and WORCE-'I ER, NEW LONDOT. STONINfJTON and FALL RIVER
LINES; nlxo to all poimx WEST and
MOUTH and
CALIFORNIA, IS.il or
Mt-nmerx, lor xnle nt the LOWEST REDUCED RATES by

tlic Ex-

I_

•’.HAS.

j

—TO—

CENTENNIAL

no

bination for this season surpasses anything heretofore
attempted. Terms sent fiee on application Address
CLli'AH A C’O., 14 Warren St.,
Y.
ocl3d4wt

Excursion Tickets

TO THE

During Cloving Days of
position.

in

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

Reduction in Fare

Quick Despatch.

arrive, in New Fork ti.OO

11

State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
HS&^Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

Passage

as

Glen

Aft fill® HPfl Investigate the merits of the Illus-ix-vs 4 'Xl X 0*trated
Weekly, before determining
upon your work tor this fall and winter. The com-

York.

Excursion
ON tickets will be sold to the White Mountains
follows:
(o

The

imnieuMely. 5,000 AOEKTN WANTED.
Semi (or lull particulars. This will be the «Imace
Of IOO years to coin mom y fast. Get the only
reliable hiwtory.
HUBBARD BROS*, Publishers, Springtield, Mass.
M® “ol deceived by premaft 4 TTT1 XVfix
IIIIV turc
books, assuming to be
“official” and telling what will happen in Aug.
and Wept.
ocl3d4wf

with tine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

&_ OGBEIBIIRG.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, H. B. D ing,

—

Freight leaving Portland

03

^
1 *

fob

Daily Press Freight Repriijery
Freight
ring

s.

S

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY ami THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
P.

CORNISH.

—

1
a

»

Steamer* Eleunora and Franconia

Monday, Sept. 18th,

Prom Portland

Press—Outfits Ready

Centennial Exposition

t7.00 a. m., 12 40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p m., 5.C5'p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The t12.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, Oct.
an3ldtf
9,1876._

and after

LINES.

DESCRIBED 4\n
it
vi imtfd
A grnphic pm-piciure of its
history grand
building*, wonderful exhibit* curioNitie*,
great day*,etc. l*iofu*ely illuHtroted. thoroughly popular ami very cheap
Must sell

m

Ncwbnryport,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.3!) p. in., in

YORK.

In

Bouse, Court. St. W. S. <St A. Voting
Proprietors.

Portsmouth,

CO.

HONDA 1, OCT. 9. 1S7S

P0RTM1

England

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY bv
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Good# Itrcrired al Depot*
Dally.
Through Bill* Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to tbeSouth and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Nrwherne and %Vn»hius;lon.
D. D. C. MINK, Grucra! Eastern Agent,
^9 Devonshire Mfreet, Boston.
janll
dtf

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterviile,
Belfast and Dexter at t!2 35 a. m., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p, m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallow ell, Gardiner, and Biunswick
tl2 35 a.in 17.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick {7 00 a. m.,

Elm

Kittery,

STEAMSHIP

RAILROAD.

AUBURN

Portland & Worcester Line

Job

iEW

TO

Boston & New

Philadelphia,

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

—

Salem. Lyon, Chelsea aud Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford. Hennebunk, Kittery,

CLYDE’S

POCR STEAMERS PER WEEK.

STEAMSHIP

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
the Daily Pbess mav always be found.

PASSENGER TRAINS leare Portland
for Scarboro9, Saco, Biddeford, Ktu*
nebunk* Wells North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

are

MAINE

HAMILTON, Supt.

Portland, Oct 9, .876.ocOdtf

9, 1876.

We would respectfully call the attention of
Merchants and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

deodtf

Portland

reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young,
No. 26G Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.
Freight taken as usual.
deo27-75
J. B. OOYI E jr Gen’l Agt.

Johnson, Yt.
2.45 P. RK. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:
11.15 A. R1 from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. M. Irom JohnsoD, Vt.

Railroad,

OCT.

81.00.

line

cure a

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

Eastern

Daily, a* 7 ,’rlncti P. >1., and INDIA
WHARV, HOM'luiv. daily nl .1 P. 1.
(Hnuday, yxccplrd).

FARE

THE

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage%
W. J. SPICER, Superintendents
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

iving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Passengers by this

West ant! <*outliwest.
J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
agr^PULLMAN PA ACE DRAWING RO'iM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trams
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger foi evt ry $500 additional value.

will also leave Railroad Wharf every IMouday*
AVedncMday aad Friday Kveuing« at IO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Searspori, Sandy Point, Buck sport, Wlnteiport and llaiupucn.
The City of Richmond connects with Steamer Chas.
Houghton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland every Tuesday morning tor North Haven. Green’s Landing and
Oceanville (Deer Isle), So, West and Bar Harbor,
Mt Desert, and Winter Harbor; and every Thursday and Saturday mornings for Ellsworth, touching
at No. Haven and Green’s Lauding and Oceanville
(Deer Isle).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her Friday
trip from here only and on her Monday
trip com mg West.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1876.
oc'Uhlt t

FOR ENT CITY AND JOHN It HCOK8
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

Le

('hauge of Tiiiic, Oct. 9, 1879.

12.40 p.
Bath

Mon-

day liiDriiiuy at ii o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor

!

RP".

PORTLAND A OGDKNSJBIRIi

To

NorihU'tst

Millbridge, Jonesportand Muchiasport.
Returning, will leave Macbiasport every

STEAMER CITV OF RICHMOND
CAPT. KII.RV,

(141

no9

Tickets sold at Red need Rates ?
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, [TJilwnubee, Cincinnati St. I.ouist. Omaha,
Sagiunw, St. Paul, Sail Lake City*;
Denver, San KTrancinco.

ou or

EASTERN DEPOT, PORTLAND.

way

Richardson & Boynton’s

aug29_

220 Federal St. Portland.
sepSSdOm

[Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

Will leave Railroad U lmrl,
toot of Stale Street, Portland
every Thursday
evening
ui IO o’clock for Rockland, Castine,Deer Isle,
Sedgwick,South Wes land Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),

Boston and the West.

Slate Rooms call

or

WEEK.

STEAMER LEWISTON,
CAPT. DEEIEIIVG,

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

A. 8AW1EI1,

F.

Clark’s

NASSAU, BAHAMA ISI.ANDS,

PORTLAND,

—

Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at8 30 a ro.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. in.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. in.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL

ECONOMY AND

9 Market Square, Opposite l). S. Hotel,
jyl5
eodly

Mail train 1.50 p. m. 'stopping al all siations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West,
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.

■If

No. 5 Washington Building,

WINTER RESORTS.

Warranted

A B R.AM S’

For Tickets
address

TRIP~PER

ONE

ROUND TRIP !

anglO_

©

CALL AND SEE AT

iston.

PALL ARRANGEMENT.

Aov. 9th.

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins & Sons, Props

*

About 250 on band, and for sale at less
than half price to pay advances.

$11

Mt. Desert, Machias, Bangor, Ellsworth and Deer Isle.

STE AMER8.~

BOSTON

01 ME GRAND EXCLUSION
Thursday,

INSIDE LINES TO

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St...and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 494 Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. F1LKINS,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
pel 73dtf

GIVE

WILL

1EP8PAPEBAJ1YERTIR1NGAGENT

$3.00.
W OECOTT di CO., Proprietors.

S 3

Reefers,

LOCKE,

ROW, NEW YORE.

34 PAi.K

ME,

g

<A»

Eastern R. R„
Fall River Line and
Pennsylvania R. R,

DEXTER.
Merch nuts’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

s

VAItEDEERED

A

Bazar!

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-rcom

—

PBINCIPAL

Row, New York.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

Hotel,

28
5 g

jul5eodly

jSfiaSiiiftJ (-)D an<* after MONDAY, Oct. 16, 1876,
trains will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Express for Auburn and Lewlnon at 7.00 a. m.
Express tram at 12,25 p. flu tor Auburn and Lew-

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market affords.

I
sm

Oyer Coats &

THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Dealers i,i Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.

WROUGHT IRON
FURNACE.

dell

AGENT.

tlHEKTIMNG AGENTS

dtf

—

is

S'* Jm.

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

HOTELS.

COLLINS A BUXTON

Congress street, Porland, Me.

v iiuaua.

ARRANGEMENT

WINTER

AGENT'

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towne ot the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces*
Jtfice No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Physic.
Try Hie AERATED OXVGEN lor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases.
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at ROOM 3. Cahoon Block,
383 Congress Street.

Address all orders to

Sole Agents for Portland and vicinity for Geo. Wood
& Co.’s PARLOR ORGANS.

AS THE

S, R. NILES,

T. J. PORTER, Prop.
Open,
Steamers leave New York, Cct 28tb,andNov. 20th.
For full information apply to
JAMES LIUCERtYOOD Ac CO.
oct20dlm
J5S Broadway, New York.

INSTRUMENTS !

ui

Newspapers in

Wow

—

ii«

li,

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

nces.

United States

ifti varieties. Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

nuun

uruiiu

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
the Untied States and British Prov-

octlueodtm*

BATES

CABINET DESK

j

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York

502 1-2 Congress St., Corner of Brown
charge.

Excursion Tickets to New York nud
Philadelphia for sale at Boston «& Maine Kailrood Ticket Office, including
Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return
Choice of carriages.
N. B.— Kates as low as by any other Line.
Tickets via all Lines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt, Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
[ Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
'lransfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. U. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oc7utf

8. JML PEFTENGILL & CO.’S

HEATED BY STEAM.

MUSICAL

PRINT.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

MR. k MRS. DR.

THE

AND

AGENCY Ac

BBS’ WAREHOUSE,

MEDICAL

Situated in the very Center of the

—

C.EVANS,

T.

and Silver Ware,

3. A. MERRILL & CO., 139 Middle St

CORNS

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston frdm Boston & Providence R. 11. Depot daily, except Sunday,
dt 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonlngton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Islaud. every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the elegant and popular steamer Ston iugton every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
nlv*nyn in adraoce of all oiltt>r line*. Bag-

J.

and all points in the

DODD’S

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

PORTLAND,

3

a

Receive advertisemei t* for all newspapers in llie
United States a_ i Canada, at tlieir office,

Plumbers.

J. A. MERRILL

Parlor €ars on trains leaving Portland at 3,00
p. m., and Boston 7.30 a. m.

—

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

Cross, Port laud.

An ornamental Parlor Desk

SAMUEL

and

■

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BARBOUR, 250 Fore Street, Cor
of

!

AGENCIES.

GEORGE

—

in

streets is

DIRECTOKyT

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Makes Hie best and healthiest
This yeast is made
BREAD
f»om Pure Grain. Factory at
Bli.'svil'e, L. I. For sale by all
retail groceis.

ALL

Vaughn

of Brackett and
person wishing
This house is of brick

corner
offered to a

Dealer in Wood and

THE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danfortli Street
JL containing ail the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf
jD

the

hereby forbidden trusting or
harboring my wife, Julia R. Totman, sbe
having left my bed and board, as I shall pay no
debtB of her contracting after this date.
JOHN F. TOTMAN.
novGdlw*
Portland, Nov. 6,1876.

A

DESIRABLE situation,

a nice residence in this city.
and is supplied with all the modern improvements;
a nice stable is within easy access. There are about
6000 feet of land
This is one of the most eligible sit
uations in the city of Portland. Terms of payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T PAl'TEN,
on the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of Vaughn St.
octlO__ dtf

To Let.

interesting and contidental

persons

PORTLAND. JYLK.

Watches, Jewelry

information, important to them, eonce'-niun that company
by sending their names, address, number of policies
and amounts of insurance to INVESTIGATOR,
Loek box 4475. New Yoik City Post-office. oc27dtf

some

JOBBER,

Chronometer Markers* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,
5« Market Street, Printers Exchange.

Let.

Commercial street, next below
Dana
Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Apply at 96
Dantorth St.
C. OXNARD,
dtf
aprll

STOKE

&

MANUFACTURER OF

Street.

No. 122

MET 10RK LITE msURlNCE COMPANY
can

FOR SALE!

BABCOCK.

JAMES MlJLIiER, No. 91 Federal Street

Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Danlorth Street, recently occupied by Watson
Newhall, wiih or without the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.
given immediately.

higher key, thinking

that she might not have
beard him before. “Um—m—’m”, was all
that escaped from her sealed lips, as she kept
onwitb her work. “Why under the sun don’t
yon answer me?” exclaimed he in surprise
“what’s tbe matter? what have I doDe to of
“Em—’m” was still the only
fend yen?”
sound elicited. “Look here!” then exclaimed
tbe husbaDd as he jumped up and knocked
over a cup of coffee; “I don’t swallow another
mouthful of this breakfast until you tell me
what’s tbe matter.” “What’s tbe matter”
echoed she suddenly turning upon him w'th
Hashing eyes. aDd then sbe contiDued: “John
Adell Smithson, the next time I dream 1 see
yon kissing auotber woman 1—I—I will leave
this bouse!—noo hoo!”—Chicago Journal

P.

dim

oct-26__

COE, WETHEBELL & CO.,

Review.

Wouldn't Speak to Him.—When a
young Chicago man came down stairs tbe other
morning be remembered that his wife, who
was prepaiing breakfast, had not spoken to
him when sbe got up, and so he cheerfully said:
“Good morning little lady.” Not a word came
in reply, “Good morning,” said be again in a

FOR SALE.
desirable 2£ Story Frame House, No. 85
Federal Street Easterly half of Block, containing 14 rooms, arranged for two tenements; is centrally located for business, with gas. large cistern, and a
never failing spring of pure water in cellar.
Lot is
36x120, with garden and fruit trees. Will be sold at
a bargain.
to
N.
S.
GARDINER,
Apply
Real Estate Agent, No. 42J Exchange Street.

Street. dll

MAKER

MODEL

THEBank,
the front offices.

lustre on
have the

She

nov2_____dlw*

dtf

FARRINGTON’S,

Middle

p. m.
For Rochester and Farmington. N. II., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. in.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Maco, Biddeforo and Mennebnnk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m 3 00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning Trains will leave Hennebunb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Congress street, opposite

rooms at 1042

L. TAYLOR.

To be Let.
At 85 New High street, a Pleasant rent of
five rooms with modern conveniences, to a
family without children.

a

Then we
American scholarship.
rich, native hnmor of the “Biglow Papers,”
the rare and subtle thoughts of Emersons’s
“Essays,” and the genial langhter and tender
pathos of the “Autocrat.” America has had
many students of philosophy, especially of the
transcendental school of Germany, but she has
as yet produced no philosophers, excepting the
great New England theologian, Jonathan
Edwards. In art, Powers, Crawford and Story
are names of deseived eminence as sculptors,
and the grand scenery of the West is beginni t
to inspire painters. In the domain of music
America can produce no name of note.
In spite of the hard, rugged work of preparing a continent for the habitation of man, the
people of America have ever been studious of
science and literature, especially of the literature of the mother country.
Thanks to her
schools, the vast majority of the| population of
the United States have been able to read with
appreciation me greatest masterpieces or r,nglish literature, and they have a faculty for
quickly discovering genius. “Sartor Resartus”
was published in Boston long before its publicatiou in England, and such was also the case
with those peculiarly English productions,
“Macaulay’s Essays.” Herbert Speucer’o writings were read widely in America beiore the
author’s name was known in England, except
to a select few.
Of these things tbe Americans have a right to boast.—British Quarterly

pleasant

near

the brick chapel—$13 00 per month.
Brick house No. 47 Wilraot street—10 rooms, Sebago and gas—$25 00 per mouth.
Five rooms at No 29 Waterville street, first floor—
$12.50 per month.
A stable on Oak street, opposite the Friends Meeting House.
Apply to W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent

Caskets Always on Hand.

jan5

To Let.
NICE Rent on Wilmot Street; lias furnace, gas
and Sebago, Apply to

A
nov3dtf

dtf

Neal street,
Congress—10
rooms—for two families—$150 each.
HOUSE
Six

Watch and

HALL TO LET

EDWARD

Rents.

to

or J. 1*. McCOBBj 95 Exchange Ml.
nov4dtt

or

WM. H. MOTLEY, 11HE
OVER X. P

Passenger Trains will lean Porllnud tfer
Boston at 6.15,9.00 a.m., and 3.00 p. in., arriving al Plosion at 10.45 a. m. 1.40. 7.3J p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m„
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p in.
For IVtllg, North Berwick. Salmon Falls,
Oreaf Falls. Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00

street.

nov3

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

Corner Middle and India Street,
Portland.
V.

Spruce

NOYES, Portland Savings Rank,

(ga/ud Wdnleh,

ME.

One Week from Nov. 10th

Commencing Monday Oct. 9. 187s.

to Let.

or

THE
A.

UNDERTAKEN.

THE AMERICAN HOUSE,
Apply

BERRY,

YARMOUTH,

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

at

Inquire of

two store brick bouse No. 2
Enquire of OH AS. EDWARDS

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

the names of Bryant, Emer-

Marsh and

T

■......

HITCHCOCK,

augll

good to go oa anj day and any train
Returning within 30 day. State Rooms and Berths
secured in advance if desired.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Sup’t.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
nov6
dtf

New two story French roofed house, on Cumberland near High street, containidg 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,for two families, gas, Sebago,
bath room, furnace, and all ni'xlern conveniences of
a first class bouse.
Will be sold low as the owners
are about leaving the state.
Applv to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,
wov3dtf
42J Exchange St.

Successor to the late George Marston,

Bolus, Coins and

L«u,

llousc

No. 9

GAD

son,

Bancroft, Prescott, and Motley form a trio of
whom any nation might be prond; in science,
Asa Gray, Dana, Draper and others are men
of deserved eminence; white in language and

a

Tickets

STEAMBOAT CO.

E R 8.

O T II

Tilts

World’s

Fall River, StoniuKton or
Norwich Line Steamers.
Pennsylvania R. R., oi
Bound Brook Route.

HE

37 P'um Street.

No.

In

Lowell, Longfellow, and other lesser celebrities; in fiction, Hawthorne stands in the
foremost rank of literary artists; in history,

M

RETURN

Boston A Maine It. It. and

nov4diw»_J. N. BEAD.
FOR SALE---A BARGAIN^

For Sale

and

Jok

fficok,

TO LET5

supremely great genius to the world. Her
people have been engaged in taming the wild
and shaggy continent, and so have had little
time for the construction of a great literature.
But America has nearly, if not quite, kept pace
poetry there

A

—

VIA.

For Sale.
Borgninn in
GREAT
Woodford’s Corner.

T. Wild©,

STEPHEN

dim

IS THE WOOTON

literary production,

ME.

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands od them and they sha'l be healed
.**03 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
dtf
nov8

no

in

Exchange St.

v
ey * c ft

rooms, gas,

hot

OF ALL

(lie Only Inside Hoisie
Avoiding Point Judith.

Centennial Commissioners announce that the
Exposition will be kept over
The

ONLY $13.00

Sebago, furand cold water, in the
Congress Street. Will be let to
seveu

ocation lor boot and shoe business
F. G. PATTERSON,
Apply to
Dealer in Real Estate,
uovld2w
379$ Congress Street, near City Hall.

THE

American Literature.

England

Law,
U3m

Dr. IV

of

fit cuts.

family.

Hranch 0*--ce at Saccarappa, Hie.

To Boarders.
well-known boarding house, corner Park
and Gray streets, will lemain in the hands of
the present proprietor who now has desirable rooms
vacant, furnished and unfurnished.

But a few words can be said here on Ameri*
can literature. No one will ask now "Who
reads an Ameican book?” Bather may it be
asked, "Who does not?” America has given

with

at

TO

HTEIIIL AVI)

story house, 11 roams, arranged for two
families, western part ot city,
A small house, six rooms,
good neighborhood,
western part, ot eity. $150New house, 12 looms, gas and Sebago, arranged for
two families, on Spring Street., near State.
2} story house on Oxford Street, near Frauklin, 11
rooms, gas, Sebago, furnace,
arranged lor two
families, for $350.
New store on Spring Street, near State; excellent
A 2

,

sepl9
with boaid

let

to

RAY

PORTLAND,

Let.

room

new
a small

Street,
d6w*ttt

Board.
i or IS Krullemm (large front room.)

front

Rent

GENTEEL
Dace, bath room,
brick bouse 766

LAW,!

rOBTLAUD. ME.

BOARD.

—

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD

—

IlOUSft

8TONINGTON

!

PORTLAND

STEAMERS.

•>

I

first class

ON

'nTD0W7~

FRE IL

a

rent in the western part of the erty.
House
must contain from seven to nine rooms, having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied with
and good water. Reference given. Address L.,
»ox 1557.
se27nalwttt

at
FOR
oct14

BLOCK,

Street.
Room 8 and 9.
uovldim

RAILROADS.

Fare Reduced!

Real Estate security, in Portlaud,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON .dealer in Real Estate. Office 379$
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

Exchange

JOSEPH HOBSON, Saco,

oot!7

CENTENNIAL

RAILROADS.

to Loan.

Money

Law,

at

ESTATE

REAL

HALE,

lias removed to

to

mi

master seems to delight in
the progress and development

Attorney

live millions of spruce timber a year for the
next three years and drive the same about eigfit
miles into the Androscoggin river.

and kind, the training is generally
Assigned to farm labor the colt plows

or draws a wagon.
Harnessed with four or
five colts of his own age, together they pull
what would be an easy load for two good
horses. Put before oxen or joined to three

CLARENCE

Wanted!

Loggers

of some
to come

else,

BUSINESS CARDS.

WANTS.

E. SAMESON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R.

CLAIRVOYANT.

TVTADAME N.
Clairvoyant,

», JI,U»IlOX.tlio celebrated
Fortune feller Mild Doctress. can
located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car DejKit, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame .>1. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, Ac., aud was never known to be at fault.

Lvi

now

Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering inioanv
new business or profession, the con
ucting of which
they do not understand, will tlml it to tbe'v advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly, blie also describes all manner of disease
that tiesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the
same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all w ho
have
consulted her in her constant travels .dnee she
was

old.
testimonials given if desired.
L“i,“ M‘cen'3-

seven Years

Good

ro»9A.,M?to9P:M;,

